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SUMMARY.
The brachiopod sup-er-family Pl'oductacea i~ l'epresented ill the Pel'mian

faunas of Western Australia by at least 34 species, many of \vbich occur in
at least two of the three major areas of marine Permian sediments. These
areas, from north to south, are the Canning Basin, the Carnarvon Basin, and
the Irwin Basin, together an area of approximately 150,000 square miles. The
Permian succession in each of these basins begins with glacial sediments and
is followed by a variety of sediments, marine and non-marine, with a total
thickness of over 12,000 feet in the Carnarvon Basin. The marine formations
are often richly fossiliferous, containing abundant remains of the Productacea.

Study of the Western Australian material has enabled discussion of
certain features, the function and taxonomic value of which are imperfectly
understood. Important amongst these are the shell structure, attachment scar,
musculature, trail, and the living position of the shell.

The species are treated as belonging to the Productidae, one of the families
making up the Productacea, distributed over the subfamilies Productinae and
Strophalosiinae. IVlost productid genera have been erected on the basis of one
or very few diagnostic features, most important of these being the ornamenta
tion. rfhe use of this feature as one of primary diagnostic importance is partly
justified because of its important functional value. The cardinal process and
other internal structures are regarded as important diagnostic features at a
generic level. Ornamentation has not played as important a part in the generic
subdivision of the Strophalosiinae as it has done for the Productinae. Specific
discrimination in the Productidae is based on persistent variation in external
features, ornamentation again playing a major role.

The collection studied consisted of well over three thousand specimens,
most of th€m wen preserved. There are seven species of A ttltosteges; the genus
DictyoclosttlS is represented by three species; the genus Krotovia (emended)
by four species; the genus Linoprodttcttts by three species; the genus Margini
fera by one species; the genus vVaagenoconcha by one species. Taeniothaerus,
an Indo-Pacific genus, is represented by seven species, one of doubtful affinities.
In the subfamily Strophalosiinae, Etheridgina, is represented by one species;
Strophalosia by three species, one of them very doubtfully represented, and its
subgenus Heteralosia by five species, one of these being doubtfully represfmted.

Most of the species lived as close-knit communities in the neritic, possibly
the epineritic, zone, preferring a substratum of fine-grained siUy sediment.
Species of both subfamilies cohabited, but similar species of either subfamily
apparently did not. The normal association is with bryozoa and other large
shelled brachiopods, especially spiriferids.

The majority of species range over several formations. At least eleven
species are likely to have stratigraphical value. Only six species are common
to all three basins, but seventeen are common to any two of them, indicating
the provincial nature of the fauna.



The species in the lower part of the general succession, above the glacial
sediments, are indicative of Artinskian age, but post-Artinskian species become
more prominent towards the top of the succession, especially in the Canning
Basin. The distribution of the species in general confiTms existing correlations
within the province. The fauna as a whole is distinct from those of other
regions, particularly in the large number of species belonging to the genera
Au1osteges, Strophalosia, and Taem:othaerus. It has its closest affinities with
the Permian productid fauna of Timor, followed by that of the Indian Salt
Range and Lower and Middle Productus Limestones. It is essentially dissimilar
to that of Eastern Australia. The even distribution, lateral and vertical, of
the species is thought to be governed more by ecology than by evolution.

No marked evolutionary phenomena were shown by the fauna as a whole,
nor by its constituent species.
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INTRODUCTION.
The sequence of Permian marine strata in Western Australia is, in area

and thickness, one of the largest in the world, and contains a rich and diversified
fauna. This fauna is unusual in some ways, particularly in the apparent absence
of fusulinids and in the presence of numerous species of that valuable index
fossil, the bizarre crinoid genus Calceolispongia. Nevertheless, the fauna has
an element in common with Permian faunas elsewhere-the prevalence of those
brachiopods familiarly known as productids.

The fauna is represented by probably as many as five hundred species', of
which brachiopoda and bryozoa are most numerous. It has lacked systematic
treatment in the past, probably less than one-third of the species having been
adequately described. As a contribution to thi'3 greatly needed systematic
study thirty-four species are described in this paper, many of them new,
belonging to the subfamilies Procluctinae and Strophalosiinae. All species
already described have been thoroughly re-studied, using both the material
available to the original authors and that collected since the time of first
description. The additional material has made it possible to revise, or enlarge,
most of these earlier descriptions.

Over the last fifteen years intensive collecting from large areas of the
marine Permian has resulted in the large collections drawn on for this study.
It is conceivable, therefore, that the \Vestern Australian Permian Productidae
are reasonably well represented here, although more species probably await
discovery and description.* Their existence is hinted at in the present
collections by odd fragments so poorly preserved as not to warrant recording.

.Although the description of species makes up the bulk of the work, other
aspects of the productid fauna are included-morphological, taxonomic,
ecological, stratigraphical and evolutionary. The last three of these other
aspects have not been treated in as great detail as might be wished. All three
of them depend absolutely on other interdependent studies not yet begun or
not yet completed. Such studies include further detailed stratigraphical
subdivision, comprehensive stratigraphical collecting of specimens,field studies
of the faunas, and the petrological study of the sediments enclosing them.

HISTORICAL REVIEW.
Study of the Western Australian Productidae began with a description

of a small assorted fauna, which included two productid species, by Hudleston
in 1883. These species were referred to as PrOd1tctus cf. brachythaertls and
Strophalosia sp. Between 1880 and 1943 there were numerous sporadic refer
ences to productid species, over forty in all, but only fourteen of these were
descriptive. The others were merely entries, many of them incorrectly deter
mined, in faunallists of Western Australian fossils. The best of these lists were
those of Glauert (1910, 1926), and Raggatt and Fletcher (1937) . These
authors listed 34 species of productids, but some of these were synonymous one
to another. Their references aL'3o included valuable bibliographies which

'" Collections made since this study was concluded include some new species that await description.
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contain nearly all works in which refer_ence to \\7cstern Australia productic1
species had been made.

The descriptive papers concerned les., than a dozen species, each paper
briefly describing two or three species which were part of a larger and varied
fauna. Most of the species in the very early papers were either undetermined
or referred to familiar European species, an effect of the European training
and background of these early authors. 'rhe most important of these references
are: Hudleston, 1883; Foord, 1890; Etheridge, 1903, 1907a, 1907b, 1914, 1919;
Hosking, 1931, 1933a, 1933b; and Prendergast, 1935.

In 1943 Prendergast made the first attempt at a systematic treatment of
the family. She described 24 species including all except two of the already
described species (one named by Etheridge, the other by Hosking) and revised
most of the earlier identifications. On the material available at the time this
total of 26 species would be representative. 'l'his material was part of the
earlier collections, much of it indifferently preserved, preventing full and
adequate description, and the figures illustrating many species were unsatis
factory. Since 1938 the Permian collections have been more than doubled,
pl'oductid material being particularly well represented. This additional
material, for the most part, is very well preserved.

At the beginning of this study barely twelve species could be said to have
been established on a finn footing. It is a tribute to the high standard of
Pl'endergast's work, dealing as it did with refractory material, that nearly all
her species names still stand, although many of the species required additions
to their descriptions, and some of them thorough revision.

SUMMARY OF s'rRATIGRAPHY.
Outcropping marine Permian sediments in \Vestern Australia cover an

area of at least 40,000 square niiles, possibly 150,000 square miles, and in place.<i
are up to 12,000 feet thick. They occur in four areas (Fig. 1) :

The Irwin River Dist1'ict: The smallest of the four, about 250 square
miles in area, located near Mingenew, the sediments occurring in east
dipping fault blocks.

The Carnm'von (N01·th-1Vest J:l1'tesian) Basin: In which Permian rock,
cover a belt about 40 miles wide, extending' from latitudes 23 to 27

. degrees south, an area of at least 15,000 square miles. They are
disposed in a series of west-dipping fault blocks.

The Canning (Desert) Basin: This Basin has an area of approximately
140,000 square miles, and Permian rocks are estimated to occupy most
of it. However, large parts in th·e south are obscured by Quaternary
material and only in the Fitzroy Valley (West Kimberley District)
is the Permian well exposed in a series of gently-dipping anticlines.
The Permian of the \Vest Kimberley is a roughly rectangular area
extending south-east from about 30 miles inland, just east of the port
of Derby, as a belt up to 100 miles wide and at least 300 miles long.

The East J[imbm'Zey Basins: These are a series of small fault-bounded
1)tructures which extend at their north-easterly end into the Northern



Territory in the region of Bonaparte Gulf. 'l'heir stratigraphy lla~

been described by Traves (1955), but not in great detaiL Although
some of these areas, including the Bnrt Range Basin, are situated ill
the Northern Territory just east of the 'Western Australian border,
they are obviously part of the 'Western Australian Permian and so
.~pecimens from them are included in this study.

I£S
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180 feet

110 feet

1,650 feet

this study were

800 feet
(estimated)

In the Irwin River District the succession for the northern part, in
descending order, is as follow·s (from Clarke, Prendergast, Teichert and
li'airbridge, 1951):-

7. Wagina Sandstone 300 feet plus
The topmost formation with rare plant remains.

6. Ca1oyngin'ia Hha.le 800 feet
J arositic shale and sandy silt, with few marine
fossils.

5. Irwin River Coal Measures 160 feet
Sandstone with coal seams and abundant plant
remaIns.

4. High Cliff Sandstone
Few marine fossils.

3. Fossil Cliff Formation
Sandy silt, shale and mudstone, with lenticles of
limestone at the base. Rich in marine fossils ..

2. H olmwood Shale
Shale with fossiliferous limestone and calcareous
mudstone near the top.

1. Nangetty Glacial Formation
Glacial sediments, unfossiliferous so far as is known.
Total thickness is at least 4,000 feet.

All specimens from the Irwin River District used in
collected from the Fossil Cliff Formation.

In the Carnarvon Basin the succession on the Minilya River, from llfmr
which many of the specimens from this area were collected, is as follows (after
Condon, 1954; Teichert, 1947, 1950) :

14. Mungadan Sandstone .. 145 feet
Coarse-grained, cross-bedded sandstone with few
fossils.

13. Coolkilya G10 eywacke 625 feet
StrQngly ferruginous in places, with numerous fossil
horizons.

'fhe above sedimentary divisions, together with the Binthalya Subgroup
(found only to the south, in the Kennedy Range) constitute the Keunedy Group
of Condon (1954).

12. Baker Formation 150 feet
Sandstone with sparse fauna.

11. N orton Greywacke 180 feet
Quartz-greywacke with fossil horizons with
restricted fauna.'

The above two formations, according to Condon (1954), are approximate
stratigraphical equivalents of the Nalbia and part of the overlying Coolkilya
Sandstone, respectively, of Teichert (1950).

10



approx.
400 feet

10. Wwl!cZagee FO'I'mation 425 feet
Essentially fine to medium-grained sandstone or
greywacke, grey in colour, with siltstones; very
highly fossiliferous, particularly in the lower part.

9. Quinnan'ie Shale 515 feet
Gypsiferous shale prominent, with minor develop-
ment of sandstone and limestone, in parts fossili-

'ferous.

8. Cundlego Forma,tion 1,090 feet
Fine-grained shaly to coarse-grained sandstone,
commonly cross-bedded with siltstone intercalations,
and with fossils in some layers only.

7. Bulgadoo Shale 1,000 feet
Grey to black carbonaceous shale and siltstone, in
places gypseous, and with few sandstone bands.
Fossils sparse.

6. MaUens Greywacke
Largely quartzgreywacke, fossils very sparse.

5. Coyrie Formation 850 feet
Siltstone and quartzgreywacke with sparse, occa-
sionally dwarfed, but varied fauna in some beds.

The above divisions, Coyrie Formation to Baker Formation inclusive,
constitute the Byro Group of Condon (1954).

4. WOIoramel Sandstone 250 feet
Medium-grained white sandstone with few fossils.

3. Cordalia Greywa.cke 1701 feet
Fossils very sparse.

2. Callytharra Formation 540 feet
Quartzgreywacke, siltstone and lin1l'stone bands.
Richly fossiliferous.

1. Lyons Group .. 4,600 feet
Glacial conglomerates and finer-grained glacial
sediments; upper part shaly with fossiliferous
calcareous bands.

The maximum thickness in the basin is over 12,000 feet. 'rhe formations
vary in thickness from place to place; the Cordalia Greywacke, for example,
lenses out completely to the south. 'l'he formation names (as also the rock
term" greywacke") are used according to the terminology of Condon (1954).
The Callytharra Formation, Wandagee Formation, and Coolkilya Greywacke
are the three most fossiliferons formations, and yielded most of the specimen~

from this basin.
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In the ~West Kimberley District the succession is (after Guppy et al., 19;)7;
'reichert, 1947) :

4. L-iveringa Formation 1,850-3,000 feet
Sandstone and greywacke with clays and grits,
mostly fcrruginized, with rich marine faunas in the
lowest and highest members.

3. N oonk(/.1~bah Formation 1,400-2,200 feet
Shale, siltstone, occasional limestone, some sand-
stone and greywacke, with rich marine fauna.

2. Poole Sandstone up to 1,300 feet
Sandstone with grit and conglomerate, mostly
ferruginized, with rich flora, and including at the
base the Nnra Num Member, approximately 20 feet
thick, with marine fauna.

1. Grant Sandstone .. up to 3,500 feet
Sandstone, grit, conglomerate, tillite, with fossil (exposed)
wood.

Most of the specimens collected from this area came from the three most
fossiliferous divisions, the Nura Nura Member, the Noonkanbah Formation, and
the Liveringa F'ormation.

The Permian rocks of the East Kimberleys (Ord-Victoria Region) have
been mapped by Traves (1955) in the following divisions:-

2. Port Keats Group.
Fresh-water and marine shales and sandstone with thin limestone beds
and narrow bands of coal. More than 1,500 feet thick at Port Keats.

1. Weaber Group.
(Now thought to be mainly Carboniferous.) Marine sandstone and
limestone.

rl'eichert (1947) discusses the regional and inter-regional correlation of the
\Vestern Australian Permian and concludes that the main glacial sediments are
of Sakmarian age, and that the bulk of the sediments above the glacials are
Artinskian, sedimentation ceasing shortly after the Artinskian. He further
concludes that to accumulate the great thickness of sediments (6,000 to 7,000
feet for some areas in the Artinskian alone) sedimentation must have been
rapid in some areas. These conclusions apply more truly to the Carnarvon
Basin. Thomas and Dickins (1954) correlate the base of the Liveringa Forma
tion with the basal Kungurian and suggest that this sequence (which may
contain a disconformity) ranges up into the Kazanian, possibly into the
'l'artarian. (See also Guppy et al., 1957).

The original sedimentary environments of the Permian basins are fairly
well established. Teichert (1947, pp. 133-134) describes the important sedi
mentary characteristics of the basin sequences and notes their resemblance to
the 'f paralic basins" of Tercier (1939) ; these correspond to the" paraliageo
synclines" of Kay (1951). The detail.s of these environment", however, are
still mostl;v unknown.

12
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The major faunal correlation of the various sequences in the three major
areas is between the Fossil Cliff Formation, the Callytharra Formation,and
the Nura Nura Member. The Wandagee Formation can almost certainly be
correlated with at least part of the Noonkanbah Formation, and the Coolkilya
Greywacke with the lower part of the Liveringa Formation. Evidence for such
correlations is described by Teichert (1941), and Thomas and Dickins (1954).
The succession in each area with the generally accepted correlation between
sequences is shown in Fig. 2.

MORPHOLOGY.

A special morphological terminology of the Productacea has been developed,
as it has in other groups. It may easily happen that the non-specialist will find
it difficult to comprehend a detailed specific description. For this reason a
brief account is given of the morphology and the terminology used here. For
those totally unacquainted with these brachiopods detailed discussion of their
morphology is available in Kozlowski (1914), Muir-Wood (1928), Licharew
(1936), and to a lesser extent, in Dunbar and Condra (1932), and Sarycheva
(1949, in Russian). '1'he very specialized morphology of such aberrant groups
as the Oldhaminidae Schuchert and Richthofenidae Waagen is not discussed
here.

OUTLINE OF MORPHOLOGY.

The following account of the basic morphology of productid shells should
be studied together with Figure 4. The number and letter in parentheses which
follow mention of each feature refer to the numbered illustration of that feature
in the figure.

Shape and size: 'rhe pedicle (ventral) valve is convex and the brachial
(dorsal) valve plane or concave (see Fig. 3). In some shells the brachial
valve may have an initial slight convexity and then become plane or concave.
'1'ransversely the pedicle valve may be evenly convex; if not, it has steep flanks
and a centre either flattened or indented by a median sinus (1 B) which runs
from near the umbo, through the middle part, sometimes to the front or
anterior margin (2 A). The latm'almargins (3 A) are the side edges of the
shell. The margins are often upturned (4 A).

Geniculation (5 F) is an abrupt increase in curvature of either valve. As a
result of geniculation of one or both valves the anterior and lateral margins may
lie close together and parallel, forming a tmil (see Fig. 3). A reversal of
curvature at the margin results in a flange (6 l!').

The posterior part of the pedicle valve consists of the ttmbonal region (7 B)
which leads to the umbo (8 A). This may be incurved over the hinge-line
(9 A), erect, or reclined below the plane of the brachial valve. The umbonal
10 idges (10 A) run from the umbo to the hinge and the angle between them is
the umbonal angle. A scar at the tip of the umbo, known as the cicatrix of
attachment (11 A), indicates that the shell was for some part of its life
attached to another 0bject. The hinge-line is straight or V-shaped, with the

14



apex of the V pointing to the rear and its limbs straight or slightly curved.
The ends of the hinge-line are the cardinal or alar extremities (12 A) ; in some
shells they extend beyond the body as ears (13 B).

5

Fig. 3.-Variation in median longitudinal profile exhibited by shells of Productidae
(figs. 2-4, 6 from Chao 1927, after Fredericks, 1915). Figs. 3, 4-visceral cavity
ofFredericks'typeProductiproboscidii; 2, 5-typeP. typici A.; 6-typeP. typici B.;
I-P. typici A. with trail, gradational to P. proboscidii. Figs. I-Taeniothaerus,
2--Pustula, 3-Proboscidella, 4-Linoproductus, 5-Aulosteges, 6-Krotovia.

ll. cardinal a1-e(~ (14 A, E) may be present on the pediclevalve, between the
hinge-line and the umbonal ridges; it is therefore triangular, though it may be
distorted, and is split medially by a delthyrium closed by a deltidial plate,
usually termed a psendodeUidinm (15 A) in productid morphology. 'fhe area
is planar or slightly concave, and may show vertical and horizontal striations
which are the marks of successive growth stages. In some shells there may be a
corresponding area on the brachial valve, also with a closing plate or
psendochiliditlm.

'fhe visceral disc (16 A) is the portion of each valve that covers the visceral
chamber or cavity. '1'he size of shells seen ranges from 10 to 180 mm. in
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17 fd,f!l

Fig. 4.-IlUportant morphological features of productid shell. The features are numbered corresponding
to the order in which they are described in the text. A--dorsal aspect of Taeniothaerus sp.; B-ventral
aspect of Dictyoclostlls sp.; C-internal view of brachial valve of Strophalosia sp.; D-internal view of
brachial valve of Taeniothaerlls sp.; E-internal view of pedicle vahe of Stropl'alosia sp.; F-side view of
brachial valve of Taeniothaerlls sp.; G-internal view of brachial mh'e of Dictyoclostlls sp.
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greatest dimension of either length or width; a shell is small if the dimensions
are less than 30 mm., medium if between 30 and 50 mm., and large if more
than 50 mm.

Ornamentation: Ornamentation consists mainly of SlJines (see Plate 10, fig.
1), usually represented by spine bases (17 A, B). '1'here may also be ridges
radiating from the umbo nanl€d costae (18 B); ridges concentric around the
umbo named T11gae (19 B) ; and concent1'ic bands (see Plate 10, fig. 14). Less
obvious features are g1'owth lamellae or growth wrinkles (20 A), which are fine
concentric lines, the result of still-stages in growth, and are distinct from rugae
which are actual folds in the shell substance; and mcl1:al stn:ae which are fine
grooves much less prominent than costae.

Intental featnres: Inside the brachial valve, the visceral disc is usually flat
or undulating; it is divided by a median septu,m (21 C, D, G) arising at or near
the base of the carcl1:nal process (22 0, D, F, G). '1'he cardinal process projects
posteriorly from the centre of the hinge, It is smooth but grooved on the
ventral side, and striated on the dorsal side; according to the number of grooves
it may be bilobed, trilobed, or (rarely) qlladrilobed.

'1'he add11ctor mllscle imp1'essions lie one Oll each side of the median septum.
'1'hey are generally oval, and their surface is smooth (23 C) or incised \vith it

dendritic or tasselated patterll (24 D, G). They may be raised above, or, more
rarely, depressed below, the visceral disc. In some genera, mostly those with
smooth impressions, each impression is divided transversely into two parts
(25 0).

CW'dinal ridges (26 G) may border the hinge-line, or run at a small angle
to it. '1'hey generally only reach the edge of the visceral disc, but in some shells
continue around the disc until they meet,forming a marginal ridge (27 C).

The b1'och1:o'z impressions or b1'achial 1'idges are of two types. '1'he pro
cluctinid type (28 D, G) are hook-shaped and arise at tll€ front or anterior end
of the adductor muscle impressions; the stl'ophalosiinid type (29 C) are longer,
semi-circular in shape, and arise at the lateral or posterior edges of the muscle
impressions. Inside the brachial impressions the surface is smooth or faintly
pitted. Parts of the remainder of the surface may be deeply pitted--the
internal expression of the spines-or reflect the external ornamentation (G).
The anterior edge of the disc may be lined with rows of papillae or with a
marginal ridge (C, D) bearing forward-pointing spiny pustules (particularly
in geniculate valves), or with a shelly diaphragm that closes off the space
between the two valves.

Inside the pedicle valve, the addllcto'l' imlJ'l'essions (30 E) lie at the real'
of the valve. Tlley are similar in appearance to those of the brachial valve,
but are comparatively longer. The clid1wtor mnscle impress'£ons (31 E) are
larger than the adductor impressions, and are striated; they lie out<;ide the area
occupied by the adductors. In life, the diductors were attached to the striated
part of the cardinal process, and, by contraction, opened the shell. Some genera
possess teetl/ (32 E) which fit into sockets (33 C) in the hinge of the brachial
valve. '1'he rest of the valve is smooth, or pitted, or papillate.
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ORIEN'l'ATIOK AND Dl:i\lrENSIONAL TERJYIINOLOGY.

'rhe orientation of the productid shell generally used for morphological
dio;cussion and deiicription is similar to that suggested for the brachiopod shell
by Thomson (1927, p. 5). The productid is considered as resting on the pedicle
valve with the brachial valve uppermost, the plane of the brachial valve approxi
mately horizontal and the posterior part of the shell (the umbo) away from
the observer. 'l'his orientation is not applicable to shells with concave brachial
valves. In this o;tudy such shells are placed so that a tangent to the curve
of the brachial \-alve, at a point where the visceral cavity IS deepest, is hori
zontal, again with the umbo furthest away.

Productid shells var'y so much in shape that it is necessary to describe the
way in which measurements of length, width, depth and other dimensions are
obtained. In this Bulletin, these dimensions refer, except where otherwise
stated, to the main body of the shell including the shell thiclmes.<; but not
including the trail. With the shell oriented as given above, the length is the
measurement of the line joining the extreme posterior and anterior points.
The width, or b'reacZth, iii measured at right angles to this line, between the
extreme lateral edges. This lllay correspond with the hinge-line, but if it does
not, the measurement of the hinge-line, or length of hinge, is also ~iven. The
cZelJth or height is the greatest distance between the valves. The cnrvilinear
length is the measurement of the mEdian line around the external surface of
~he pedicle valve from the tip of the umbo to the anterior edge of the visceral
cavity, The dimensions of the trail are given separately. These terms agree
fairly well with those used generally.

SPECIAL .M:OltPHOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND SO:ME BIONOJYIIC IN'rEI{PRETATIONS.

Under this heading certain morphological features are discussed, not sb

much for the sake of presenting complete descriptions of these features, as to
emphasize certain points about which there still seems some confusion. They
are partic~llarly well shown in some of the local material which is very well
preserved. l\Iost of these features also have considerable biological and ecologi
cal significance.

The Trail: 'l'his term is used to describe the anterior portion of som,) shells,
when both valves lie close together and parallel with only the mantle between
them, A trail may result from the geniculation of either the brachial valve
or the pedicle valve, or both. It may be closely simulated when the brachial
valve is very concave, the visceral cavity thin, and both valves gradually become
closer over the ant€I'ior portion of the shell (see fig. 3).

In P1'ocZnch~s, as re-defined by lVIuir-\Vood (1930), the trail is cut off from
the visceral ehamber by a thin shelly partition or diaphragm, developed about
the margins, antero-lateral and anterior, of the visceral disc. In Marginifcm,
many species have a similar structure, a raised, canus-like ridge usually strongly
developecl Again, in Tacniotlwcrns, 111argim:rugns, Slrophalosia, and other
genera the genieulated region of the brachial valve is thickened, which may
result ill a raised ridge, the edge tramversely incised and usually les.<;
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pronounced than in Mal'yin'ifel'a. 'rhese marginal strudures are fairly ,vide
spread in the Productacea, as Licharevv (1936, p. 91) and Huang (1932, p. 9)
have pointed out.

In conjunction with the trail, the marginal ridge, whether highly developed
or not, probably served as a filter. rrlms, in TaeniothaenLs the marginal ridge
and, in front of it, that part of the brachial valve that forms the trail, are covered
with anterior-pointing spiny pustule:;;. 'l'hes8 pustules have an approximately
quincuncial pattern, that is, they are arranged in lintS so that the gap between
any two pustules is covered by a pustule in front and one behind. Each
pustule fits into a corresponding depression in the opposing surface. When
the valves were only slightly ajar the arrangement would be very efficient as a
filter for large sedimentary particles, or as a protective device against pre
dators. As well as the genera' mentioned above, Jnf'csania, Dictyoclostus, and
(lthers are similarly protected.

Ornamentation on the trail does not differ markedly as a rule from that
over the main body of the shell. Growth lines are usually more crowded
together, spines smaller and more closely packed, costae less pronounced; such
effects are .the normal refiection of maturity and old age. But in some genera
whose pattl8rns of ornamentation changes progressively with age, the trail lllay
be ornamented quite differently from the rest of the shell.

It is commonly said that the trail is a. development of old age, forming
only when the visceral cavity has reached its maximum size. 'l'his is probably
true for some species but not for all. By the addition of internal layers
of shell material along the geniculated region and the trail, the visceral cavity

-_.

Fig. 5.-Enlargement of visceral cavity with formation of trail.
Median longitudinal profile of a trailed shell, showing successive growth
stages following on, or near upon, early maturity (1-5). By internal
thickening of the geniculated region both trail and visceral cavity can be
enlarged. Dotted line circumferential to hinge indicates maximum length
of visceral disc of brachial valve once margins begin to upturn.
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can become larger as the trail grows (Fig. 5). This can be seen in most of the
Western Australian forms with trails, as for example, Taenivthaerus teieherii,
md Strophalcs·ia kimberleyensis. The trail may be still further developed, of
course, after the visceral cavity has ceased to become larger.

Although the size of the trail does not seem to be of great taxonomic value,
its presence and individual characteristics, species to species, are valuable in the
discrimination of genera, and even of species.

Shell Strnet-ur'e: Dunbar and Condra (1932, pp. 177-183) have described
productid shell-structure in detail. They emphasize the lamellose structure of
the shell, the anterior-pointing ro.ots of the spines, which do not communicate
with the interior, and the fibrous structUl'e of the spines and internal spiny
pustules which give a pseudo-costate appearance to partially decorticated shells.
The fibrous internal pustules (or pseudopunctae), like the spine roots, point
:mteriorly (Fig. 6).

Polished surfaces and thin sections of the Western Australian material
confirm the main points of Dunbar and Condra's description (see Plate 21).
In addition, however, the thin sections do not show the outer prismatic la:yer
which is usual for brachiopods, although Muir-vVood (1928, p. 29) records it
for British productid specimens.

,~~?:-
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Fig. 6.-Camera-lucida drawings of thin sections of shell of (1) Linoproductus cancriniformis (Tschernyschew),
(2) Taeniothaerus teicherti n. sp., (3) Strophalosia prideri n. sp. Magnified ten times. Roots of spines (black) incline
anteriorly. Internal spikey pustules are reflected within the shell wall by successive dimplings of the principal lines of
laminae (1 and 2); prolongations of pustules also incline anteriorly.

Cicatr'ix of attachment: A cicatrix of attachment is present on nearly all
well-preserved specimens of the ·Strophalosiinae. Some productinids also,
notably .111110steges, TaeniothaertlS, and Jllresanr:a, commonly have this feature.
Dsually the cicatrix is small in comparison with the size of the shell, and as the
specimens as preserved are found free, this indicates that the shell was attached



only during early life, unless, as Prendergast rnelltions (lD34, ]1. 39), the mantle
assisted in attachment during Jiff', the shell falling after d"ath; but this does
not seem at all likely. '

The position of the cicatrix varies evcn within a single species. Usually
it lies immediately behind the apex of the umbo. It may be deeply impressed,
as in most Strophalosl:a-species, or be present only as a faint scar, as in the
j)roductinid genera Tcwniothaerns, A1tlosteges and Jnl'esa,m:a.. Its presence is
nearly always accompanied by some distortion of the shell. This distortion is
most commonly pronounced over the initial, or initial and middle, growth stages,
the shell later bf'coming symmetrical. '1'he di<;tortion is not regular, even in the
one species. An indication of the period of attachment is given by the size of
the scar in comparison with the size of the shell, and also by the amount of
distortion. In one of the local species, Stl'ophalosia prenclC1'gastae sp. nov., the
cicatrix is almost the same size in every specimen, but this is the only evidence
suggesting that the period of attachment was constant for anyone sp·ecies. It
probably varied fron~ individual to individual.

'1'he range of objects which served as the place of attachment has never
been completely determined. Crinoid stems certainly acted as hosts; occasional
specimens of Strophalosia (HeteraZosiCl.) ethcn:clgel: Prendergast, a local species,
show the indentations of the stem segments on the cicatrix of attachment.
'1'rechmann (1921) described the attachmcnt of Strophalos1:a lamellosa Geinitz
to H olTiclonia hOlTicl'lts (Sowerby). 'I.'he local faunas have shown no evidence
of the nature of the host for the young individuals of A1,{,[osteges- and
Taeniothaenls-species. Living in communities as they did, another adult shell
probably served as the place of attachment.

Aclcl1Wt01' musc'ltlatllre: 'rh ere are two main types of adductor muscle
impressions in the Productidae. Most Prod uctinae show dendritic muscle scars;
only Mm·[J1:nifeTCI., Avon-icl, and J(l'otovia" the species of which are mostly small,
have non-dendritic scars.

Prenderga.'3t (1943, p. 5) in discussing' the dendritic impressions in Pl'O

cl'lIctns s.1. and A1lZosteges, ,says they are" a reflection of the poorly developed
articular apparatus in these two genera. Since the brachial valve is pivoted
loosely on the cardinal process it is capable of movement not only in a plane
perpendicular to the surface of the valve but also from side to side. This lateral
skewing lllovement would cause a differential movement within the muscle itself,
the fibres nearer the centre being less extended than the excentric fibres. A
divided muscle would, therefore, be mechanically superior. In examining' a
dendritic muscle it will be noted that the bunches of fibres hf1ve an approxi
mately radial ai'rangement with the radii on the inside much shorter than those
towards the lateral margin. As the central muscles have a shorter pull this
arrangement is what ·would be expected."

If one accepts this explanation one would expect to find the greatest
development of the dendritic muscle impression in those species in which the
margins are very little npturned, since the upturned margin is itself an aid
to articulation and prevention of the skewing lllovement mentioned. But in the
,Vestern Australian forms it is those with sharply upturned margins that
have large and deeply incised muscle patterns. Again, those genera of the
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Productinae \yith non-dendritic impressions also have the same poorly developed
articular apparatus. Perhaps the division into anterior and posterior parts in
many species of these genera (and in the Strophalosiinae) ma:" have servecl
the same function as did the divided muscle described by Prendergast. These
points, however, do not greatly affect the plausibility of Prendergast's
explanation.

If the adductor muscles in the genera with dendritic impressions had, as
part of their function, the prevention of swivelling of the brachial valve, the
diductor muscles may also have assisted in this function. Each diductor muscle
in specimens of these genera extends far up the flanks of the pedicle valve, so
far that it is difficult to imagine an'y direct downward pull being exerted on
the cardinal process by the extreme lateral portions of these muscles. Contrac
tion of this part of each muscle would, however, ensure that the valves did
not swivel during opening and closing.

'1'he impressions of the Strophalosiinae are non-dendritic; in most genera
they are divided into anterior and posterior pairs, are mostly raised, but mTy
be depressed. In some specimens of Strophalosia kirnberleyensis Prendergast
the muscle impressions were button-like and were easily displaced from the
valve, leaving behind a depression. Specimens of this species show, therefore,
both raised and "depressed" impressions; and depressed impressions in other
species may be due to the same phenomenon. In one species the impressions
may be close to the hinge just below the base of the cardinal process: in another
they may be nearer the centre of the visceral disc. Such variation seeIns lin::ed
with variation in the shape of the brachial impressions (see Maxwell, 1954).

In the ,Vestern Australian productinid specimens the muscle impressions
of individuals within a species, and of species within genera, vary considerab:y
in detail. No significant trends in this variation could be detected, so that as
a taxonomic featnre at the specific level the nmscle impressions were of no
value in the treatment of the Productinae. In the Strophalosiinae, on the other
hand, the variation in position of the adductor muscle impressions has been
used by some authors as a diagnostic specific feature (see Maxwell, 1954).

Ocwclinal process: The cardinal process is one of the characteristic and
variable features of the Productidae. In common with other internal features
it had been too much neglected as a taxonomIC feature, until Sutton and
Summerson (1943) described and figured the processes of many genera. This
work showed clearly that the cardinal process was of great value as a generic
discriminant.

In its simplest form the cardinal process may be no more than a button
like structure with only a suggestion of lobation. At its most complex, it
may be the most conspicuous of the internal features, of large size, and so
grooved as to result in three or four distinct lobes of distinctive shape. The
processes of the genera in the series "Marginifem-Krotovia-Linoprocluctus
Dictyoclost1tS-Taeniothaents illustrate this increase in complexity of structure
(see SuttOl1 and SUl1lmerson, 1943; and illustrations in this Bulletin-pI. 9,
figs. 4, 21; pI. 8, fig. 6; pI. 6, fig's. 3, 12; pI. 12, fig. 1; pI. 16, fig. 5).
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'1'he '\Testern Australian specimens do not add very much to morphological
knowledge of this structure, but they do confirm its taxonomic importance.
Although I have not been able to use it in separating species within anyone
genns (many species vary in detail from specimen to specimen, as is shown
in the illustrations of l'acniothaenls iTCichc1·t1; sp. llOV.), nevertheless, the overall
plan of the structure i" remarkably constant for the species of the one genus.
:\Iany genera can be recognized by the cardinal process alone.

Living Position: The accepted notion is that the productid shell rested on
the pedicle valve, the spines acting as supports. A few anthors, notably lVIuir
Wood (1928, p. 28), discuss the likelihood of the shell's being oriented with the
p"dic1e valve uppermost, the margins or trail projecting into the substratum.
1V1nir-Wood mentioned that many specimens of Dictyoclost1f.s, apparently
preserved in the living position, had the pedicle valve uppermost, although
the angle of orientation varied. It is always difficnIt to judge with certainty
whether or not a specimen is preserved in its original living position. Apart
from that it is hard to reconcile the peculiar morphology of the productid
;;hel1 with theiclea that the animal lived with the margin buricd in sediment.
]\'[ost productid shells were completely unattached, in contrast to other
brachiopods, sLlch as terebratulicls, attached throllghont life, in which the living
position was with pedicle valve up.

I think it likely that the more prevalent idea is essentially correct, and
that in life the shell was oriented with the pedicle valve down, the spines
Clcting less as supports than as sinuons roots tobinc1 the shell to the surrounding
,':·edimcut. rfhe s}Jell ~\\'a,s probably almost completely buried, with even much
of the conCClve brachial valve filled ,,·:ith llludand only the margins and umbo
projecting. The overall appearance would be reminiscent of the lair of a
trapdoor spider. III this livilJg position large spines would have an Clnchoring

. or grapnel-like function, preventing' tilting or overturning, and would also.
with their number and sinuousness, tend to accumulClte drifting sediment and
bind it in the manner of sln'ub roots in sand. TJlis binding' action is well
slwwn by the way in which many specimens are found ~with "horns ", project
ing backward, made up of the spines and sf'diment tightly bound up witl]
them. '1'he mass of fine spine,s which aLso occur on many productids would
have a similar action, complementing that of the larger spines.. The brachiClI \
valve, usually concave in mature specimens, would become at JeClst partly filled
in with sediment, the spines again assisting in retaining it. The umbo is
imagined as projeeting above the sediment.

In such a position, sediment would tend to accumulate around the animal;
the nwrgins would have to be raised; and this would result in the familiar
upturning of the margins and the formation of a trail, because the animal
could then maintain an intake of water free from contaminating seclinHmt.
With the brachial valve at least partly filled, and the sediment falling away
from the raised margins, the only obvious sign of the animal would be the
slight gape between the valves. The most suitable sort of sediment for such



a living habit would be a silt 01' fine sand-of the sort ill \vhich, a;,; will be
shown later, the great majority of 'Western Anstralian sp€cimens aTe found
preserved.

The extra drort imposed on the adductor apparatus by the .;.;ediment resting
in the brachial valve would also help to {'xplain the very large diductor muscle
scars and cardinal Pl'OC{,ss characteristic of species with greatly upturned
marg'ins. 'rhe diductor apparatus of such specif's is of a size seemingly out
of proportion to the actual gain in shell weight resulting from the formation
of upturD€d margins and trail. .Again, the frequent presence of marks of
injury on th€ pedicle valve, distortion of sinus, and the like, would b€ explained
by the continual contact of the pedicle valve with the substratum. Pebbles or
similar nbstructioIls would be met with by the growing valv€. The usual
absenc€ of such marks on the braehial valve would also follow.

Shells in the young stages of growth couIll Hot be so well camouflaged as
mature individuals, since the margins would then be cov€red in sediment. 'rhe
brachial valve in immature specimens is most oft€n slightly convex, as indicated
by the initial swelling of this valve in mature specimens. The valve would
gather less sediment. The large anchoring spines at the r€ar of a shell exist
from the first and might have held it in a semi-ereet position, ensuring a pure
water supply. As the animal grew the shBII would tend to droop forward and
dovvnward into the sediment; the margins would begin to curv€ upward and
sediment would accumulate in the brachial valve.

'rhisconcept of the living position results from the study of the Western
Australian material, and i-.; proposed essentially for the forms with ornamenta
tion almost exclusively spinose and with upturned margins, which lived in a
free, unattached condition after th€ earliest growth stages. The spinose
ornamentation ofthes€ species was of the particular pattern which l€nt itself
to firm purchase in the kind of sediment in which the animals thrived best.
Coop€r (1937) mentions this as a possibility.

Not all the productids lived in this position-Cooper (1942) described silici
fied specimens from Permian Texan limestone, beautifully pres€rved, belonging
to the genus Avonia, in which the spines are so arranged as to keep th€ brachial
valve lifted up from th€ substratum sbould the shell be overturned. Such a
cage-like arrangement would only work properly on a firm substratum, but
would not be at all well adapted to the fine sediment in which nearly all the
vVestern Australian forms are found.

The above discussion suggests that the ornamentation fulfilled an ess€ntial
function, dependent on the living position and the kind of substratum. The
different patterns of ornamentation characteristic of productid genera may be
explained, therefore, as being direct reflections of different living positions and
different sedimentary environments, respectively, on the part of each of the
genera concern€d.

Examples taken from productid ornamentation mal' be extended to other
brachiopods. Thus the clictyoclostlcl-typc, with costae," is remini<;ce~t of the
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ornamentation of Spin:[er. Some species of D'ictyoclost1tS, like spirifers, have a
comparatively small number of large heavy costae, and others have more
numerous fine costae. The reticulate arrangement of rugae and costae has its
counterpart in costate spirifers with prominent growth wrinkles which almost
form fine concentric frills. Similar parallels between various groups can be
made over a wide range of brachiopods.

'rAXONOlVIY OF 'l'HE PIWDUOTAOEA.

MAJOR Ol;.<\SSIl"ICA'l'ION.

'1'he history up to 1940 of the supra-generic classification of Product1~s and
similar genera, including Chonetes, was described by Prenc1ergast (1943,
pp. 9-12). She concluded by assigning these genera to the well-known family
Productidae, including within it the subfamilies Productinae, Strophalosiinae
and Ohonetinae. In 1941, however, Maillieux proposed that Pj'oductns-like
shells (and others ~~uch as Leptod1/.s and Bichthofenia) should be regarded as a
superfamily, the Productacea. The realJ

)' acceptance of this superfilmily seems
due, at least indirectly, to Oooper (1944). He advocated the abolition of the
old brachiopod orders, Protremata and 'l'elotremata, and their replacement by
groups the diagnoses of 'which were largely based on the microstructure of the
shell, whether punctate, pseudo-punctate or impunctate. 'rhis new sort of
emphasis was rapidly adopted with a cOl'l'esponding increase in the erection of
new orders and superfamilies. .As examples pertinent here, in the text-book of
Moore, I.Jalicker, and Fischer (1952) strophemenoid brachiopods are given the
status of an order, the Strophemenida, which includes the superfamilies Stropho
menacea and Productacea. Another text, by Shrock and 'rwenhofel (1953),
also accepts the Productacea, but chonetoid shelIs are discussed as the super
family Chonetacea. In the past Chonetes and similar genera were regarded as
a subfamily of the Productidae by some authors (e.g. Schuchert, 1913; 'Ohao,
1928; Paeckelmann, 1931; and Huang, 1933) but as a separate family by
others (e.g. Hall and Olarke, 1894; R. E. King, 1930; Dunbar and Oondra,
1932; Grabau, 1934; I,icharew, 1936; R. H. King, 1938).

lVIaxwell (1954) considered that the Productacea were made up of the
families Productidae, Ohonetidae, and Strophalosiidae. The last is given as
"Family Strophalosiidae Stainbrook, 1947, emend." But Stainbrook had not
altered the major classification at all; he was concerned mainly with altering
the generic content of the ah'eady well-known major groupings, including the
Strophalosiinae which he accepted as Schuchert's subfamily. Actually the
author of the family Strophalosiidae is unknown (see Bryant, 1955). Maxwell
then went on to divide the family Strophalosiidae into the subfamilies Pro
ductellinae and Strophalosiinae and emended the latter. This arrangement is
not convincing. It is based on external features and, in the emendation of
the Strophalosiinae, brings together St1'ophalosia and Taeniothae1'1tS, which are
two genera radically different internally and with no apparent phylogenetic

connexion.
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Stehli (1954) was the first since Mai1l ieux to introduce ,'n tirely new cate
gories into tIlE' major classification. Ht' proposrcl two Hew families ,Yithin the
Productacea, the Dictyoclostidae and tlll' Echinw:onchiclar. For the Dictyoclos
tidae he proposed three new subfamilies, thc Dictyoclostina(', the IJinopro
ductinae, and the l\Iarginiferinae. Stehl i does not give any eyolutionary or
phylogenetic evidence in support of his new categories.

Apart from the above, there does not seem to have been any other important
attempt to classify within the Productacea, especially concerning shells similar
to Procl~~et~~s and St'l'ophalosia. At the present time, however, H.l\I. Muir-\Vood
and G. A. Cooper arc reviewing the Productacca for the Treatise on Im'erte
brate Palaeontology. Beca11se of t hi,.;, and b,'cam;e the present work and my
limited examination of extra-Australian materia I have not yielded evidence of
sufficiently wide application, the cla&iifications mentioned above are not
examined in detail; for the Salll(' re,I::;ons no attempt is made either to introduce
new divisions within the Productacca or to further the adoption of recently
erected ones. The groups containing such exotic forms as LelJtocllls, Bichtho
fenia, and other genera, are not discussed. Neither they nor the P'I'oclu,ctella
group have been found in the \Vestern Australian Permian sediments.

Purely for convenience, therefore, the species of Productacea described
herein are treated as belonging to two subfamiLie8, Productinae and Strophalo
siinae, of the family Productidae. rl'he diagnoses of these subfamilies are much
the same as those given by Prendergast (1943, p. 12).

The Prodnctinae include spinose Productacea with brachial impressions
which usually arise at the anterior edge of the adductor muscle impressions,
with adductor muscle impressions which are usually dendritic, with occa
sional cardinal area on the pedicle valve but without teeth.

The Strophalosiinae include spinose ProductHcea with teeth, with cardinal
areas on both valves, with non-dendritic adductor muscle impressions, and
brachial impressions which arise at the lateral edges of the adductor
impressions.

lYIINon CLASSIFICATION.

Generic class'ificalion of the Pi"Ocl1~ct-inae: 'rhe history of attempts at
generic classification of the Productinae has been fully discussed by rrhomas
(1914), Dunbar and Condra (1932, pp. 184-187), and Lichare\v (1936, pp.
95-101). Of these, Lichare\,"s discus.~ion is the most critical; he draws atten
tion to most of the weaknesses in the conception of many genera; in particular

----:-h-e-a-ttac'b tlle- erect~on of ge11cra bas{'d Oll-lrlSlliffcl-C"litl~· (kicribed diagnostic-'
characters, or on too small a number of them.

Because there has been no major contribution to the subject since 1936,
and because of th€ almost complete coverage by the authors quoted, a further
detailed history is not needed here. For the sake of continuity, however, a
brief summary in general terms is given, inclncling further developments since
1936. Before Thomas, specif's nO\y included in the subfamily Product1nae were
contained in just a few genera, the most embracing being Prod1fct-ns. 'Within
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this very embracin'g genus groups of like species were di<;tinguished by referring
them to a particular species considered typical, e.g., "group of Prod~[ct/ls

longispinus ", "group of P. semireticulatus ".

The product-id shell ig characterized by an enormous range of ornamentary
modifications; and it is the ornamentation that has served as the principal
feature in the discrimination of taxonomic units within both subfamilies
Productinae and Strophalosiinae. '1'h0111as (1914) did not depart from the
emphasis on ornamentation, but he was the first to use ornamentation in a
systematic way, thus giving the major impetus to a trend "which has continued
to the present day. Thomas emphasised both the basic type of ornamentation
(whether wholly spinose, spinose and rugose, spinose and costate, or spinose,
rugose and costate), and also the ontogenetic changes in basic ornamentation
whicl] are found in many prochlctinid species. rrhus his genus Buxtonia he
defined as including those forms costate and spinose in yonth and maturity,
but spinose alone in old age.

His work paved the way for that of Ohao (1927, 1928) and 1\1ui]'- Wood
(1928, 1930). Both these authors continued along the lines institnted by
Thomas, but also drew attention to other features, lVI:uir-\Vood in particular
placing more emphasis than had been usual on internal features. Her outstaml·
ing contribution was to re-study the types of old species, which resulted, most
importantly, in her restriction of the name Prod'uctus to a small section of
that all-embracing genus, and the erection of the new genus Dictyoclost~[s to
cover the majority of the remaining species (lVI:uir-Wood, 1930). Ohao
emphasised the importance of the shape of the visceral cavity as a diagnostic
feature, and also the ontogenetic changes in ornamentation; ]]evertheless the
five genera he erected are defined principally in term.<; of ornamentation. As
a result of this special emphasis on ornamentation many genera and subgenera
were erected between 1914 and 1932,

In the meantime Fredericks (1928, 1931) had advocated subdivision by
features other than ornamentation. In particular he stressed the value of the
shape of the visceral cavity as a diagnostic feature, and gave the well-known
terms P1'od~[cti typiC1: A and 13, and P1'oducti probor;,c1:clii to the three most
common types of visceral cavity (fig. 3). Later, however, he also came to
use ornamentation as a primary diagnostic feature. Other workers accepted
the diagnostic importance of the visceral cavity shape, but in less extreme
fashion than Fredericks. Licharew (1936) pointed out that this neat classifica
tion of the visceral cavity shape was more apparent than real. Prendergast
(1943) considered that in combination "with other features the shape of the
visceral cavity could be an important diagnostic feature.

IJicharew (1936) emphasised the use of many features in combination,
and the value of 'internal features. Most of his work, however, was devoted
to criticism of already established genera and their phylogenetic arrangement,
with the result that he refus"ed to accept many of the genera erected by Ohao,
,lV[~lir-\¥ood, and Fredericks. His most radical point of departure lay in his
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refusal to follmv :l'.Iuir-\Vood in the restriction of the genus P}'od~{,et'us. ]iorued
by the weight of his own criticism he then proposed an alternative grouping
of productid species into 25 groups, giving a::; representative of each a few
f3pecies, many of them little known or confined to Russia. Most of the groups
approximate to one or other of the established genera, some of them very
closely indeed. Tt is unfortunate that he did not go further and make the
groups more of a reality by including more \\'ell-known species \\-ithin each.
1\S it is, the grouping is incompletel.? expounded and difficult to comprehend.
It cannot be regarded a'S much more than an expression of protest against the
acceptance of some established genera and a iiuggestion upon which further
work may be based.

Apart from ornamentation and the shape of the visceral cavity, variations
in external form (possession of ears, median sinus, cardinal area, and variation
in shape and size of these and other external feature,"', exclusive of ornamenta
tion) have been most used as diagnostic features. Outstanding examples of
the use of such features are the genera Pr'obosC'/:dellc{, Oehlert (pedicle valve
produced anteriorly in a subcylindrieal tube) and the rare ]{ans1tella Chao, with
narrow areas in both valves.

Internal features ,vere little used for the most part in generic discrimina
tion, because it was falsely suppo",ecl that the internal features of the produc
tinid shell were so alike as hardly to merit attention (s-ee Chao, 1927, p. 22).
In 1943 Sutton and Summerson demonstrated the value of the cardinal process
as a diag'nostic feature. '1'his work, together \\'ith that of IJicharew (1936)
and Prendergast (1943), has shown conclusively that internal featur-es are
just as suitable as ornamentation for generic discrimination and probably more
reliable.

GeneTic classification ,in the 8tr'opha~o8iinae: '1'here are far fewer genera
in the Strophalosiinae than in the Productinae. 8t}'opha~osiaKing, Heteralosia
R. H. King (here regarded as a sub-genus), and Ether'idgina Oehlert (= Lepta
~osia Dunbar and Conclra) are widely recognised as genera within the sub
family. In addition, other genera or subgenera, considered to be related to
8tr'op7w~osia,have been proposec1-Bi~otinaReed, lVynclhwnia Booker, Stropha
losiina Licharew, Stl'oph({,~osiell({,Licharew and Wyatk'ina Fredel'icks. Of these
"Wynclharn'ic{, (Booker, 1929) is probably in",eparable from 8t'f'opha~osia. Its
definition is obscure. 8tr'ophalosiina ha'S as its genotype .Anlostegcs tibeticns
Diener, and is therefore not a strophalosiinid at all (this confusion of .A1t~O

steges and StTopha~osi({, in many early Russian works is discll.'Ssed in the
systemati<: description of J1nllostegcs). Wyettkl:na Fredel'icks (1931, p. 210
footnote), \\,ith jl1J~osteges (Jigas Neb.;chajew as holotype, is yet another group
more properly :referred to jl1.t~oste[fes, as commonly understood, than to
8tropha~osia. 8tl1ophalosiel~a is incompletely defined and is of undecided
affinities. Licharew described it as a 8tr'ophet~osia with an ornamentation
similar to that of Lirwprod'lletlls Chao, but diclnot describe the internal features'.
Bmnxtonia Booker (1929) may also be a strophalosiinid, but its affinities
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cannot be determined from the original description and illustrations. The
material upon which it was founded was vl~ry poor. gilo/Mw Heed (1.944) is a
taxonomic puzzle. Some of these genera are discussed in greater detail in
the description or the genus Stroplwlosia in the systematic descriptions.

Of the better known forms, H eteralosic{ was separated from StTophalosict
because of the absence of spines on the brachial valve. Several ,Vestern Aus
tralian species show this character and they have been referred to H ete1'alosia.
Ethe1'1:clginc{ is distinguished from Strophalosia by its adnate condition.
Strophalosiinids do not seem to han the patterns of ornamentation or the wide
vari ation in ornamentary detail so characteristic of the Productinae. Up till
now differences in degree of ornamentation have been little used as diagnostic
features on a generic level.

SpecifiC cl·isc·}"·i1n1·nat·ion in the P1'oclncticlae: F'or the most part the criteria
used to separat:: and delineate species of productids are purely morphological,
based on external. features. If the hinge-line in a set of specimens is constantly
longer than that of an otherwise similar described species then a new name
might be given. If the ornamentation is consistently finer, or coarser, than that
of a described species a ne,v name might be given. The same applies to
differences in depth of the median sinus, size and attitude of the umbo, or degree
of curvature-longitudinal or transverse-of either valve. 'l'hese are the sort
of criteria which wouid be considered to be diagnostic at the species level. 'rhe
species so delineated may be valid, but it must be admitted that many pl'oductid
sper:ie;,; are su,spect. Apart from the limited criteria used many species are
difficult to recognize because of poor illustrations; the founding of species on
too fe'.\' specimens, often badly preserved; neglect of the factor of variation;
extreme national viewpoint; or neglect of the geographical and stratigraphical
position of specimens.

MA'rERIAL AND l\iE'l'I-IODS.

'rhe collection upon which this study was based consisted of more than
;1,000 specimens, mainly dnnl'll from three repositories: the Commonwealth
Palaeontological Collection at the Bureau of Mineral Resources at Canberra, the
Geology Department of the University of Vvestern Australia, and the Australian
MuseUni, Sydney. 'l'hose from the University of '\Testern Australia form part
of the Permian collections of the Geology Department, consi<;ting of well over
10,000 specimens; most of them were brought together over the last seventeen
years by various workers associated with the Department, in particular Dr. Curt
'reichert, no,1' of the United States Geological Survey, one of the foremost
authorities all the Permian of ,Vestern Australia. The bulk of the collection
was made up of specimens from the Bureau of Mineral Resources, which were
collected over the last few years by various fie~d parties of this organization,
operating in the Carnarvon Basin and in the Kimberley area. Specimens from
the Australian :;\/[useulll were collected by various workers, in particular Dr.
H. G. Raggatt, formerly Director of the Bureau of Mineral Resources, and lVIr.
H. O. Fletcher, Palaeontologist with the Australian Museum. Many of the
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specimens from the Irwin River District were collected by myself 01' by accom
panying students. A few specimens come from the collections of the Geological
Survey of ·Western Australia.

'fhe collection is therefore the result of many years' work by many people,
some of them trained palaeontologists, operating over vast sparsely settled areas,
in which the exigencies of field work, particularly the time-factor, often prevent
thorough sampling and system in collecting. Kevertheless it is probably fairly
representativc of the "VVfstern Australian Permian Productacea, though there
are certainly still some gaps to be filled, and better material to be found to
replace present poor material. 'rhus recent expeditions of the Bureau of
lVIineral Resources and the Australian ::\lu8eum have returned with new speci
mens which 11<,,:e made possible better definitions of several already described
species, and confirmed the presence of a previously suspected new species.
Nearly one-half of the total number of specimens studied come from the Oar
narvon Basin, about one-quarter from the Irwin River district, and most of the
remainder from the \Vest Kimberley District.

Owing to the lamellose structure of the sllell, fine ornamentary features of
productid specimens are often not well preserved. In this collection, however,
specimens have been generally so "well preserved that in nearly every species
it has been possible to describe precisely both internal and external features.

In the North-vVest and Kilnberle'y divisions the climate is arid to semi-arid,
in parts monsoonal, with brief wet and long dry periods. The enclosing
sediments are mostly fine sandstones, in places rich in iron. Under these
climatic conditions certain of the sedimentary beds have been locally enriched
in iron; the calcite of the shells has been leached; and subsequently both
internal and external casts have been formed, many of them with a case
hardened surface of desert varnish. This process is particularly well shown
in the preservation of plates of the species of Calceolispongi(~, one of the most
valuable index fossils in the Permian of ·Western Australia (see 'reichert,
1949, pp. 31-34).

·Where casts have not been formed weathering has freed the enclosing
shells from the matrix, partially or wholly, very often with a minimum of
surface weal'.

:B-'rol1l the aspect of gross preservation the specimens may, then, be divided
into two groups. In the first the original shell material has been preserved;
in the second the shell material has been removed or replaced, the shell being
represented by casts which, if studied carefully, show details of both internal
and external features. These casts have to be treated with caution, for
somc are neither truly external nor truly internal. Instead, leaching away
of the shell material and its l'eplacement by limonite seem to have gone on
simultaneously with the filling in of the interior at such a rate that the
resultant cast represents the shell as it would be with half the shell thickness
stripped away. Gross features, both internal and external, are then shown-
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coar"e spine-bases, median septum, and cardinal ridges. Such specimens may
be difficult to place in the proper species and may even give the false impression
of a new species.

Comparatively few specimens were enclosed in matrix so dense and hard
as to defy efficient preparation. These were found in dense or massive lime
stone, a comparatively rare sedimentary type in the local Permian, and in
silicified or intensely ferruginized sandstone. Most specimens have a fine
sandstone matrix W11ich is fairly friable and can be treated mechanically.

'rhe productid shell, particularly that of StJ'olJhalosia, is difficult to section
because of the ease with which the shell lamellae flake away. Best results are
obtained by embedding the piece of shell, after impregnation with canada
balsam, in transparent embedding compound so that -exact sections can be
obtained without undue trouble. The Croft grinding machine (Croft, 1950)
proved useful when controlled grinding was llecessa1'Y. For mechanical treat
ment, small and delicate shells are embedded in paraffin wax before preparation.
The wax can be dissolved away afterwards with xylol.

Although the bulk of the sepecimens studied were part of the Common
wealth Palaeontological Collection, Canberra, the choice of type specimens,
where possible, was made from specimens of the University of Western Aus
tralia, the nearest major repository to the areas concerned.

SYSTEMATIC DESCRIP1'IONS.

Before beginning on the descriptions proper a few prefatory notes are
necessary.

(i) In the t-ext of the species descriptions certain Australian vernacular
expressions are used in the definition of many localities. 1'0 avoid possible
confusion they are defined here.

Station: A large pastoral holding, sometimes several thousand square miles
In area.

Pctddock: A subdivision of a station, varying in size from a very large
field to an area of a hundred or more square miles.

H ornestead: .1..... collection of buildings constituting the station-ovvner's or
station-manager's home.

Hole: A soakage or natural dam for watering stock.

Fence: The wired fence dividing one paddock from another or the
boundary of a station. In country largely devoid of prominent natural physio
graphical features, and mostly unsurveyed, such fences play a large part in the
fixing of localities.

Some of the localities mentioned in the descriptions are those of specimens
collected in the early days of investigation of the Western Australian marine
Permian. Every effort has been made to pin-point these localities, many of
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which are very vague, but some of them are beyond tracing. For nearly all
the species concerned, however, other specimens are mentioned, the localities
of which are sufficiently precise to guide future collectors.

(ii) The term" variety" has not been used in this paper, because it has.
no offieial standing in universal zoologieal nomenclature; the category "sub
species" is used, in the sense of Newell (1949). It is not used to suggest a
morphologically variant population co-existing and cohabitating w'ith the main
population. Since there is the emphasis on the species as a population it
should also be stressed that all speeimens studied have b€en used to define the
population they are considered to represent. For all new species, therefore,
the holotype has been regarded simply as a representative name-bearer. The
paratypes have been selected to cover as wide as possible a range of featural
variation.

(iii) In 1951, application was made to the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature for suspension of the Rules in connexion with seven
species from the Lo,ver Carboniferous of England described by Martin in
1793 and 1809 (see Muir-Wood, 1951; and B~~ll. Zool. Nomen., 6 (1), 7-17,
1951)'. Two of the species, eonchyliolith~(,s Anomites prod1lct1ls and e.A. semi
retic~~lat1ls, are the genotypes of Product1ls and DictyocZost1lS respectively. At
the time of writing no definite ruling on this application is known. 'fhe name
Dictyoclost us has therefore been used pending the verdict of the Commission.

(iv) All dimensions quoted are in millimetres; the sign ± after a dimen
sion indicates measurement along a broken edge; the term" approx." indicates
a measurement also along a broken edge, but calculable to within a few
millimetres.

(v) Selected synonymies only are given for the well-known species
described in this Bulletin. Complete lists of references on these species can
be obtained from Branson (1948).

(vi) Some of the genera described herein have never been given true
diagnoses. For each of these genera I have tried to give an abbreviated descrip
tion, or definition, which sums up the features considered typical by most
authors.

(vii) The following abbreviations indicate the repository of specimens:

B.M.: British Museum (Natural History), London.

AusUV[us.: Australian Museum, Sydney.

U.W.A.: Geology Department, University of \Vestern Australia.

G.S.W.A.: Geological Survey of Western Australia.

C.P.C.: Commonwealth Palaeontological Collection, Bureau of Mineral
Resources, Oanberra.

M.D.: School of Geology, University of Melbourne.
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Phylum BRACHIOPODA.
Class ARTICULATA Huxley.
Order STROPHOMENIDA Moore, 1952.
Superfamily PRODUCTACEA lV[aillieux, 1941.
Family PnoDucTIDAE Gray, 1840.
Subfamily PRODUCTINAE 'Vaagen, 1884.

Genus AULOSTEGES Helmersen.

1847-Helmersen, Leonhard and B1'onn's Jb. Miner., p. 331, text figure.

Type Species: At~losteges variabilis Helmersen= Orthis wangenheirni
Verneuil. Helmersen 1847, Leonhard and Bronn's Jb. IlFiner., p. 331, with text
figure.

Definition: Medium to large shells, rarely small, ovoid to quadrangular or
triangular outline, concavo-convex or pIano-convex dorso-ventrally, occasionally
geniculate or subgeniculate. Ornamentation essentially spinose, mostly over
both valves, vvith concentric wrinkles and, rarely, radial striae.

Pedicle valve convex to varying degrees with a well developed area and
pseudodeltidium. Pseudodeltidium frequently ornamented with spines. Umbo
sharp, pointed or rounded, often deformed and with cicatrix of attachment.
Without teeth, or with very rudimentary teeth only. Median sinus often
pres:nt. Without distinct ears.

Brachial valve flattish or concave, nearly always without area or, if present,
area very narrow and linear. Cardinal margin with median triangular exten
sion. Margins often upturned or rarely geniculate.

In brachial valve median septum present, separating dendritic adductor
muscle impressions. Brachial impressions productiform. Cardinal process
usually trilobed, complex, large, inclined to the plane of the brachial valve
at angles from about 30 to 90 dE'greeB. Marginal ridges often present along
the cardinal margin.

In pedicle valve adductor impressions dendritic, most often more elongated
than in braehial valve, bordered on either side by striated diductor muscle
impre~sions.

Remarks: Representatives of this genus are m.nially medium-sized or large,
although the size varies greatly. The pedicle valve may be unevenly or evenly
convex or geniculate. It is nearly always deformed, often strongly so, the
whole body of the valve being affected or the umbo alone. The area is isosceles
in shape or inequilateral if the umbo is markedly deformed. Usually well
deve:oped, it may be flat or concave, the concavity sometimes being irregular,
and is often marked by striations either parallel to the hinge-line or vertical
to it, or both, resulting in a cross-hatched pattern. 'rhe narrow pseudodeltidium,
ridge-like, triangular or parallel sided, divides the area; it rarely meets the
hinge-line, leaving a triangular gap filled by a corresponding extension of the
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.i1ulosteges as described above form a distinct and
'fhey may be distinguished from the similar species

these features: a high area confined to the pedicle

eardinal margin of the brachial valve. It is probable that the pseudodeltidium
bears minute spines, their absence in many forms being due to the secondary
effects of preservation.

The surface of the pedicle valve is ornamented by spines, erect or adherent
or both, varying greatly in size and arrangement even on the same specimen;
but mostly the arrangement is a variant of that termed quincunciaL Concentric
wrinkles are present and may be pronounced. On the brachial valve the
ornamentation is as for the pedicle, pits representing the spine bases on the
pedicle valve, with interspersed spines often finer than those on the pedicle
valve.

The internal features are rather distinctive. For the brachial valve the
description following is that of .11. wangenheimi (B.lVI. BB3279) and may be
considered characteristic. (PL 6, fig. 2; pL 21, figs. 3-6, 8). For the size of
the shell the cardinal process is large. It extends into the body cavity perpen
dicularly to the plane of the valve. From the posterior aspect, that is, facing
the umbo, it appears as trilobed, the lines of growth very evident. From the
antero-ventral aspect it appears as almost quadrilobed. The roots of the process
lie a little posterior to the hinge-line, being buttressed by the triangular exten
sion of the cardinal margin already referred to. Anteriorly the process con
tinues as two thick ridges gradually separated by a sulcus which grows wider
towards the base. It is this sulcus which, extending as a line almost to the
termination, creates the apparent quadrilobed appearance from the ventral
aspect. The ridges continue along the hinge as thiek marginal ridges. 'fhese
marginal ridges vary in development from individual to individuaL From
the base of the process two ridges arise and converge to meet in the middle
line within a few millimetres, continuing anteriorly as the median septum
almost to the edge of the visceral disc. 'l'hus a diamond-shaped depression
separates the process from the median septum. Just anterior to this
depression, on either side of the median septum, are the adductor muscle
impressions, markedly dendritic and sunken in subtriangular depressions.
From the base of the muscle impressions the brachial impressions run almost
to the lateral margins, subparallel to the hinge, and then curve anteriorly to
give an open hook-like loop. 'fhe alar extremities carry swollen protuberances
owing to the terminal enlargement of the marginal ridges. :Much of the
posterior surface is covered with fine pits, elsewhere being smooth, except the
geniculated portion which may be pustulose.

This description, although containing reference to minor features individual
to the species, is characteristic in a general 'way of all species of the genus.
The main points to be noticed are: the strongly inclined cardinal process; its
complexity of lobation; the conjoining of two ridges to form the base of the
process; the markedly dendritic adductor muscle impressions; the productiform
brachial impressions.

Species of the genus
easily recognizable group.
of the Strophalosiinae by
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valye; the absence, except in a very poorl.y developed form, of an area on the
brachial valve; the absence of teeth, or their presence in a very rudimentary
form; a fairly complex cardinal process which is either perpendicular or
strongly inclined to the plane of the ,brachial valve; dendritic adductor muscle
impressions; and the triangular extension of the cardinal margin of the brachial
valve.

From species of the " P1'oduct1t8 spinosi" group, species of this genus are
distinguished by the high area, the strong inclination of the cardinal process
to the brachial valve and, very frequently, by a degree of deformity. It is
probable, however, that these differences are not as truly fundamental as those
between Aulosteges and St1'ophalosia. By mixoperipheral growth of the pedicle
valve, with consequent development of an area (e.g., Juresania) , many pro
ductinids could ver;)' easily be confused with Aulosteges. It may very well
be that Aulosteges is polyphyletic, and in this regard it is significant, although
not a criterion, that the genus has been largely subdivided into several
subgenera.

If Anlosteges is to be interpreted as above, TVyatkina Fredericks (1931)
and Strophalosiina Licharew (1935) are to be regarded as subgenera of
A1tlosteges. As Hill (1950) suggests, Wyatkina may not be separable from
Aulosteges sensu striet1t. If it is found to be separate the following species, here
described, might conceivably belong to Wyatkina: A. fairb1'idgei, A. ingens,
A. spinosns, and l'aeniothaents( n jtetcheri. In the same paper Hill also
suggests two other possible subgenera, one repres-ented by A. wolfcampellsis King
(1930), a costate an d spinose species with a ventral cardinal area; the other
by A. hon'escens (de Verneuil, 1845), A. fr-agil1:S (Netschajew, 1894), and
A. longa (Netschajew, 1900), from the Russian Kazanian. This second group
is made up of shells with thin to medium-sized visceral cavities, prevailing low,
wide ventral areas, and with the area in some cases divided by a pair of oblique
lines from the umbo, on-e each side. Most of the \Vestern Australian species
here assigned to l'aeniothaenls Whitehouse (1928) are very similar to this
Russian group, so much so that if the assignation of the Western Australian
species to l'aeniothaC1'us is correct (of which mor-e will be said later) then
probably the Russian group is also not separable from l'aeniothaenls.

AULOSTEGES BARACOODENSIS Etheridge fil.

Pl. 1, figs. 1, 3, 4, 6.

1903-A. bamcoodensis, Etheridge fil., Bull. geol. Sw"v W. A.1lSt., p. 22, pI. 2,
figs. 1-2a.

193~l-.4. bamcoodensis, Ethel'idge fiI.; l'evis-ed Hosking, J. RIOY. Soc. W. Ans/'.,
19, 33, pI. 1, figs. la-c, pI. 2.

Lectotype: (chosen Hosking, 1933) Aust.Mus. F.36218 (previously F.1569,
Mining Museum, Sydney), Wooramel River, southern part of Carnarvon Basin.
Probably Callytharra Formation.
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Othel' Material: U.W.A.. 10496, Fossil Cliff, Irwin River. Fossil Cliff
. Formation. 23437 a, b, same locality and horizon.

Diagnos'is: Large-sized Anlosteges-species, subquadrate outline, with low,
wide, ventral area. Ornamentation of elongated, mostly fine, spine-bases,
l'(~clilled or erect. Cardinal process massive. Resembles most closely A. lynclo
nensissp. nov., but distinguished from it by overall finer degree of ornamenta
tion and smaller area.

Descj'iption: Dimensions of typical specimens are-

- F36218. U.W.A.10496. U.W.A. 23437b.

Length of hinge · . ., .. 50 44 3\)
Width .,

" .. .. 80 iO :36
Length .. " .. . . 81 67 41+
Curvilinear length · . .. .. 115± 90± 60+
Depth .. · . . . .. 20± 17± 12±

Shell large, often somewhat deformed, subquadrate, longer than wide,
pedicle valve convex, the convexity of low degree. Its greatest width is anterior
to middle of shell, the hinge-line being half to two-thirds of greatest width,
and straight. Ears not highl~' developed, hardly offset from rest of valve; alar
angles obtuse, more or less rounded. Median sinus mostly broad and weak,
commencing just anterior to the umbonal region. Umbonalregion often swollen
with strong blunt umbo which may be deformed ; generally straight or slightly
JHcur\"ed, and not overhanging the hinge-line. The area is high, triangular,
the apical sides slightly curved, convex to the base (the hinge), approximately
a half to two-thirds the width of the hinge-line, and transversely lined with
growth ridges. It is generally undistorted, and in height one-half to two-thirds
its width. The pseudodeltidium is narrow, erect, seemingly devoid of spines but
composed of transverse laminae. It is not twisted. It fails to reach the cardinal
margin, the triangular gap being filled by an extension of the brachial valve
which buttresses the dorsal side of the cardinal process.

The brachial valve is concave to varying degrees with smoothly upturned
margins hardly to be described as geniculate. The median septum is well
developed and extends for about two-thirds the length of the valve.

The ornamentation of the pedicle valve consists in the main of elongated
,;pine bases of fine to medium size, arranged over the visceral region in approxi
mate quincunces. Towards the margins and ears they are more haphazardly
placed. From them rise spines fiat-lying or erect, both types occurring together.
On the brachial valve the spines, inset between pits or dimples corresponding
to the spine base~ 'm the other valve, are finer and generally flat-lying. Ooncen
tric growth wrinkles are prominent on both valves, particularly towards the
margins of mature specimens.

The cardinal process is trilobed, and spike-like at its extremity, as Etheridge
originally described it. A.s a whole it is massive and extends well into the
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umbonal cavity. VentraIl;y it appears to spring from the junction of two
ridges, much as in A. lyndonensis, which, over the process proper, are separated
by a depression. It is the faint continuation of this sulcus to the extremity,
so splitting the median lobe, which gives an apparent quadrilobation from the
ventral aspect. '1'he main three lobes are small and parallel-disposed. A median
septum is present in the brachial valve. ']'he remaining internal features are
unknown.

TTa1"iation within the Species: The number of specimens is limited and little
can be judged as to the limits of variation in the species. The size of the
area certainly varies, particularly in height, so that in some instances it is only
one-sixth of the width, more rarely in others it may be as much as two-thirds.
Distortion of the specimens does not allow of an'y estimate of the variation in
shape. The ornamentation is the same in all specimens.

Compa1'1:son with other' Spec1:es: A. ba1·a.coodensis approaches most closely
another local species, A. lyndonensis sp. novo 'rhe spines and spine bases of
L1. baracoodensis are more numerous than those of A.. lyndonensis and are con
sistently finer in size. The constantly larger size of A. banLCoodensis, in
conjunction with its shallow visceral cavity and hinge-like features, render it
quite distinct from other species of the same genus in \~Vestern Australia.
Among foreign species it can be compared with A. mecll·icottianns \Vaagen
(1884, p. 663, pI. 62). '1'his species, from the Salt Range, has et wider area
than that of A. bWl'ocoodens1:s, and has much more sparse and coarse
ornamentation.

Rema1'ks: A. bamcoodens1's was first described by Etheridge on the basis of
two rather different specimens, one of which was later lost. Hosking revi'>ed
the species in 1933, using the remaining co-type, and another local specimen
considered conspecific.

AULOSTEGES RECLINIS sp. novo

PI. 1, figs. 2, 5, 7, 8-10; pI. 2, figs. 1-4.

Holotype: U.W.A. 31190, 4 miles north of Mount J ames on boundary fence
between Nerrima and Kalyeeda Stations, Fitzroy area, West Kimberley District.
Liveringa Formation, Hardman Member.

Pamtypes: U.W.A. 29106, 29106a, 29109; Windmill at Selection Home
stead, Fitzroy area, VI[est Kimberley District. IJiveringa Formation, probably
Hardman Member. U.\V.A. 31191, 1 mile south of Terrigan Hole, Nerrima
Creek. Same general 10calitJ and formation. C.P.C. F21043, near base of
Mount Hardman, VlTest Kimberley Dist6ct. IJiveringa Formation, Hardman
Member.

Diagnosis: A1tlosteges-species with subtriangular outline, pedicle valve not
strongly geniculated, .the area being large, triangular and reclined. Is less
convex than A. dalhousii Davidson with shorter hinge-line, and less pronounced
geniculation of the pedicle valve.
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Description: Dimensions of typical speCImens are--

Length of hinge-line
Width
Length
Curvilinear length
Height

V.W.A.31190.

38
50
57
75

18 (approx.)

29109.

28
50
56
70

31191.

30
58
64
80

The pedicle valve is of medium size, of low convexity, usually most convex
anterior to the middle, and deformed. It is subtriangular in outline, with the
transverse curve a low arch "with steep, sometimes wall-like sides, flattened
medially and indented by a broad strong sinus, which becomes more narrow
towards the strongly indented anterior margin. The hinge-line is straight,
less than two-thirds the greatest width. Longitudinally the valve is of a very
low degree of convexity, almost flat for about two-thirds of its length, then
becoming more convex, somewhat geniculated, then flattening out. Alar angles
are obtuse, and hence there are no ears.

The umbonal region is poorly developed, not swollen. The umbo is
triangular shaped, pointed, the umbonal angle being about 90 0

, extending
far posterior to the hinge-line, the tip lying well below the hinge-line, and
separated from it by a very large triangular undistorted area, vertically striated,
extending for two-thirds the width of the hinge-line, very reclined, obtuse
angled, and slightly concave. It is bisected by a sharp, apparently annulated,
pseudodeltidium, running from the tip of the umbo at least half way to the
hinge. 'rhe remaining triangular gap, not filled by the pseudodeltidium, was
probably filled by an extension of the brachial valve.

Ornamentation over the visceral disc consists of very elongated radially
disposed spine-bases of medium size, giving a pseudo-costate appearance to the
shell, and bearing erect spines. On the anterior and lateral margins, after
subgeniculation, the spine-bases are much finer. Numerous growth wrinkles
sometimes coincide with deformed parts of the pedicle valve.

The dendritic adductor muscle impressions in the pedicle valve are very
elongated, raised, separated by a narrow sulcus. They occupy an area about
one-third of the curvilinear length from the tip of the umbo. The striate
c1ivaricator impressions occupy large quadrangular areas, one either side of the
adductors.

Only a few casts of brachial valves, indifferently preserved, were available
for study. The hinge is the widest part. For the most part the valve is
slightly convex over the visceral disc, with upturned margins, hardly to be
described as geniculate, and with slight median swelling anteriorly. The
anterior margin is sharply indented, corresponding to the median sinus of the
pedicle valve. Ornamentation of pits corresponds to the spine bases on the
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other valve. 'Whether or not it bears spines could not be determined. Internal
characters ef this valve are not 'well known. A narrow median septum extends
Rcross the visceral disc, not continuing into the cardinal process. The process
is spike-like, inclined at a large angle to the plane of the brachial valve.

Ya,l"/:ation within the Spee1:es: '1'h·o small number of specimens gives only an
approximate idea of the limits of variation in this species. The size of the area
varies a little but it is always large in cOluparison to the size of the shell. The
height varies from one-half to one-quarter of the width. The amount of
['eclination of the area varies within small limits, but the tip of the umbo
always lies well be16w the hinge-line. '1'he obtuse angle of reclination ranges
from 1000 to 130 0

• Some specimens are more misshapen than others. The
amount of geniculation of the pedicle valve varies; in some specimens it is
hardly apparent.

Compn1'ison with other Species: In shape and size the form described as
Strophalosia tholns Keyserling by Netschajew (1911, p. 146, German Resume,
pI. 8, fig. 1) comes close to this species. The ornamentation is, however,
eadically different; the area is more concave and shows some distortion.

A. wangenhC1:mi de Verneuil var. p1lnjnbiw Reed (1944, pI. 7, fig. 2)
bears a close resemblance to A. reclinis in that both species have a similar high
reclined triangular area, but the Indian variety differs in not possessing as
convex a longitudinal profile and in the spine bases becoming coarser towards
the margins. The shape of the Reed's vadety is also more quadrangular.
A. wangenheimi (de Verneuil) is distinguished by its distorted area, geniculated
Lrachial valve, and slight median sinus.

A. randsi Hill (1950, p. 6, pI. 6, fig. I) is a somewhat similar species,
but seems to have a narrower area, which is distorted and unevenly developed.
and the hinge-line apPf:ars to be shorter than that of the present species.

A. dnlhonsii Davidson (1862, pI. 2, figs. 7a-c), of all species of the genus,
approaches most closely to the local form. It is, however, rather more convex
in. the pedicle valve, the gcniculation ·of the pedicle valve is more pronounced
and the hinge-line is relatively shorter. Kor does it seem to show the finer
spine bases over the marginal post-g·eniculated portion of the pedicle valve
which occurs in the Western Australian species.

Mate1"ial: 'rwenty specimens showing internal and external features
variously preserved in each specimen.

AULOSTEGES I!'AIRBRIDGEI sp. novo

PI. 2, figs. 5-12.

Holotype: U.\V.A. 29348f, near Tutu windmill, Nerrima Oreek, Lulnigui
Myrooda area, ,Vest Kimberley District. Liveringa Formation, Hardman

Member.
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Paratypes: U.\V.A. 29438a, b, e, same locality and horizon as holotype.
29201, west side of Mount Cedric, West Kimberley District. Liveringa Forma
tion, Hardman Member. Aust. lYIns. F.44722, F.44778, F.44781, F.44827; Iron
stone ridge, Port Keats Nativll Mission, 154 air miles south-west of Darwin.
Port Keats Group, probably equivalent, at ll'ast in part, of Ijiveringa Formation.

Diagl1lJSis: lbtlosteges with large shaHow visceral cavity, largc reclined
area, attenuated umbo, and vcry regular ornamentation of elongate spine bases
on both valves. Distinguished from A. wynnei Reed (1944, p. 114, pI. 7, figs.
5-7) by more elongate and regularly arranged spine bases and by usual presence
of coarse, erect spine bases towards lateral and anterior margins.

DesC1-iption: Dimensions of some typical specimens-

29438f. 29438,.. 29438e.

Length of hinge-line 34 33 28
Width 68 52 44
Length 67 65 52
Curvilinear length 94 85 75
Depth 24 25 24

The visceral cavity is large in proportion to the overall size of the shell,
owing to the combined absence of geniculation and pronounced median sinus,
but quite shallow. The pedicle valve is convex, the convexity being of low or
moderate degree and evenly so, but curving fairly abruptly from the flattened
median portion to the lateral margins. The hinge is straight, about two-thirds
the width, resulting in a subtrigonal outline. The median sinu.<; commences
anterior to the umbo, and remains broad and weak over the main visceral
cavity, increasing in depth only in the later growth stages of mature speci
mens. The umbonal region is not strongly developed; the umbo is not bulbous,
but still prominent and projecting well behind the hinge-line. The umbonal
angle is about 60°. The tip of the umbo is erect or slightly incurved, swollen,
knob-like, deformed, and lying a little below the plane of the brachial valve.
The area is large and high, increasing in size with older specimens, slightly
concave, triangular, extending over the whole hinge, and reclined below the
plane of the brachial valve. Better preserved specimens show vertical striations.
It is pierced by a narrow deep delth'yrium, one-third filled by an erect,
I\-shaped pseudodeltidium. The resultant gap is at least part, probably wholly,
filled by a narrow triangular extension of the brachial valve.

The brachial valve is usually slightly convex initially but flattens out and
becomes slightly concave at the margins, which may show slight upturning. This
initial convexity is separated from the hinge-line by a narrow, flat belt which
extends along the entire length of the hinge-line. No ears.

The pedicle valve is covered for the most part with very elongated, close
set,fine spine bases in regular quincuncial arrangement, giving the appearance
of numerous interrupted costae. On the anterior marginal surfaces of mature
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and old specimens the pseudo-costation- is less evident, replaced by a quincuncial
arrangement of spines which become coarser, sparser and erect, particularly over
the alar extremities. Whether the actual spines are flat-lying or erect is not
known. The tip of the umbo is smooth. Growth wrinkles are rare. The surface
of the brachial valve is ornamented with irregular low elongated pustules and,
in later growth stages, with numerous fine pits.

Linear-striate diductor muscle scars are present on the pedicle valve of a
few specimens. The adductor muscle impressions in this valve are elongated
and somewhat raised areas in the centre of the posterior third of the valve.
In the brachial valve a pronounced median septum extends from the anterior
edge of the flat belt previously mentioned to about two-thirds of the distance
to the anterior margin. It is narrow and high posteriorly ibut dies out
gradually anteriorly. Two narrow erect ridges arise a short distance before
the posterior termination of the septum, separated by a narrow deep sulcus,
becoming more erect and convergent and projecting at an angle of about
45° to the plane of the valve to form the cardinal process. At about 8 milli
metres from the base, the ridges join and form an apophyse which recurves to
lie parallel with the plane of the valve. 'rhis apophyse is trilobed, the lobes
being small, spike-like, and pointing posteriorly, not diverging. The posterior
extremity of the cardinal process thus lies well within the umbonal cavity.

'rhe adductor muscle impressions <ire dendritic, occupying small oval areas
about one-third of the length of the median septum from the hinge-line.

Study of 'a growth series of specimens reveals certain changes during
growth. Thus the area incr:eases in size from younger to older individuals.
The pseudo-costation gives way to stronger erect spine bases only in mature
and old specimens. Young specimens may show slight deformation affecting
the whole shell, which is not apparent in mature ones. The incurvature of the
umbo seems to increase slightly with age. The general outline and shape are
fairly constant although there is a trend towardE greater elongation with
increasing age.

Variation within the Species: Variation of features due to age differences
in individuals have already been outlined. One the whole this species is quite
stable in its characteristics. The inclination of the cardinal process to the plane
of the brachial valve may vary between about 30 and 45 degrees, and the develop
ment of the median sinus is somewhat variable. It may be only a little mote
than a flattening of the median portion of the pedicle valve, but is mostly
broad and weak, resulting in a shallow indentation of the anterior margin.

Compal"ison with othM' Species: In general shape this species is very similar
to Aulosteges wynnei Reed (1944, p. 114, pI. 7, figs. 5, 6, 7), less so to A1tlosteges
cf. gigas Netschajew of Diener (1903, p. 182, pI. 8, figs. 13a-c, 14) and A1tlos
teges g1wdal1tpensis Shumard as described by Girty (1908, p. 277, pI. 20, figs.
22, 22a). The latter two forms, however, do not show the same elongation of
the spine bases nor their regular arrangement with the resulting pseudo-costa
tion characteristic of the local species, and although A1tlosteges wynnei is closer
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to A.. fairbl'iclgci in this respect, it does not possess the coarse, sparse and erect
spine bases on the lateral and anterior margins, always found on mature
specimens of A. fairbridgei.

There should be little room for confusing this with other local species of
£l11losteges. None of them possesses either area or ornamentation of a compar
able nature.

Material: Seventy specimens, all moulds, showing internal and external
features.

Remarks: The specific name is given to honour Dr. Rhodes VV. Fairbridge,
Columbia University, who has done valuable work on the Permian of the
Irwin Basin.

AULOSTEGES INGENS Hosking, revised.

PI. 3, figs. 1-10.

1931-A.ulosteges ingens Hosking, J. Roy. Soc. W. Attst., 17, 15, pI. 5, figs.
1a-c, pI. 6, figs. 2a-c.

1943-Attlosteges ingens Hosking; Prendergast, J. Ray. Soc. W. Attst., 28, 37.

Lectotype: (chosen here) G.S.W..A. 1/5000. Bed in bank of Wooramel
Rivel', 3 miles above R.20, Carnarvon Basin. Lower part of Byro Group.

Paratype: G.S.W.A. 1/4955. Same locality and horizon.

Diagnosis: Attlosteges-species, subquadrate, with pointed, twisted umbo.
Ventral area large, wide as hinge, with prominent ridged pseudodeltidium.
Distinguished from A. gigas Netschajew (1894, p. 155, pI. 3, figs. 1-3, pI. 4, figs.
3-5, 12) and A. cf. gigas Netschajew, figured Diener (1903, pI. 8, fig. 13), by
absence of marked growth wrinkles, and by pseudodeltidium ridge-shaped, not
rounded in section.

Description: Dimensions of some typical specimens are-

1/5000. 1/4955. 32045.

Length of hinge-line 42 43 31
Width 54 46 46
Length 59 50
Curvilinear length 95 75
Height 32 30 26

The following is taken from Hosking's original description:-

" Shell slightly longer than broad; ventral valve inflated, dorsal valve flat
in the visceral region, but becoming concave towards the edges which are
abruptly bent upwards, more or less at right angles to the plane of the valve.
In the longitudinal direction the ventral valve is strongly arched anteriorly
and posteriorly, but slightly flattened in the visceral region. Transversely
the lateral slopes aseend steeply almost at right angles to the plane of the
central portion which is flattened and depressed in the central line by a well
developed sinus. The hinge is slightly shorter than the greatest width of the
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shell. The lateral margins meet the hinge in a blunted right angle; they are
almost straight posteriorly then curve rapidly to the anterior margin which is
only very gently curved and slightly indented medially by the sinus; thus the
shell has a pronounced quadrangular outline particularly from the dorsal
aspect. The umbo of the ventral valve is high, slightly overturned and slightly
twisted. One specimen bears a flattened mark of attachment to some foreign
body. The area is high and unequally developed on the two sides of the
pseudodeltidium. The distortion of the umbo and area varies in the two
specimens. On both specimens the margin on one side of the area slopes at
a constant angle from the umbo to the end of the hinge-line, but on the other
side descends steeply nearly to the hinge-line with only a very narrow prolonga
tion of the area running to the end of the hinge-line. One specimen has the
abruptly narrowed side on the right, the other has it on the left of the
pseudodeltidium.

"The less weathered specimen shows the area ornamented with vertical
striations. The pseudodeltidium is strongl;}' vaulted with a median ridge, which
in the less weathered specimen is rounded, but in the more weathered specimen
is sharp, making the pseudodeltidium A-shaped in cross section. It is about
3 mm. broad at the base and tapers to a point under the umbo. It is marked
with horizontal annulations. ,Vhere the area is much distorted the pseudo
deltidium is twisted to one side. 'l'he cardinal process of the dorsal valve is
broadly triangular, coming to a sharp point 1111der the pseudodeltidium.

"Both valves are ornamented with spine bases which are finer and more
closely set on the dorsal than on the ventral valve. On the visceral portion of
the ventral valve they are large and regularly arranged in mor{~ or less alter
nating rows. The spines evidently ran for some distance in the test before
emerging at the surface, particularly towards the anterior where this pro
duces a faintly ribbed appearance on the exfoliated shell. :B'aint longitudinal
furrows' on the cast are also probably caused by this. Stout tubular spines
are thickly set around the margin and on the ears of the ventral valve. A few
concentric growth lines are faintly seen on the visceral portion of the ventral
valve and towards the margin of the dorsal valve."

This description was based on the two original specimens. Since the time
of the original description only five or six additional specimens had been found.
Material collected recently, however, from the Point Keats Native Mission, in
the Northern Territory, just east of the Western Australian border, by an
expedition of the Australian nIuseum, Sydney, included well over 100 specimens,
some of which are mirror images of the type specimens. Bureau ·of Mineral
Resources parties have also collected many more specimens from the ,Vest
Kimberley District.

The new material has shown details of the internal features and has also
provided a wider conception of the external features, best illustrated in the
discussion on the range of variation.

The cardinal process begins as two pronounced ridges arising one each side
of the median septum. These ridges become more prominent posteriorly,
gradually converge, a sulcus between them, and meet just posterior to the
hinge. The lobation begins posterior to this, each ridge more or less dividing,
the inner divisions continuing to give a prominent median lobe, the outer
diverging to give two strongly developed lateral lobes. The sulcus may con
tinue to the extremity as a faint narrow incision tending to indent the median
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lobe. As a whole the process is trilobed, tending to be quadrilobed, very strong
and massive for the size of the shell, projecting well into the umbonal cavity,
and is inclined ventraUy to the plane of the brachial valve at angles up to 30
degrees.

The median septum is independent of thc cardinal process; it is high and
narrow just posterior to the adductor muscle impressions, and persists,
gradually becoming less prominent, to the beginning of the upturning of the
margins. 'rhe adductor muscle impressions are oval-shaped, dendritic, situated
just anterior to the ridges which go to make up the base of the cardinal process.
The brachial impressions are not shown by any specimen.

In the pedicle valve the adductor muscle impressions are dendritic, slightly
raised, and seem to be more elongated than those of the brachial valve. The
diductor impressions are linearly striate.

The additional material also contained many immature specimens. These
usually have a very large area in comparison with their size, which may be
more reclined than that of the adult shell, resulting in an appearance similar
to that of A. l'eclinis sp. novo but much smaller, and without the subgeniculation
of the pedicle valve of that species.

Var'iation in the Spec'ies: 'rhe outline may range from subquadrate to
elongate-oval, and the convexity of the pedicle valve from being greatest over
the middle of the valve (most usual), to being greatest over the posterior third,
in which instances the umbonal region is more swollen and the shell but little
distorted. This variation in convexity may be correlated with that of the
distortion of the umbo and hence of the valve. ,Vhere the umbo and pedicle
valve are distorted, as they usually are, the umbo is more attenuated, the
umbonal region less s,vollen, the area larger, and the convexity greatest over
the middle. "Where the umbo and valve are less distorted, the area is smaller,
the umbonal slopes more swollen, and the convexity greatest posteriorly. This
correlation in variation is very probably connected with the relative time of
attachment of the young shell.

The area may extend from two-thirds to the entire length of the hinge.
When the umbo is very attenuated and projects well above the plane of the
brachial valve the area is slightly concave, often with a recurved margin
reminiscent of that of A. spinosus; when the umbo is less distorted and the tip
level with or a little below the plane of the brachial valve, the area is more
pronouncedly concave. The height of the area, and hence its size, varies between
three-quarters and one-quarter of the width. It is greatest in the more dis
torted shells.

'1'he margins may be just upturned or there may be a trail up to 1 cm.
long. 'rhe trail is covered with spines fmer than those on the body of the shell.

Compal'ison with other Species: In the original description Hosking com
pared A. in,qens closely with il. cf. frigas Netschajew as described by Diener
(1903, p. 182, pI. 8, figs. 13a-c), an Indian species. A. gigas Netschajew (1894,
p. 155, pI. 3, figs. 1-3, pI. 4, figs. 3-5, 12) was not compared. The additional
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material has widened the content of the species so that the differences Hosking
mentions as distinguishing A. ingens from A. cf. gigas (and also from A. gigas)
comprise the following: The local species is less characterized by concentric
growth wrinkles, the pseudodeltidium i<; more ridge-shaped than rounded in
sectioll, and, as far as can be seen, the area is not divided by a pair of oblique
lines from the umbo. 'rhe comparison of this species with A. gigas Netschajew
raises the question of its possible assignation to Wyatkina :F'redericks (1931,
p. 210 footnote) with type species A. g·igas. 'rhe distinction between Wyatkina
and A1tlosteges has not yet been properly defined so that it has been thought
best, at the time of writing, to leave the species ingens vvith A1tlosteges.

A. ingens is di<;tinguished from A. fa1:1'bridgei by its greater convexity,
more usual di<;tortion, and less regular ornamentation. The Timor form
described by Broili (1916, p. 28, pI. 118, fig. 8) as St'l"ophaltosia (A1llosteges)
clalho1lsii, probably belongs to this species.

111atC1"ial: Over 150 specimens, mostly limonitic casts (the types show the
actual shell material), showing both external and internal features.

AUTJOSTEGES I,YNDONENSIS sp. novo

PI. 4, figs. 1-10.

Holotype: C~P.C. 1001, north bank of Lyndon River, north of Round Hill,
8']: miles east of Mia lVIia Homestead, Carnarvon Basin. Base of Bulgadoo
Shale.

Pamtypes: C.P.C. 1002, 1003, 100'1, 1005, 1006, 1007; U.W.A. 34431,
34432. All same locality and horizon a.s holotype.

IJ·iagnosis: Large, shallow .ilulosteges-species, quadrangular, with large area
co-planar with brachial valve and ornamentation of coarse spines. Similar
to A. bamcoodensis Etheridge fil. (revised Hosking, 1933), but with coarser
ornamentation and larger area.

IJescriptilon: '1'he following are the dimensions of some of the type
specimens, measurement in depth not being possible owing to flattening of
the specimens. A rather clos€ estimate of the depth is possible and is given here.

Width of hinge
Width ..
Length ..
Curvilinear length
H"ight ~.

C.P.C. 1001.

48
72.4
68.4

100 (approx.)
32 (approx.)

1002.

4f! •
72
68

100 (approx.)
28 (approx.)

1003.

48
6i
55

95 (approx.)
27 (approx.)

1004.

58
80.2
70

Although. all the specimens available show some preservational crushing
and distortion, it is possible, nevertheless, by drawing on the whole range of
specimens, to gain a fair indication of the shape and outline characteristic of
the species. As can be seen from the table of dimensions this is one of the
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larger Aulosfeges-species found in ~WesternAustralia. The outline is sub
quadrangular, the width being greater than the length, the hinge about two
thirds of the ·width. '1'he pedicle valve is of only moderate convexity and
probably fairly evenly so over the visceral region; it is subgeniculate. '1'rans
versely the flanks are steep but not wall-like, tending to be flattened over the
middle and interrupted by a nR1TO\Y median sinuli, which is most accentuated
at the anterior. '1'he margins are slightly splayed out. '1'he alar extremities
(there are no true cars) tend to be reflf'xed and are not differcntiated from
the body of the valve. The hinge-line is straigllt. '1'he umbo is large, wide
!illd shallow, the tip pointed, often showing a small cicatrix of attachment, and
level with the plane of the brachial vahe. It is distorted and twisted to a
varying degree, the turning being either to left or right. The tip of the umbo
is separated from the hinge by an area, always large, but varying in size,
extending over the whole width of the hinge, roughly triangular in shape, but
distorted. It is very slightly concave, level with the plane of the brachial valve
or slightly reclined from it. Tt shmys both vertical and horizontal striations,
presenting a cross-hatched appearance. Tt 'is diyided by a prominent annulated
pseudodeltidiulll, which is up to 3 mm. wide and inverted-V-shaped in cross
section. In one specimen, the top of the ridge bears traces of what are almost
certainly fine spine-bases. In keeping' with the distortion of the umbo, tIle
pseudodeltidium is mostly bent, reaching the hinge-line, but terminating
anteriorly against the apex of a triangular-shaped notch up to 3 mm. wide, as
high as wide, vvhich is filled by a corresponding extension of the cardinal
margin of the brachial valve.

The brachial valve is flat over the visceral region, with upturned margins.
Over the initial growth stages it lllay be slightly convex. A median fold
corresponds to tIle pedicle sinus, so that the anterior margin is ind€nted. '1'he
margins are upturned evenly laterally and anteriorly, and although the pedicle
valve is geniculate, the trail is not a prominent feature, extending over about
13 mm. in the b€st specimen. The upturning is abrupt only at the lateral
margins, anteriorly being smooth and gradual.

On the pedicle valve there are spines and growth wrinkles. The spines
near the umbo are fine, much less tIJan a millimetre in diamet€l' at the base,
but over the visceral region they are coarse, becoming more numerous and finer
again on the extreme margins. 'rhe attitude varies. Over the visceral region
the spine-bases are mostly elongate, lwaring semi-erect spines, but interspersed
haphazardly ar-e non-elongate bases bearing erect spines. The elongation tends
to be more pronounced towards the anterior, so much so as to give a pseudo
costate appearance in some specimens. The arrangem€nt is quite irregular.
This spinose ornamentation extends over the whole valve, along the hinge and
on the alar extremities, but is lacking at the tip of the umbo. Over the visceral
region the growth wrinkles arc widely and irregularly spaced, but become closer
spaced and numerous on the trail.

On the brachial valve the ornamentation is similar to that of the opposing
valve. The initial part is coycred ,vith very fine spine-bases, the outer parts
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of the visceral disc with more coarse spines, the margins with more numerous
and. finer ones. The spines are not nearly so coarse as on the pedicle valve,
are subel'ect or erect, and interspersed among them are occasional pits corre-

, sponding to the spines on the other valve. These pits are not nearly so numerous
or so regularly arranged as they are, for example, on Taeniothaenls miniliensis
sp. novo Growth wrinkles are present as on the pedicle valve.

In the brachial valve a narrovY, prominent median septum extends over
the visceral disc from the ,base of the cardinal process, but does not contribute
to the formation of this structure. Either side of it, about one centimetre from
the hinge, are the oval-shaped finely dendritic adductor muscle impressions.
They are slightly raised, but each occupies a depressed area, the' depression
passing smoothly into the general surface anteriorly; but posteriorly the border
is more abrupt and ridge-like. This is low and rounded, and is removed from
the hinge by a few millimetres, leaving a narrow ledge along the hinge-line.
Towards the middle, each of these bordering ridges becomes very pronounced
and posteriorly directed, the two ridges so formed being the base of the cardinal
process. At first the ridg·e.s are separated by a deep sulcus, 2-3 mm. wide, which
becomes less accentuated posteriorly. '1'he process is large, projecting well
behind the hinge (up to one centimetre in some specimens), and inclined at
a low angle, averaging 15 degrees, to the plane of the brachial valve. In plan
it becomes narrower posteriorly, an average width at the hinge being 8-10 mm.,
and at lobation, 4-6 mm. 'fhe lobation is not marked; from both aspects it is
trilobed. most clearly so from the dorsal aspect, since the lobes tend to be
directed dorsally. The lateral lobes lie parallel to the median lobe, or at a
small angle to it, and are not markedly differentiated, so that the termination
is blunt and abrupt. Lobes vary in size and disposition; in some instances
the lateral lobes are larger than the median one, in oth-ers they are smaller.
On the average all three lobes are much the same size. The rest of the posterior
surface is smooth. No specimen shows the nature of the brachial impressions
or the interior of the anterior surface.

The interior of the pedicle valve is unknown.

Variation in the Species: There' are insufficient complete specimens to show
significant variation in shape and size. Num-erous fragmentary specimens,
however, show wide variation in features of the cardinal region and in the
cardinal process. As stated above, the area varies in size. In th-e specimen
showing the smallest area the height is approximately one-eighth the width.
In all others it is at least one-sixth the width, the maximum being one-quarter
the width. The shape and size of the umbonal region vary correspondingly
with the increased size of the area. There is also fortuitous variation of the
amount of distortion of the area. In every specimen the distortion is marked,
the area being unequally developed on the two sides of the pseudodeltidium.
In the most outstanding example, in this respect, the part of the area on one
side of the pseudodeltidium is at least four times as large as that on the other.

'1'he cardinal process in all specimens is essentially similar in structure.
It varies chiefly in size, although always large. The largest example is one
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centimetre across at the base, and 7 mm. at the tip, the smallest 7 mm. at the
base and 5 mm. at the tip. Variation in the size and disposition of the lobes
has been described previously.

'rherc is only minor haphazarcl variation in ornamentation, and this consists
chiefly in the relative number and disposition of extremel;)T elongate, and sub
erect, spine bases.

Comparison w·dh other Speci.es: 'rhe species most comparable with
,,1. lyndonensis is a local one-A. bal'ClCooclensis Etheridge fil. Shape, size and
internal featnres Seem to be much the same in the two species, the principal
difference being one of ornamentation, although, in addition, the area of
baracoodensis seems to be smaller. In A. bamcoocZensis the spine-bases are
much smaller, rather more numerous, and nowhere show the same degree of
elongation.

1.... species with very similar ornamentation, shape, and size to the present
one is A. acanthophon~s ]lletcher, 1945 (considered by Hill, 1950, to be but a
variety of 1'1. (l'aeniotlwc1'1ts) s'nb qnacl1'at1ts (Morris, 1845)) from the lower
Permian of Queensland. In Fletcher's species the area i<; much smaller, much
mor-e erect in attitude, and the umbo is more globose, is overturned, and over
hangs the hinge.

The Moscow Basin form, A. f'l'agilis (Netschajew) as figured by Sarycheva
andSokolskya (1952, p. 105, pI. 18, fig. 124) resembles A. lyncZonensis, but
the spines of the Russian spccies' are more coarse, less numerous and more
widely separat-ed.

The Indian Salt l~ange species A. rnecZlicottiCl.nt~S vVaageu is similar to
A. lyncZonensis, especially in general shape, but is at once distinguished by the
absence of spines on the brachial valve of Waag'en's species.

RCl1WTks: '1'he specific name comes from the name of the prominent physio
graphic feature, the Lyudon River, on which the type locality is situatc(l.

AUI,OSTEGES SPT:s'OSUS Hosking, revised.

PI. 5, figs. 1-9, 11, 12.

1931-Anlosteges sp'inos1~s Hosking, J. Roy. Soc. W. Anst., 17, 17, pI. 3,
figs. 7a-d.

~ 933-A... spinosu8 Hosking, J. Roy. Soc. W. ~41~st., 19, 37.

1943-ii. Spi110S1ts Hosking; Prcndergast, J. Roy. Soc. TV. J'htSt., 28, 36, pI. 4,
figs. 7-10.

Holotypc: G.S.W.A. 1/4687 South bank of Wooramel River, below
Callytharra Springs, Camarvon Basin. Callytharra Formation.

Othpj' material: Aus. :Mus. F38·144, 37710, Wandagee Station, Minilya
River, Carnarvon Basin. vVandagee Formation. U.\V..A. 32046, 34433, Glen
devon Homestead, vVoolaga Creek area, near 1'IIingenew. Fossil Cliff Formation.
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Diagnosis: Small to medium-sized Aulosteges, not inflated, characterized
in particular by the sharp recurvature of the area along> the cardinal margin.
Ornamentation of fine to medium-sized spines on both valves. .

Description: Dimensions of some typical specimens are;-

- G.S.W.A.1/4687. F37710. F38444. 34433.

Length of hinge-line .. .. 15 21 15 33
Width .. .. . . 22 43 20 55
Length .. .. .. 20 46 19 52
Curvilinear length .. .. 23 6J 24 70
H",ight .> .. .. . . . . S 20

In specimens -\vith the margins entire the width is a little greater than the
length; the hinge-line is shorter than the greatest width, resulting in a sub
quadrangular outline. Alar extremities are not differentiated as true ears,
and are often broken off so that the shell appears subtriangular. '1'he pedicle
valve is gently convex, greatest convexity posterior or antp,rior about the middle;
often distorted, particularly in the umbonal region; sometimes tending to sub
geniculation depending on the position of greatest convexity. A broad ill
defined median sinus commences a short distance from the umbo. In young
specimens it may not be prc.'Sent at all. '1'he umbo is large, pointed, often
twisted and straight or reclined so that the tip is most often below the plane
of the brachial valve. The tips of some specimens show what is probably a
cicatrix of attachment.

'1'he triangular-shaped area is broad, extending one-half to the full length
of the hinge, it':> height one-fifth to one-half it'S width. It i<; slightly concave,
hhows numerous growth lines and perpendicular striations resulting in a faint
cross-hatching, and may be distorted. A distinctive feature is that the cardinal
margin is recurved and erect so that a groove lies between it and the area
proper. This may not be very evident in cast". A narrow, highly arched
pseudodeltidium extend'S about half the distance to the cardinal margin, leaving
a triangular-shaped delthyrium filled by an extension of the hinge of the
brachial valve. The pseudodeltidium is lamellose, rarely slightly twisted, and
if the preservation is good, it may show fine spine-bases. The valve is orna
mented with elongated spine-bases of medium size and occasional fine gTowth
wrinkles. 'rhe spines where preserved are rather erect. Spine-bases are present
on all part':> of the shell except the tip of the umbo. The arrangement might
be termed subquincuncial, although the elongation of the spine-bases is radial.
There are 20 to 25 spine-bases over a square centimetre on the median part of
the valve.

The brachial valve is flat or slightly concave, the ornamentation being the
same as that of the opposite valve except that the spines seem to be finer.

'1'he thin median septum crosses the valve almost to the anterior margin,
arising just anterior to the hinge-line. It does not cOlltribute directly to the
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cardinal process. Two thin ridges anse on either Slue of it, a few millimetres
from the hinge-line. These increase sharply in height with a deep sulcus
bct,Yceu, and at the hinge-linc curve through almost a right angle in a ventral
direction, for about 4 mm. i.n fully mature specimens. Just before the ventral
extremity these two thin apophys-es unite to give a spike-like bilobed cardinal
process tending to tri-lobation. 'rhis orif.'ntation of the cardinal process, at a
large angle to the brachial valve in a ventral din:,ction, is characteristic of
jb~losteges. Por the size of the shell this cardinal process is rather delicate.

The true nature of the muscle scars and the ·brachial ridges has not been
observed.

l1ariation within the Species: Certain characters of this species vary. 'rhus
the height, and hence the size of the area, ranges from one-third to half the
width. The umbo may be incurved to varying degrees so that the tip may
project just above the plane of the brachial valve or be several millimetres
below it. The amount of distortion of the shell varies, although all specimens
show some deformation. Most specimens show growth wrinkles, but they may
be almost entirely absent. The recurvature of the cardinal margin is less
obvious in some specimens than others; this is particularly so with casts.

Comparison with other Species: Although some specimens of other local
species show the recurvature of the area to a slight degree, in none of them
is it so prominent and so sharply recurved as in A. spinos1ts. In other respects,
however, specimens of A. spinos1ts may resemble the immature forms of
Taeniothaer'Us miniliensis sp. novo and T. irwinensis sp. novo

There does not seem to be any foreign species with which close comparison
might be made.

Remarks: The species was first described by Hosking (1931) on the existence'
of a single specimen, but the advent of new material has necessitated additions
to the original description. These additions, mainly of the internals, have been
based on specimens other than the holot'ype, an immature specimen, which does
not show very much of the internal features. It is considered fairly certain,
however,that these specimens are of the same species, as they have the same
characteristics and, moreover, come from the same stratigraphical level as the
holotype-the Fossil Cliff Formation.

jj!Iaterial: About twelve specimens, including limonitic casts revealing
internal features.

AULOS'rEGES sp. ind. A.

PI. 5, figs. 19-21.

Material: U.W.A. 28114A, nine chains west of red sandstone Calceolispongia
horizon, south-west of Wandagee Hill, lVIinilya River area, Carnarvon Basin.
Coolkilya Greywacke, above Nalbia member, or possibly Baker Formation.
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.Description: General shape and size similar to immature A. spinostts
Hosking, but the longitudinal curvature is more even, the greatest convexity
lying over the middle half. Umbo wide but not deep, sharply terminated, not
incurved, distorted, the tip lying about one millimetre below the plane of the
brachial valve. 'rhe area is large, roughly triangular, distorted, persisting over
the width of the hinge. It is a little undulating and is marked with lines of
growth and vertical striations giving a cross-hatched appearance. Because of
distortion, the area is developed to only one-half the extent on the left-hand side
of the pseudodeltidium that it is on the right. 'rhe height is one-quarter the
width. The pseudodeltidium is a rounded ridge, straight, annulated, persisting
from the tip of the umbo almost to the hinge, the resultant small gap filled by a
triangular extension of the brachial valve. The hinge-line is bent at this
extension, being straight on either side of it, the angle formed by the two sections
being very obtuse. '1'he median sinus, as with A.. sp£nOS1f.S, is hardly J1oticeabh~

behind the anterior third of the valve. Ears are not developed.

The ornamentation on the pedicle valve is similar to that of A. spinOS1f.S, the
spines being, if anything, coarser over the anterior and antero-lateralmargins.

'1'he brachial valve has an irregular subquadrangular outline. It is fiat,
except over the mid-posterior r·egion, where it is very slightly convex. The
anterior margin is a little upturned, where it is indented by the median sinus
of the pedicle valve. The ornamentation consists of pits corresponding to the
spine-bases of the pedicle valve, ,·vith interspersed very fine reclined spines.
Faint growth ,wrinkles are present on both valves.

Internal features are unknown.

Remarks: 'rhis form closely resembles A. spinosus, but differs from it in
being without any trace of the recurved cardinal margin. The area is also much
distorted and the hinge-linB is not straight, features not usually characteristic
of A. spinOS1f.s. 'Without a greater range of material is it impossible to put aside
the possibility that this form may be a young individual of, for example,
A. reclinis, or A. ingens. A.gain, more material may extend the rangB of varia
tion of A. spinosus to include the differing degree of development of those
features mentioned above. For these reasons it is preferable to withhold a new
nallle for the present.

Genus DICTYOCLOS'1'US Muir-'Vood.

1930-Muir-,Vood, Ann. ]Jiag. nat. IIist. (10), 5, p. 10.

Type spec1:es (Original designation) : Anornites se1ni1'eticulat1f.s Martin
(pars.). PETRIPAC'l'A DERBIENSA, 1809, p. 7, pI. 32, figs. 1, 2; pI. 33, fig. 4.

Definition: Productids with elongate or quadrate outline, with the hinge
the widest part of the shell. Pedicle valvr usually strongly convex or geniculate;
flanks often' steep and wall-like; median sinus present more often than not.
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Ears wen developed, frequently demarcated from rest of valve. lVluch of
visceral disc with semireticulate ornamentation often with spines. Trail costate;
costae may bear spines; rows of spines on cars and along the cardinal margin.
Diaphragm not developed. Ginglymus may be present.

Brachial valve concave or geniculate, with marginal ridges extending along
the hinge. Hinge teeth and sockets absent. Ornamentation corresponding to
that of pedicle valve, pits replacing spines.

Cardinal process trilobed, the lateral lobes usually well separated from the
median lobe; lobation commencing immediately posterior to the hinge; extending
more or less in the plane of the brachial valve. Adductor muscle impressions
dendritic, separated by median septum. In the pedicle valve adductor impres
sions often more elongated than in brachial valve, and raised. Linearly striate
diductor muscle impressions.

Rernc~rkg: The above definition includes in essentials the diagnosis of Muir
Wood, the emendment by Prendergast (1943) to include the possible presence
of a ginglymus, and some further emendments by Miloradovitch (1945) and
Sarycheva (1949). '1'he essential internal features, noted above, are rather
characteristic. This is true particularly of the cardinal process, which, in nearly
every species of which this feature has been described, is essentially similar.
The base of the process is formed by the conjunction of the median septum and
the marginal ridges, and from the platform so resulting the process projects
posteriorly as three distinct lobes, most often the laterals being almost at right
angles to the central one. The dorsal surface is buttressed at the base by a
slight projection of the cardinal margin (see Sutton and Summerson, 1943,
pI. 54, figs. 2-8).

The ginglymus which Prendergast would include in the diagnosis is "a
groove along the cardinal margin of the pedicle valve into which fits the narrow
margin of the brachial valve, hence greatly increasing the efficiency of the
articulation of the valves" (Prendergast, 1943, p. 4). The ginglymus is notched
to give a "delthyrium" into which the cardinal process fits. As Prendergast
further remarks, the ginglymus can only be seen if the two valves are displaced.

Since MuircvVood's work on the constitution of the genus Productus (Muir
Wood, 1930) and her divorcing from the genus of the bulk of the semireticulate
forms, the use of the name Dictyoclost1~s for these forms has become well-nigh
universal. The correctness of the procedure she adopted seems quite apparent
from her own article and has been further validated by Sutton (1938).

Antiquatonia Miloradovitch 1945 (with type-species Productus antiquatus
Sowerby) is very similar to Dictyoclostus. It is distinguished primarily by
especially demarcated ears-separated from the flanks by a ridge which bears
a single row of large spines-and although recorded over widely separated
regions does not seem to me to warrant more than subgeneric status. Two
West Australian species can be tentatively assigned to Antiquatonia.



DWTYOCl,OSTUS (~AN'l'lQUA'rONIA) CALLY'l'liAH.RENSIS Pl'endel'gast.

PI. 6, figs. 3-14.

1~()3-Prod1UJtus 8eJwil'etit:1tlahts IVIartin; Ethericlge fil., Bull. [feol. 8HI"V.

W. A1lSt., 10, 18, pI. 2, figs. 3-5.
'907-Product71s semi?'etic1/lat71s Martin; Etheridge fil., Ibid.) 27, 29.

1910-Prod1tct71s semiretic1tlat1tS Martin; Glauert, B1tll. geol. Surv. W. Aust.,
36, 87.

1924-P?'od1tCt71s semi?'etic1tlatus Martin; Chapman, Ann. Rep. geol. Surv.
W. A71st.) 36.

1931-Prod1tCt1ls semi?'eticnlat1ts Martin; Hosking, J. Roy. Soc. rV. Aust.,.
27, 8, 22.

1943-Dictyoclostus callytharrensis Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc. W. Allst.) 28,
13-16, pI. 1, figs. 1-7, pI. 2, fig. 1.

lJeetotype (chosen h{;re from author's syntypes G.S.\V.A, 1/4~67 (b):
,;pecimen figured Prenderga.<;t (1943), pI. 1, fig. 3; i mile west of Callytharra
:::iprings, Wooramel River District, Carnm'von Basin. CaJlytharra Formation.
Figured herein pI. 6, figs. 9, 10.

Paratypes: G.S.W.A. 1/4967 (a); same locality and formation as syntypes.

H omeotypes: U.W.A. 2945a, b, c; 1.4 miles south of gate in fourth fence
on road from Merlinleigh to Moogoorie Stations, Callytharra area, Minilya
River District. Callytharra Formation. U.W.A. 12410a, b, c; Fossil Cliff,
Irwin River area, near Mingenew. Fossil Cliff Formation.

Diagnosis: Dictyoclostus-species with large reflected ears offset from
flanks. Semireticulation extending over two-thirds of visceral disc with fine
spines. I.1ess numerous coarse spines irregularly distributed over rest of surface.
Closely resembles species of the Indian D. sp1:ralis-costatus group of Waagen,
but is distinguished from these by its finer ornamentation and lesser tendency
for convergence of costae on trial.

Description: The size of the type specimens is as follows :-

- TJecf,of,ype. Parutypes.

Length of hinge ·. .. 59 .59 44 Go
Width , . .. .. 59 59 48 G6
Length .. .. .. 40 42 41 · .
Curvilinear Iength · . .. 70 71 71 · .
Height , . · , . . .. .. 18 · .

The outline is semicircular with the hinge-line the greatest width of the
shell. J.1ongitudinally; the pedicle valve is curved through 270 degrees, fairly
evenly so, but flattened over the median portion and the trail. The transverse
curve is a high arch, steep-sided, but not vertical, with a median depression.
The median sinus arises over the unbonal region; is broad and shallow over the
viscrral disc; but thrnce becomrs shallow, almost disappearing on the trail,
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leaving the mal'g'm entire or only slightly indented. rrhe ears are often not
preserved but ifpresellt they are large and reflexed, separated from the body
cif the shell by a fold bearing a row of spine~ (3-4) of large size. A second row
of large spines runs along the hinge-line.

The semireticulation is regular, costae and rugae equally prominent, covering
at least two-thirds of the visceral disc. Over the semireticulate area the costae
increase by division and intercalation; no increase takes place on the trail,
and the costae become less and less prominent. rrhe rugae become wider spaced
anteriorly.

'rhe spines over the semireticulate area, except the large ones mentioned
above, are small, suberect, widely separated, arranged subquincuncially, each
spine arising from a node at the intersection of a ruga and costa. Every fourth
to sixth ruga bears spines, these being separated by eight or more costae; some
irregularity is caused by the increase in costae. The larger spines on the trail
seem to be quite irregular. Below each is a fold varying in intensity, which
replaces two or three costae above each spine, this folding being independent of
the costae, although two or more can just be discerned on each fold.

The unbonal region is broad and swollen, but the umbo is rather small,
pointed, barely overhanging the hinge-line. rrhe umbonal angle is approximately
90 degrees, and the umbonal ridges are low and rounded.

The brachial valve is flattened, slightly concave over the visceral cavity
with a slight median swelling, and rather strongly geniculated. The ornamen
tation is similar to that of the pedicle valve, but the spines are replaced by pits
which are not placed opposite the spines but slightly anterior to them. This
is particularly noticeable in the row of pits corresponding to the spines
demarcating the ears.

In the pedicle valve the dendritic adductor muscle impressions are barely
srparated, raised, narrower than in the brachial valve, and elongated postero
anteriorly. The linear-striated diductor impressions form a broad band, running
cross-wise across the valve almost to the margins either side of the adductors.
The muscle impressions occupy areas in the posterior third of the valve. The
anterior half of the valve is covered with minute pits.

In the brachial valve the adductor impressions are dendritic, set on a
;;lig-htly raised platform oval in shape, bisected by the median septum and set
rlose to the hinge-line. Brachial impressions arise from the anterior edge of
this platform, a short distance from the septum. They run subparallel to the
hing-e-line, almost to the edge of the visceral disc, then curve smoothly forward
parallel to the margin for about 10-15 mm., and then curve sharply and ter
minate. forming a pronounced hook.

The median septum persists over two-thirds of the length of the valve.
Posteriorly it is broad and flattish, becoming thinner and less elevated anteriorly.
A pair of strong marginal ridges run parallel but anterior to the hinge-line. At
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the junction of these and the septum there is a massive truncated-triangular
platform, the apex bearing the lobate cardinal process, and projecting a short
distance behind the hinge in the plane of the valve. The lobation is not marked;
the ventral aspect is massively trilobed, the lobes being large, the laterals each
separated from the central lobe by a broad, shallow sulcus. The dorsal surface
is more distinctly trilobed and shovYs the growth lamellac. 'rhe areas either
side of thc muscle impressions are covered with fine pits. 'rhe anterior half
of the valve reflects the surface semireticulation.

lTan:a.tion within the Species: Specimens of this species vary in the depth
of the sulcus between the visceral disc and the ears. If the sulcus is shallow
the semireticulation extends oyer the ears and the auricular spines are smaller
than when the sulcus is deep.

'rhe extent of the semireticulation along the curvilinear length of the
shell also varies, rugae being developed only before there is a change in the
direction of growth, even if this does not amount to a geniculation.

'1'hc steepness of the flanks is not constant. In most of the specimens the
Han ks, as seen in the transversc curve, arisc at about 60 degrees to the plane
of thc brachial valve, but in others the ·flanks arc more wall-like though never
vertical. 'rhe median sinus in some specimcns persists so that the antcrior
margin is quite indented. 'rhc costae may converge slightly into the median
septum; in the extrcme case, two costae are lost by such convergence.

CompctJ'ison with other Spec1:es: Although specimens of this species have
previously been assigned to P1'oclnctus (i.e. Dictyoclostus) sernireticulatus
Martin, the only really diagnostic feature they have in common with it is the
presence of semireticulate ornamentation.

'rhis species is probably identical with the 'l'imor species Proclnct1~s serni
relicnlatus Martin as figured by Broili (1916, pI. 116, figs. 14-16), differing'
only in the lesser development of the ears. It has much in common with forms
from India and China. Of the Chinese specimens it is probably closest to
P. ta1:Y1.lon!ncns1:s Grab'Hl as figure':l hy Chao (1927, p. 30, pI. 1, fig. la, pJ. 2,
figs. 1-12, pI. 8, fig. 16). 'l'he costation of the Chinese form is, however, coar~er,

the larger spines more numerous, particularly along the inner edge of the ears,
where they are almost touching. It is also more enrolled and swollen.

D. ca.llytharrensis has many features in common with forms of the
D. sp1:ra.lis-D: s11beostat1ls group of Waagen, 1884. As Reed (1931) has sug
gested, it seems likely that this whole gronp, D. spimlis, indicns, vishn1I., aratus.
and S1lbcosta,tus, may actually be one species. In general the ,Vestern Australian
specimens lllay be distinguished from the Indian group by the more prevailing
tendency in the Indian species for the costae to converge and disappear ill the
sinus, and by the coarser ornamentation.

lJ1a.ter1:al: About thirty specim€]]s showing external and internal features,
variollsly preserved.
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DICTYOCLOSTUS (~ANTIQUATONIA) MAGNUS Sp. novo

PI. I, figs. 1-6.

1943-Dictyoclostus spiralis (Waagen) ; Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc. W. A1lst., 28,
18-19, pI. 2, figs. 8, 9.

Holotype: Aust. Mus. F.36514; vVyndham Gap, Carnarvon Basin, Cally
tharra Formation.

Paratypes: U.\\T.1L 32022, 32023; just south of 'rrig. Station K52 halfway
along road between Middalya and \¥illiambury Stations, Carnarvon Basin.
Callytharra Formation. U.vV.A. 32021; 4 miles south-south-east of junction
of south branch and main Minilya River, vVjlliambury Station, Carnarvon Basin.
Callytharra Formation.

Diagnosis: Dictyoclost1ls-species of large size, in which reticulation extends
over less than one-third of clll'vilinear length. Oharacterized particularly by
the spiral ornamentation on the cars, and by grouping of costae in fasciculi on
folds of trail. Differs from D. spira7is (\Vaagen) by the greater fineness of these
costae, and by larger number of large spines on trail.

Desc1'iption: The following dimensions give an approximation of the size
of specimens of this species. Only one individual provided all dimensions.

\

Holotype. Paratypes.
-

F36514. 32023. 32022. 32021.
--

Length of hinge-line " " 88 84 70 60
Length .. .. . . 49 49 51 45
Curvilin~[Lr length .. " 130 125 120 123
Height .. .. " . . . . 28 . .

:iVIembers of this species are the largest of any in the Dictyoclost1lS group
yet found in 'Western Australia. 'l'he pedicle valve is very convex, narrow, with
a large, hig'hly arched umbona1 region. The umbo is small, barely overhanging
the hinge-line. 'rhe transverse curve of the valve is a high narrow arch, with
almost vertical sides and a fairly pronounced median depression. The umbonal
angle is about 90 degrees, sometimes less. 'rhe valve is most convex in the
pcsterior third, thence gradually flattening out. A pronounced sinus arises
at about the middle of the visceral disc and continues uninterrupted to the
anterior margin.

The ears are of moderate size, reflexed, almost enrolled, each separated from
the steep lateral sides by a faint sinus and a weakly developed fold bearing two
or three large spines. Four or five large spines are present along the hinge.
Ears are ornamented by rugae and costae, the latter spi~ally arranged.

The semireticulation is strong and neat, covering less than a third of the
curvilinear length, the costae being somewhat mOre prominent than the rugae.
The costae continue almost to the tip of the beak. They increase in number
both by bifurcation and intercalation, but rarely so on the visceral disc: no
increase takes place on the trail. Anterior to the visceral disc they are grol~ped
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into fasciculi on elevated folds which arise in front of large spines. The folds
are not greatly elevated. Ovcr the median part of the valve the costae converge
towards, and sometimes disappear in, the merlian sinus. Some few small erect
spines are scattered irregularly over the reticuiated portion, each arising at a
node, the intersection of a ruga and costa. Ijarge spines are present over the
anterior two-thirds of the valve, particularly on the trail. They range in number
from ten to twenty, and have no regular arrangement.

The brachial valve is strongly but evenly geniculate. It possesses a
pronounced median fold which becomes stronger anteriorly.

The ornamentation is that of the pedicle valve, except for the absence of
spines and a rather greater area' of reticulation. Pits occur morc or less
opposite to the spines on the pedicle valve.

Only one specimen showed the cardinal process. This was esscntially the
same as that de.':lcribed for D. callytha.1yensis but was a little more blunt and
massive, in keeping with the greater size of D. magnus. Othcr internal features
were not seen.

Variation within the Sz)ecies: The number of specimens available is
insufficient to givc the probable limits of variation, but the following features
show some variability. The depth of the median sinus of the ventral valve is
mostly very pronounced, but in a few specimens it is broad and shallow. This
may be due to. distortion. The number of large spines on the trail varies
generally they number between 10 and 20. Finally, the development of folds
following the large spines on the trail, which bear two or three closely spaced
costae, is rather irregular, the folds being more apparent on some individuals
than on others.

Comparison with oth61' Species: This species has features in common with
D. callytharrensis Prendergast, D. wadei Prendergast (revised), and the
spt:ralis-sttbcostatus group of Waagen (1894) belonging to the same genus. It
may be distinguished from the first of these by its larger size, and much more
highly arched umbonal region. There is also more marked conV{~rgence of the
costae towards the median sinus. It differs from D. wadei in the nature and
arrangement of the costae and in the consistently larger size. The extent of
reticulation on the pedicle valve is also less. The spiral ornamentation of the
ears also distinguishes it from both the.'3e species.

']'he nearest of the Indian species are "P1'oductus" indicus and
" Productus" spiralis, both \Vaagen's species. The local species differs mainly
from the former in its smaller ears, the fineness of the costation and the posses
sion of a prominent median fold in the brachial valve. From the latter it differs
in those points menti?ned in the diagnosis.

In addition, "PrOd1tctus ." inflatus Tschernyschew, as figured by Ohao
(1927, pp. 36-40, pI. 2, fig. 13; pI. 3, figs. 1-5), bears superficial resemblance to
D. magnU8. The Ohinese form, however, is very much smaller and shows coarser
ornamentation; the hinge-linE' is shorter and the spiral ornamentation of the
earoB less marked.
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DICTYOCI,OSTUS WADEI Prenclergast rel'isNI.

PI. 7, figs, 7-10.

1943-Dictyoclostns callythal'rensL~ var. wadei Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc.
W. Anst., 28, 16-17, plo 2, figs. 2-4.

Holotype: U."W.A. 20453, ferruginous limestone, two miles east, 10 degrees
south of Mount Nicholson, West Kimberley District. Noonkanbah Formation,
lower half.

Other Specimens: U.W.A. 28696a, b, c, just south of Trig. Station 243, West
Kimberley District. Noonkanbah Formation, or base of Liveringa Formation.
U.W.A. 2746, Christmas Creek, 'ViTest Kimberley District. Probably
Noonkanbah Formation.

Diagnosis: Medium-sized Dictyoclost1ts-species, with reticulate ornamenta
tion on po.~terior third of shell, the rugal' being more prominent than the costae,
but latter very large on trail, bearing large spines. Imrge spines on ears and
on flanks bordering ears. Costae absent from ears.

Description: The largest complete specimen available (the holotype) is
6L~ mm. wide across the hinge, with a length of 54 mm. and a curvilinear length
of 115 mm. The semireticulate ornamentation occupies about one-third of the
posterior part of the pedicle valve, almost corresponding with the visceral
disc. It is extremely strong; the rugae being very upstanding in comparison
with the costae. This ornamentation does not extend to the ears, which are
ornamented with rugae only. The ears are reflexed but continuous with the
anterior margin of the shell. Two large spines and at least two smaller ones
are on the ears, and three large spines, widely spaced, on the flanks just above
the angle separating the ears, but not placed on either a pronounced ridge or
sinus. These spines are difficult to find on decorticated specimens. The
trail is ornamented by large regular costae, varying somewhat in width, bearing
large spine-bases which show no regular distribution. The costae are often
broader and less pronounced on the antero-lateral flanks. The umbo is swollen
and highly arched. '1'he beak just overhangs the hinge-line. No ginglymus
was observed.

The brachial valve is strongly, but not abruptly, geniculated. The visceral
disc is almost flat but with a fairly strong median fold in the anterior half.
Its surface is ornamented similarly to the pedicle valve except that scattered
pits correspond to the spines. The semireticulation is also very marked.

Internal features of the pedicle valve were not seen. Those of the brachial
valve are similar to those of D. callytharrensis Prendergai;t except that the
dendritic adductor muscle impressions are set closer to the hinge-line. The
cardinal process shows a lesser tendency to lobation and instead is rounded,
cap-like, the posterior extremity more or less rounded and set off by a slight
depression.

Variation w·ithin the Species: Although only a few specimens are available,
the following features show some variation. The costae on the trail vary some
what in size. They are, however, always much larger than those of D. cally
tharrensis. In younger specimens they are generally smaller than in mature
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specimens but are more pronol,lllced. The degree to which they converge
towards the sinus is also variable but isslig'ht, less than in D. callythalTensis,
no costae being lost in this way.

Comparison with othe1" Species: This species differs from D. c'allythan'ensis
firstly in the much greater convexity of the ventral valve, the highly arched
umbonal area, and the much greater steepness of the flanks; secondly in the
constant presence of a well-marked sinus in the ventral valve resulting in an
indented anterior margin; thirdly in the coarser nature of the costae, which
are not formed, as they occasionally are in D. callytharrensis, by the coalescence
of two or more costae; finally in the more pronounced semireticulation, and the
shape of the ears-in, D. wadei they are continuous with the lateral margin,
hut in D. callythan-ensis they are distinct and join the lateral margin about
half way down the flanks.

Of species from other countries D. indic1~S (Waagen) and D. subcostatus
('Vaagen) from the Salt Range approach the local species most closely. It is
distinguished from the former specie,':: by the greater steepness of the flanks,
more accentuated rugae, the ornamentation of the ears (ornamented with rugae
only) and the absence of the more prominent costae dividing the ears from the
rest of the shell, which is characteristic of D. indicus.

Similarly most of these distinguishing points serve to discriminate between
the Western Australian species and D. subcostatus. In addition, the Indian
species is much more transverse in shape.

Rema,rks: Prendergast described this species as a new variety, wadei, of
D. callytharrrensis, but considered that it possibly constituted a new species.
With additional material to hand, it seems certain that it is a new and distinct
species-indeed it resembles the Indian species D1:Ctyoclost1~s indicus (Waagen)
and D. subcostat1~s (Waagen) more closely than it does D. callythan"ensis
Prendergast. The specific name was proposed as a variety name of D. ca,lly
tha1Tensis by Prendergast in 1943. It honours Dr. A. 'Wade, one of the
pioneers of Western Australian geology in. the West Kimberley District.

Materia.l: Twelve specimens, six of which are poorly preserved.

Genus KROTOVIA Fredericks, emend.

1928-Fredericks, Tmns. geol.-p1·OSp. Serv. U.s.s.R., 46, 790.

Type Species: P1-oductus spinulosus J. Sowerby, 1814,,' JVnNERAI~ OON
OROLOGY OF GREAT BRITAIN, 1, pI. 68, fig. 3.

Dia,gnosis: Thin-shelled productid, usually small, sometimes geniculate,
with thin visceral cavity. Median sinus absent or but slightly developed.
Ornamentation of fine to medium-sized spines, numerous, covering ,,,,hole shell
surface, in. irregularly quincuncial arrangement, sometimes regularly quin
cuncial. Weak growth wrinkles may occur. Some spine-bases weakly elongated
anteriorly.
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In brachial valve, adductor muscle impressions non-dendritic, platform-like,
close to hinge, separated anteriorly by sulcus and short median septum.
Cardinal proces,<; short, peg-like, bilobate, lobes barely separated; reminiscent
of process of jJ!larginifera. Much of internal surface finely papillate.

Internal features of pedicle valve unknown.

Remarks: The diagnosis has been emended to embrace important internal
features shown by local representatives of the type species. 'rhe specific identity
with the type species of these local specimens is considered certain. 'rwo other
local species of this genus also show essentially the same internal features.

Species of Krotovia may show weal.;: incipient costae over the anterior
parts of the shell in some specimens, owing usually to the elongation of the
spine bases. Mainly because of this, it has been suggested that K1'Otovia
overlaps with .flvonia (Paeckelmann, 1931, p. 77; Prendergast, 1943, p. 30).
If the presence or absence of radiating costae i<; taken as the criterion of distinc
tion between the two genera, very few specic~ arc involved in this overlap. By
and large, the absence of costae is a sure indication of Krotovi(~, their presence
an indication of A·vonia. ':'his distinction is suffieiently constant and can ,be
applied to so many species which, collectively, range over a wide stratigraphic
interval, that it does not seem necessary to regard Kroto'via as a subgenus of
Avonia as has been done by Paecklemann (1931).

KRO'l'OVIA JVIICl~ACANTHA (Hosking).

PI. 7, figs. l6-18; pI. 9, figs. 20, 21.

1933-Pt~stula 7n'icmcanthn Hosking, J. Roy. Soc. W. L1t~st., 19, 49-50, pI. 4,
figs. 4a, b.

1943-KrotIDvia, 1n'icmcantha (Hosking); Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc.W. .fh~st.,

28, 30.

Lectotype (chosen here from author's syntypes, G.S.vV.1\. l/4970(b)):
I-Iosking (1933) p1. 4, figs. 4a, b; creek 1 mile west of Callytharra Springs,
vVooramel River, Carnarvon Basin. Callytharra Formation.

Di(~gnosis: Small KjOotovia-species with pedicle valve of low convexity,
wider than long. Ornamentation includes faint concentric folds over ears and
posterior portion. From dorsal aspect ears set off as distinct platforms.
Distinguished from K. spinulosa (Sowerby) and species similar to this by lesser
convexity of pedicle valve, wider outline and more numerous spines.

DescrilJtion: Dimensions of the syntypes are as follows. No accurate
estimate of the height can be given.

Length of hinge
Width
Length ..
Curvilinear length
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12.5
17
14
2:3

2.

14
17
13.5
23



The shell is small, thin-shelled, broader than long, with an outline oval
to subquadrangular, the hinge being almost equal to the greatest width, which
occurs across the middle. The pedicle valve is only moderately convex, fairly
evenly so except at the anterior margin, which is subgeniculate. Transversely
the convexity is also even over the median portion, tending' to be steeper on the
lateral slopes. No median sinus. '1'he umbo is small, pointed, and only a little
incurved, not overhanging the hinge. The alar extremities are not marked off
on the pedicle valve, but on the brachial valve are more obvious, forming a
distinct platform. The alar angles are just a little more than right angles.

Over the visceral part the brachial valve is concave, but less than appears
to be so in the specimens, owing to flattening during preservation. The visceral
cavity is thin, of the P1'odueti fypici B type. The valve is flattened over the
alar extremities, the lateral edge of the platform being slightly upturned.
Externally this valve is not geniculate. There is no area on either valve.

The ornamentation consists of spines, faint growth wrinkles, and concentric
folds over the ears and extreme posterior part of the shell. On the pedicle
valve the spines are llumerous, fine, arranged in fairly regular quincunces. For
the most part they are suberect, but along the cardinal margin and on the ears
they are more reclined. In a space five by five millimetres over the middle of
the visceral disc there are about 20 spines. On the ears and over the umbo
there are about eight rows of concentric folds. They are not at all prominent
and do not persist over the middle and anterior parts of the valve. The orna
mentation on the brachial valve is the same as that on the pedicle valve.

Internally, the brachial valve has a short prominent median septum
extending less than half-way to the anterior margin, ending as a high projecting
ridge. Posteriorly it merges into a platform on which rests the short boss-like
simply bilobed cardinal process. Lobes are short and markedly diverging at
90 degrees. A strong marginal ridge arises immediately anterior to the lobation,
about one millimetre behind the edge of the hinge. Each ridge goes off laterally
at 20 degrees, demarcating the ears, swings parallel to the- lateral margin and
very close to it, finally becoming less prominent and linking with its companion
at the anterior. Its lesser prominence is due to its partial replacement by
anteriorly directed spikey pustules. This marginal structure gives an appear
ance of internal geniculation. Adductor muscle impressions are smooth, non
dendritic, situated immediately either side of the median septum just in front
of the platform of the cardinal process and level with it. Each impression
is divided into a smaller posterior portion, oval-shaped antero-laterally, and a
larger more elongated anterior portion. The anterior edge of each, at the
median septum, is very raised, laterally becoming part of the flattened general
surface of the valve (the visceral disc). Brachial impressions are hook-shaped,
not very large, arising at the antero-lateral edge of the anterior portion of each
muscle impression, that is, tending to be strophalosiinid. Internal features of
pedicle valve are unknown.

Variation in the Species: The small number of specimens gives no idea
of the variation in the species.
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Comparison w-ith other Species: 'fhis species appears to resemble most
closely another local species, K. sent·icosa. On the available specimens K. micr'a
cantha may be distinguished from K. senticosa by the presence of ears forming
a prominent platform on the brachial valve, and by the less prominent umbo
not marked off from the lateral slopes.

It differs from the type species E. spinulosa (Sowerby) in its outline, less
crowded spines and less swollen umbonal region.

Remarks: This species was originally described on the basis of three
specimens. Only a few other specimens have since been found. 'fhe above
description includes details of internal features not part of Hosking's original
description. It also differs in minor detail. ThThS the pedicle valve is described
as subgeniculate rather than as having a "well-marked geniculation "-Hosk
ing's phrase. 'fhe geniculation is actually slight but has been unduly emphasized
by preservation. Again, Hosking did not note the absence of any cardinal area,
important in this species, as the shape and ornamentation is very similar to
some of the local Strophalosia-species. I follow Prendergast in referring the
species to Er·otov·ia rather than P1lstula.

KRO'l'OVIA SENTICOSA (Hosking).

PI. 7, figs. 11-15.

1933--Prtstllla sent'icosa Hosking, J. Roy. Soc. W. Aust., 19,47-49, pI. 3, figs. 2-3.

1943-Krotovia senticosa (Hosking) ; Prendergast, J. Roy. Sloe. W. Aust., 28, 30.

Lectotype (chosen here from original author's syntypes G.S.W.A.
1/4970 (a» : Hosking' (1933b), pI. 3, figs. 2a, b; creek 1 mile west of Callytharra
Springs, vVooramel river, Carnarvon Basin. Callytharra Formation.

Diagnosis: Krotovia-species of broad oval outline, characterised in parti
eular by its attenuated, pointed and incurved umbo, its breadth and compara
tively shallow pedicle valve. Differs from K. spinulosa (Sowerby) and K.
rnicmcantha (Hosking) as outlined in the diagnosis of the latter species.

Descript'ion: The dimensions of the three types are-

Length of hinge-line
Width
Length .. ..
Curvilineal' length (approx.)
Height

1.

24
31
23.5
31

2.

18.5
27
21.5
30

3.

17
23
17
25

'fhe shell is of medium size, thin-shelled, oval to subquadrate in outline,
broader than long, the hinge-line four-fifths the greatest width, which occurs
across the middle. The pedicle valve is of shallow to moderate convexity, the
exact degree difficult to judge owing to flattening of all specimens available.
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It -1S most convex in the umbonal ,region, ten<,ling to, flatten out anteriorly.
'1'ransversely it is of the same order of convexity but evenly so. There is no
median sinus. The umbo is pointed and incurved, not swollen and, near the
tip, is sharply delimited· fi·om· the. umbonal slopes. The umbonal ang'le is less
than a right angle.. There are no true ears, the alar extremities being somewhat
flattened but not markedly differentiated from the rest of the valve. The alar
angles are obtuse.

The concavity of the brachial valve is difficult to determine because of
flattening, but almost certainly is less than appears in the specimens. It is at
least of moderate concavity, tending to follow the pedicle valve, giving a visceral
cavity of the Proclncti typl:c'i B type. 'l'here is no area on either valve.

'1'he ornamentation consists of spines and faint growth lines. On the pedicle
,'alve the spines are fine, erect or suberect, arranged in approximate quincunces.
Over the middle portion there are about forty-five to the square centimetre.
'1'he alar extremities are free of spines. '1'he growth lines are best observed
on the alar extremities but even here are quite faint. '1'here is no other con
centric ornamentation. '1'he ornamentation on the brachial valve corresponds
to that of the pedicle valve, the spines being perhaps less numerous, up to forty
in a square centimetre.

'1'he internal features in the pedicle valve are unknown. In the brachial
valve they are but poorly exposed, and then in only one specimen. From this
specimen Hosking, in her original description, described the following
internals :-" '1'he cardinal process is short and very broad considering the small
size of the pedicle umbo. On the ventral surface it is divided by a broad
furrow into two rounded prominences, each of which bears a cup-like depression
at the posterior end. Below the cardinal process is a fine thread-like median
septum which extends a little over a third of the length of the shell. A brachial
ridge, faintly seen, extends dOvYllwards and outwards from the base of the
cardinal process in a gently sloping curve to the level of the anterior end of
the median septum where it curves upwards again and ends at about two milli
metres from the septum at about the middle of its length." Re-examination
does not reveal anything which could be truly said to be a brachial' ridge' or
impression. '1'he nature of the cardinal process is essentially as described by
Hosking.

Variation within the Species: The small number of specimens prohibits
any real estimate of variations in feature.

Comparison with othet Species: Thi<; species may be distinguished from
K. spinulosa (Sowerby), which it resembles, by the less prominent umbonal
region, by its much larger size and broader outline. A comparison between
K. senticosa and K. micracantha has been made in the description of the latter
species.

Remarks: Members of this species, like K. micracantha, appear to be rare
in local Pethlian sediments. Since the collection of the three types, only a few
additional specimens have been found. 'rhis may, .however, be due to the lack
of intensive collecting.
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KROTOVIA SPL'\(Tf,OSA (J. Sowel'by).

PI. 7, figs. 19-24.

1814-ProClnci'us spinnl,osns J. So\yerbv. :MINERAL CONCHOLOGY OF GREAT

BRITAIN, 1, 155, pI. 68, fig. 3.

18(jO-PTod~u;t'Us spinnlos~ls J. Sowerby; Davidson, Palaeontogl'. Soc. MOl/ogr.,
British 1<'08sil Brachiopoda, 2 (5) 4, 175, pI. 34, figs. 18-21.

1914-Pustnla spinnlosa (J. Sowerby); Thomas, lvlem. geol. S1CI'V. U.K.,
Palucont. 1, 314, pl. 18, figs. 7-9, pI. 19, figs. 7-8.

1930-KrotO-L'ia spinrulasCl (Martin) sic; 1\Iuir-Wood, Ann. lv]ag. nat. Hist.,
(10),5,106 (mistake in author of species).

1!J43-ICrotm'ia spimllosa (J. Smverby); Prendergast, J. Ray. Soc.W. /lnst.,
28, 30, pI. 4, figs. 11-13.

H olotypc: Location unknown, listed as 1\'oyal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh,
Fleming Collection. Carboniferous [,imestone, '.Vest Lothian, Linlithgowshire
(fide Prendergast, 194il).

MatC'rial: Includes Aust. .Mus. B'.37579, } mile west of shale outcrop,
northern bank of .Minilya River-peobably west of Coolkilya Pool. Probably
Wanc1a;'.·E'e Formation. F.08442,.P'.38443, F.38446, vVandagee Station. Prob
ablyVvandagee Formation. IJ.W.A. 27224, 27:3:35, north-west side of syncline,
west of Coolkilya Pool, north bank of Minilya Hivel'. 'ropmost part of vVan
dagee F'ormation. CW.A. 27413, north-east side of same syncline, same locality
as 27224. Base of vVandagee .B'onnation. U.W.A. 28145, 29415, probably few
hundred yards south-east of vVandagee Hill, Mungadan Paddock, \Vandag'ee
Station. Coolkilya Greywacke. U.vV.A. 28444, 350 yards west of a place on
fence between Barrabiddy and '.Veer Paddock.'3, 2,200 yards south of gate in
fence near Barrabiddy Creek, vVandagee Station. Upper Cundlego Formation.
All the above localities are in the Carnarvon Baiiin.

D·iClgnosis: ]Crotovia-species with pedicle valve non-sinuate. Umbo small,
pointed, slightly overhanging hil1ge. Ornamentation of fine suberect spines
arranged snbquincnncially. Cardinal process short, bilobate. Adductor muscle
impressions platform-like, non-dendritic. Distinguished from K. op1lnt'icl
(Waagen) by its shorter hinge-line, fewer spines.

Dcs(:l'/:pl'ion: 'rhe following table of dimensions is typical for specimens of
this species.

Length of hinge
Width
Length ..
Curvilinettr length
Depth

6711/56.-5

I.. I

1<'.38443.

l2
17
17
27

5
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F.:38446.

12.5
17
15.5
27

;)

U.W.A.2741:3.

14
17
14.:)
23
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The shell is small, oval, thin, usually wider than long, the hinge less than
the greatest width, which occurs across the middle. The pedicle valve is
moderately convex, most strongly so over the initial half, non-geniculate and
non-sinuate. The transverse curve is highest over the middle, flattening towards
the margins. The visceral cavity is thin, the brachial valve moderately concave,
falling' rapidly away immediately below the umbo. There are no true ears,
although on the brachial valve the alar extremities tend to be flattened. Alar
ang"les are rounded, a little more than a right angle. The umbo is pointed,
overhanging the hinge-line, and is not globose. 1'he umbonal angle is a little
less than a right angle. There are no cardinal areas. The hinge-line forms a very
shallow V, the apex of the V pointing posteriorly; each limb is straight, forming
with the other an obtuse angle of about 170 degrees.

The ornamentation on the pedicle valve consists essentially of numerous
spine-bases, 20-25 in 5 mm. square, over the middle part of the valve. They
are pustular and bear fine spines (coarse in comparison with size of the shell),
one-half millimetre in diameter at the base. 'fhey are subercct for the most
part, but are erect on the alar extremities. Spines preserved on one specimen
are up to on.e centimetre long and taper gradually. The arrangement is
subquincunciaL

On the brachial valve are spines similar to those of the pedicle valve but
tending to be finer ill size. Growth rings are few and not prominent, seen
more readily on the brachial valve than on the pedicle valve. Preparation of
specimen Ijl.37579 showed important internal features of the brachial valve.
'fhe valve is thickened just in front of the middle of the hinge. The cardinal
process is peg-like, continuous with the plane of thi" thickened part, and projects
only 2 mm. behind the hinge. The extremity is set off by a cincture, bilobate,
the small squat lobes barely separated. The dorsal surface could not be seen.
The non-dendritic adductor muscle impressions are deltoid in shape, each
impression S€t off over the anterior part by a sulcus in which the median septum
arises. The anterior edge of each impression ends as a slight ledge, but laterally
merges into the general surface. 'fhe median s€ptum is slight, highest
posteriorly, dying out about half-way over the visceral disc. The remaining
surface is. finely papillated. Brachial impressions could not be traced.

Yariation in the Species: 'fhis species is very stable in its features. The
only noteworthy variation seems to be in the number of spines. Even this is
within narrow limits, as can be seen from the estimate given above.

Ctompaa'ison with othe?' Spec'ies: K. opuntia (Waagen) from the Salt Range
is the only other species to which this one might be closely compared. Waagen's
species is, how€ver, rather more inflated than K. spimtlosa, it" hinge-line much
wider and its spines more nodular and less numerous.

Remarks: The above description is based on the local material and is given
in detail to show how closely the description fits that of the typical European
K. spinulosa. The variation, particularly of ornamentation, is not as great as
in the European forms. Thus there are no counterparts showing the coarser,
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more nodular spiue base/:; typified by "Procluda granulosa ,. Phillips (sec
Davidson, 1861, pJ. 34, figs. 20, 21) which is considered conspecific with
lL spin'lllosa.

I have no doubt on the identity of this species, the type species of ](rotovia.
1<'01' this reason the description of certain important internal features, hitherto
nnkn.own, is inserted in the diagnosis of the genns.

JjJlater'ial: 'rwenty specimens, for the most part well preserved, one pre
pared to show the internal features of the brachial valve.

KROTOVIA sp. ind. A.

PI. 9, figS. 22, 23.

Material: One specimen, C.P.C. 1952, Pell'.~ Range, 14~ miles north-east
of Towrana Homestead, army map co-ordinates 336,500 east-1,853,200 north,
Carnarvon Basin. 118 feet above base of Callytharra Formation.

Descn;p.fion: The single specimen available shows the presence of a fonrth
species of K1'otovia in the West Australian Permian. It is quite distinct from
the other three described. In shape and size the specimen resembles local
representatives of K. spimtlosa (Sowerby), but is distinguished, as it is from
the other two species, by the possession of more numerous and finer spines.
':\{oreover, these spines, particularly in the brachial valve and the anterior
parts of the pedicle valve, tend to be concentrically arranged. 'rhe brachial
valve shows many fine concentric lines of growth. Dimensions are: width of
hinge, 12.5 mm.; width, 17 mm.; length, 14.5 mm.; curvilinear length, 22 mm.
Internal features unknown.

More and better preserved specimens ,yill certainly show this to be a quite
distinct species and permit more accnrate comparison or identification with
species from other areas.

Genus LINOPRODUCTUS Ohao.

1927-Chao, Falaeont. sin1;ca, ser.B, 5 (2), 128.

1928-Chao, Ibid., 5 (3), 63.

1931-Paeckelmann, Abh.pre1tss.(Jeol.Landesanst., N.]'., 136, 75, 206.

Type Spec'ies: Pj"oductus con~ d'Orbigny, 1842, Voy. Amer. Merid., Paleont.,
3, 55, pJ. 5, figs. 8-10.

Definition: 'rhin-shellecl prollnctinids 'with pedicle valve cam'ex to varying
degrees, often strongly so; brachial valve flat or slightly concave in visceral
portion, sometimes geniculated. Visceral cavity large and deep. Hinge-line
eqnal to or less than greatest width. Ears generally small and demarcated from
rest of shell. No cardinal areas. Pedicle valve may be sinuate. Umbo usually
pointed, not greatly incurved.

Surface ornamentation of fine radiating' striae, sometimes with concentric
'.vrinkles which are stronger 0:1 the brachial valve. Double row of spines along'
the hinge, but spines mayor may not be present over the body of the shelL
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Pedicle valve with marginal ridges weak and muscles weakly impressed.
Adductor muscle scars dendritic. Median septum present in dorsal valve.
Cardinal process prominent, possibly trilobed. Lateral ridges may be present.

Remarks: At first given subgeneric rank, Chao later raised Linoprodnchis
to a full genus and most subsequent authors have followed suit-with the notable
'2xception of Licharew (1936). He would retain it within the genus Pro
d1wtns in the strict sense (not that of Muir-Wood, 1930) embracing,
in his comprehension, not only representatives of the groups of Pl'oduct1lS
~emil'eticnlatns and P. pl'odnct'us, but also Linoprod1wt1ls, Thomasina, Plicatifem
and H OJ'ridonia,

Although Lino]J1'od1lctns has been so generally accepted, it is still not at
all clear just what species constitute it, or what combination of features define
it. This uncertain status was largely occasioned by the erection in 1928 of the
genus Canerinella by li'redericks, with genotype Pl'odnctus cancrini de Koninck
(Productns cancrini de Verneuil by original designation-de Koninek is to be
;'cgarded as the author of this species; see Hill, 1950). Both explicitly and by
direct inferenee Camcl'inell(( overlaps Linoprodnctus. If it were clear that those
species referred to Cancrinella constituted a natural group unwisely included
by Chao within his Linoprodnctus, this would not be so very important, but it
is not dear that this is so. It should be noted, however, that Chao (1928, p. 63)
eonsidered that the genus ,vas made up of three (sub-sections', the seconL1 of
which, the cancrini-sC1'ies, would seem to approximate to Cancrinella; but
although Chao obviously was aware of :F'redericks' Canc1"inella this was the most
he would concede towards recognizing it.

Since 1928 the rejection or not of Canerinella has largely been a matter
of personal choice on the part of authors. Most prominently, Dunbar and
Condra (1932) consider it distinct from Linoprod11,ctns, whereas Paeckelmann
(1931) and Licharew (1936) reject it (with other genera) as synonymous with
the latter genus. '1'he first two authors claim as the distinguishing features the
small size, rugosity, thin shells and very thin visceral cavity of species they
assign to Cancrinella. One of these, the species cancl'inifonnis, to cite only one
aberrant from their stipulation, is not particularly small; the degree to which
the shell is wrinkld (rugosity) varies greatly; and the visceral cavity is not
'very thin '. In general all these distinguishing features are features of great
variation, both in individual members of species and from species to species
of those making up LinoJ]/'oduct'iiS in general. On the other hand, Paeckelmann
If'gards Linoprodu.ctns « (plus Striatifem Chao emend. 1928) and Com (plus
CCi1w1'inella) " as synonymous, his argument being that the differences of
sculpture (the primary feature) are of degree only and not sufficient to justify
their separation.

It seems that, in the absence of more objective evidence, this question must
remain open. This being allowed, it is best to adopt a conservative approach
and hence-and not because it is thought that the name should be rejected
the name Cancrinella is not used.
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LINOPRODU CTUS CANCRINIFORMIS (Tschernyschew).

PI. 8, figs. 1-9.

'J389-Pi'ocl'uct~lS cancl'iniformis Tschernyschew, 11iem. Comm. geol. St. Petersb ..,
3 (4), 373, pI. 7, figs. 32, 33.

1890--P. unclcltns Defrance; Foorcl, Geol. JJ1ag., (7),152, pI. 7, fig. 6.

1897-P. cancr'inifor'mis rrschernyschew; Diener, Palaeont. ind'ica, Hirnalayan
Fossils, 1 (3), 25, pI. 6, figs. 6a-b, 7a-d.

1897-P. cancriniforrnis Tschern.; Diener, Palaeont. indica, Himalayan Fossils,
1 (4),31, pI. 1, figs. 7-10.

1907-P. 1lnclat1ls Defrance; Etheridge fiL, B~lll. geal. S~lr-V. TV. A~lSt., 27, 30.

1916-P. cancrinifor-rnis Tschern.; Broili, in Wanner, J., Paliiont. Timor', 7 (12),
13, pI. 116, fig. 6.

1918-P. bell~ls Eth. fiL, Proc. S. A~lSt. Br-. R. geogr. Soc. A1lst., 18, 254, pI. 39,
fig. 4-5; pI. 40, fig. 6.

1927-Linopr-od~let~ls cancr-inifor'mis (Tschern.); Chao, Palaeont. sinica, Ser.B.,
5 (2), 139, pI. 14, fig. 13.

1928-Cancr'inella cancriniforrnis (rrschern.); Fredericks, Trans. geol.-pr-osp.
Ser-v. U.s.S.R., 46 (7), 791 (English Summary).

1943-Linopr'ocl1lct1ls cancr1:nifor'mis (Tschern.); Prendergast, J. Ray. Soc. W.
A~tst., 28, 23.

Specimens (in part): Aus. lYIus. F.38453-38457, lYIinilya River, Carnarvon
Basin. \¥andagee Formation. U.vV.A. 28516 (7 specimens), south of vVan
dagee Station, Carnarvon Basin. 'Wandagee Formation. U.vV.A. 27568, west
side of syncline south of 1VIinilya River, vYandagee area, same general locality
and formation. U.\¥.A. 27127, 27128, 27165, same locality and horizon.
U.W.A. 29248, 1 mile south of north-west corner of Calwynyardah Station,
lYIount \¥ynne area, 'West Kimberley District. Liveringa Formation. In
addition there are several hundred of C.P.C. specimens.

Diagnosis: Linaprod1lct1ls-species of variable shape and convexity, with
geniculate brachial valve, and with double row of spines along the hinge-line.

Distinguished from L. 1lnclatns (Defrance) by its geniculate brachial valve.

Description: Dimension.,> of some typical specimens are-

Length of hinge-line
Width
Length ..
Curvilinear length
Height

F.38457.

19
23
20.5
:35
9.5

'1",38455.

24
27.5
30
57

V.W.A.27127.

14
20.5
20
30
7.5

The vVestern Australian representatives of this species are extremely
variable in their characteristics. The visceral cavity is large, the convexity
of the pedicle valve varying from low to moderate, particularly in the initial
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stages. The umbo is generally pointed, overhanging the hinge-line, but not
greatly incurved. 'rhe umbonal flanks vary from relatively steep and narrow
to broad and flat. The ears are flat, distinct, but continuous with the lateral
margin. The lateral flanks may be steep. Thus the shape varies from narrow,
highly convex, to broad triangular and only moderately convex. 'rhe hinge-line
may be equal to the greatest width, more so in swollen specimens.

Ornamentation on this valve consists of fine striae, 8-9 in 5 mm. at a
distance of 10 mm. from the umbo. These striae are sometimes flexuous; at
intervals they give rise to swollen, elongated, raised and erect spine-bases.

It is rarely that a single stria gives off more than one spine ill its length. The
total number of spines varies, larger specimens showing up to 50-60. The
,:rrangement can be described as sub-regular or sub-quincuncial.

The concentric wrinkles are strongly developed on the ears and persist over
the visceral disc. 'l'hey vary in size and strength, but this is probably an effect
of preservation.

Two rows of spines along the hinge-line can be seen only on the best
preserved specimens.

The brachial valve is as described in the diagnosis. It is never deeply
concave so that in comparison with the overall size the visceral cavity is large.

'l'he internal features of this species have never been described. The
Western Australian representatives show a median septum, thin and not greatly
elevated, extending for about one-half to two-thirds of the distance to the point
of geniculation. It widens posteriorly, becoming almost platform-like, to give
a small button-like blunt cardinal process which projects hardly at all behind
the hinge. From the ventral aspect it is bilobed, the lobation not marked, the
lobes separated by a narrow incision which does not continue over the posterior
surface. Each lobe is spooned-out by a shallow depression on the dorsal side,
leaving a rais2d portion between, so that from the posterior aspect the process
rather appears trilobed. The process does not appeal' to be demarcated from
the rest of the surfacc by a sulcus. Moderately developed marginal ridges
run from the base of the cardinal process at a small angle to the hinge-line.
'rhe ears are flat, and quite distinct from the rest of the visceral disc, which,
from the intervior view, is are-hed, slightly convex. 'rhe wrinkles on the outside
of the valve are well-marked, also in the anterior. In particular the lateral
boundary of the ears is sharply defined by a wrinkle which continues around
the margin, less emphasized at the point of geniculation. On the antero-lateral
and anterior borders it bears numerous fine prickly pustules, which are also
found on the wrinkles over the trail. None of the SpeCiIllf'nS show the nature of
the brachial impressions, if any. The interior of the pedicle valve is unknown.

TTaTiahon within the Species: The vVestel'n Australian material shows a
wide range of variation in most characteristics. The main variable features
are-

(i) The degree and nature of the convexity of the pedicle valve. In this
feature the specimens fall into two extremes, and intergrading forms. In one
the valve exhibits a high degree of convexity from the first and is thence evenly
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curved. In the other the degree of convexity is much less, the convexity
increasing after the visceral disc. The variability in this respect then results
in two main groups, one swollen, the other moderately convex.

(ii) The size and proportions of the umbo. Variation in this feature
follows naturally upon tbat of tbe first. Specimens of higher convexity have
swollen umbonal regions, so that up to one-third of the visceral cavity lies
behind the hinge; those of the second group have more narrow, flatter umbonal
regions. There are intergrading forms.

(iii) The steepness of the flanks. Variation in this feature also may be
similarly correlated. Swollen, evenly convex, forms have steep flanks, more
or less parallel-disposed and wall-like; the less bulbous forms show more gently
sloping flanks.

(iv) 'l'he outline of the sheLl varies from elongate oval (swollen forms with
steep flanks) to more quadrate (moderately convex with fairly low even
transverse curvature).

Characteristics exhibiting more or less haphazard variation are the striae
(flexuous to varying degrees) ; the number of spines and their arrangement; the
angle at which they rise from the surface (in better preserved specimens the
spines rise at angles up to about 45 degrees; casts and poorer specimens show
only the flat-lying spine bases); and the relative abruptness of geniculation.

Young forms of this species are somewhat more globose than mature forms,
the wrinkling is very marked, and the binge-line occupies the greatest width
of the shell.

Comparison with other Species: Although the original description by
Tschernyschew was sketchy, examination of the relevant literature shows that
this species is extremely variable and our material seems to come within the
range of variability inferred by the original and later authors.

In 1918 Etheridge gave the name Prod1£ctus belll£s to a species from near
Mount Marmion, in the West Kimberley District. As Prendergast points out
(1935, p. 14) this form is actually L. cancrinifo1"rnis, identical with the
specimens here described.

Remarks: As was inferred in the discussion upon the variation of this
species, it is possible that there may be two varieties (subspecies) here. The
intergrading specimens are few in number, nor is their comparative rarity
readily attributable to the exigencies of collecting. Both extremes of variation,
however, can be found in the same rock slab. Bearing such apparent cohabita
tion .in mind, and in the absence of any known isolating mechanism, it has
been thought preferable to designate the whole as L. cancriniformis. The
description has been a detailed one because of the uncertain status of the species
and because of the possibility that the 'Western Australian forms may prove
to be distinct if a revision of the species is undertaken.

Material: Several hundred specimens, many well preserved and including
casts showing external and internal features.
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LINOPHODUCTUS CORA (d'Orbigny).

1842-Prodonetns com d'Orbigny, Voy. Am61·. Merid., Pa!eont., 3, 55, p1. 5,
figs. 8-10.

1914-Producitts com d'Orbigny; Kozlowski, Ann. Paleont., 9, 48, p1. 4, fig. 19;
pI. 5, fig. 5; pI. 6, figs. 1-10; text-fig. 8.

1916-Productus com d'Orbigny; Broili, in ''\Tanner, J., Paliiont. '1'irnoJ', 7,
(12),19, pI. 115 (1), fig. 14-15; pL116 (2), figs. 1-3.

: 927--Linoproductns com (d'Orbigny); Chao, Palaeont. sl:nica, Ser. 13, ;) (2),
132, pI. 13, figs. 17-18; pI. 14, figs. 1-4.

1927-Pr'oduetus com d'Orbigny; Diener, Leitfossilien, J~ief. 5, 24; Berlin.

1936-Pr'oclncins com il'Orbigny; Licharew, Monogr. Palaeont., U.S.S.R., 39,
29.

1943-Linoproclnctus com (d'Orbigny); Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc. W. Attst.
28, 20.

For complete synonymy see Broili (1916), Diener (1911), r~icharew (1936).
Branson (1948, p. 385).

Diagnosis: Ll:noprocl1Ictns-species extremely variable in most features
characterized especially by concentric folds on ears only. Adductor muscle
impressions dendritic. Cardinal process trilobed. Distinguished from L.
tenuistriatus (de Verneuil) by coarser ornamentation and greater convexity of
pedicle valve.

Description: '1'he confusion resulting from d'Orbigny's incomplete original
description of specimens of Produetns cor'a from Bolivia was not overcome
even by the detailed re-description of topotypic material by Kozlowski in 1914.

This is probably due to the reluctance of man'y palaeontologists to accept a
species distinguished by a great range of variation and persistence over such
great areas and periods of time-features to which Kozlowski drew particular
attention in his re-description. rfhe description to follow will only elaborate on
those features of the preceding diagnosis which need it (for a full description
see Kozlowski, 1914).

The size of the shell varies-it may often attain relatively large dimensions.
The degree of convexity in the median region of the pedicle valve varies but
is mostly strong so that the visceral cavity is large. The beak is nearly always
small, generally strongly incurved and overhanging the hinge-line. The
tramverse curve of the pedicle valve is UosuaJly entire and rarely impressed by
a broad and shallow median sinus. '1'here is never a median fold in the brachial
valve. The umbonal angle is rarely greater than 90 degrees. The flanks are
most often steep, forming a large angle with the flat plane of the ears. They
flatten anteriorly and antero-laterally so that the frontal margin tends to be
splayed-out, but this part of the shell is rarely preserved.

Ornamentation consists of fine rounded striae variable in intensity, sub-
o parallel, flexuons or irregular, sometimes showing all three arrangements in the

one specimen.
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A row of moderately thick spines is usually present along the hinge-line.
On the body of the valve the Illunber of spines is variable but never great. The
confhi.ence of one or more striae may give rise-to a spine. The concentric folds
or wrinkles on the ears rarely cross the visceral disc and if so are very faint.

The surface of the brachial valve may show faint growth lines.

The median septum runs the length of the visceral disc, the oval dendritic
adductor impressions lying either side of it. 'fhe diductor impressions form
large but narrow bands on the lateral sides of the adductor impressions. The
rest of the interior reproduces the exterior ornamentation, although the striae
are larger, flatter, and the interspaces narrower.

The median lobe of the cardinal process is larger than the lateral lobes
and is concave from the internal aspect. The median septum may be separated
from the base of the cardinal process by a shallow depression. The cardinal
process lies either parallel to the general surface of the visceral disc or points
inwards, forming a small angle with it.

Kozlowski sums up the principal variable features as-
(i) the shape of the shell;

(ii) the degree of convexity of the pedicle valve;
(iii) the incurvature of the beak;
(iv) the steepness of the flanks;
(v) the presence or absence of a median sinus;

(vi) the regularity and size of the striae;
(vii) the nunlber of spines;
(viii) the concavity of the brachial valve.

These are the principal variable features only. It is no wonder, then, that
confusion arises in endeavouring to decide whether or not a similar form under
study comes within the limits of variability of Linapraductus cam.

Remarks: :B'aced with such a problem some workers seem to have decided on
narrow limits of their own choosing; some have accepted the extremely wide
limits of variation as laid down by Kozlowski and Diener (1911); but few
have accepted this species without question. There are at least two attitudes
to adopt in the endeavour to find a solution to such a problem as this. Firstly,
the palaeontologist must accept the possible fact that there have been such
species, of great variability, widespread in area and stratigraphical range.
Most palaeontologists are reluctant to accept this notion. There is, however,
little evidence, from genetics or other neozoological study, to prohibit such rare
occurrences. The main objection seems to be that other such seemingly variable
and widespread species have eventually been "split" with apparent success
and validity-the argument from past usage and experience.

The second attitude, less common nowadays, is to plead that the occurrences
of what seems to be the same species in far distant places and over great strati
graphical intervals are due to parallelism in development. Even when such a
suggestion is coupled with the proviso that this can be decided only after
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a study of the relative ontogeny of the species (see Chao, 1927, p. 130), it hardly
agrees with the latest findings of geneticists and zoologists. Indeed, the parallel
development of particular species of the same genus seems most improbable.

The most satisfactory solution to this ever-recurring problem, and one
most advocated by palaeontologists disturbed at the snowballing increase of new
names, is that if a reasonable doubt exists in the mind of the inquirer as to
the mutual identity of two forms then either infra-specific categories or, prefer-

. ably, a comparative abbreviation, can express the doubt.

Both Kozlowski (1914) and Diener (1911) included in Linopl-oductns
cora such forms as U Productus" lineatus Waagen, up." neffedievi de Verneuil,
and up." ovatus Hall. No opinion as to the correctness of their judgment can
be expressed here, but others have questioned such a grouping (Chao, 1927,
p. 129; Dunbar and Condra 1932, p. 243).

In Western Australia L. cora occurs only as the variety foordi (Etheridge
ill.) and is described below.

LINOPRODUOTUS CORA POORDI (Etheridge fil.).

PI. 8, figs. 10-15.

1890-Productus tenuistriat1ts de Verneuil; Foord, Geol. Mag. dec. iii, 7, 151,
pI. 7, figs. 4, 4a.

1903.-P. tenuistriatus de Verneuil, nl". foordi Etheridge fiI., B1/11. geol. Surv.
W. Aust., 10, 19, pI. 1, figs. 3, 4; pI. 3, fig. 22.

1910-P. tenuistriatus var. foordi Eth. fiI., Glauert, Bull. geol. Surv. W. Aust.,
36,37.

1931-P. tenuistriatus var. foordi Eth. fil., Hosking, J. Roy. Soc. W. Aust.,
17, 8, 22.

1943-Linoproductus com var. foordi (Eth. fil.) Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc. W.
Aust., 28, 22, pI. 3, figs. 3-5.

Specimens (in part): G.S.W.A. 1/4683; south bank of Wooramel River
below Callytharra Springs, Carnarvon Basin. Callytharra Formation. Aus.
Mus. F.36247, 36251-36255 incl., Gascoyne River, near Winnemia, Oarnarvon
Basin. Stratigraphic position uncertain. U.W.A. 10822; Fossil Cliff, Irwin
River, near Mingenew. Fossil Cliff Formation. U.W.A. 23438a, b, c; same
locality and horizon.

Diagnosis: Similar to Linoproductus cora (d'Orbigny) but smaller, without
spines on main part of pedicle valve.

Description: The revised description of this form given by Prendergast
requires no additional remarks, and is as follows:-

"The pedicle valve has an elongated oval outline in the larger specimens.
It is gibbous in the visceral region falling rapidly at the sides to small, flat
ears, and truncated posteriorly by a small umbo overhanging the hinge-line.
Anteriorly there is a decrease in the curvature so that the shell is elongated
rather than globular. A row of spines along the hinge, at about 10 degrees to
the cardinal margin terminates in a group of from 4-6 spines on eac]1 ear. No
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spines occur on the rest of the shell. '1'he longitudinal striae nre fine (20-40
meat:mred over a breadth 01' 20 mm. at a distance of 10 mm. from the umbo)
and var~' in irregularity. On some specimens they may run almost parallel
for the length of the shell lmt more usually two or more unite and re-divide
later, havin~g an irregular course. The striae increa:-;e by intercalation and this
takes place in most specimens at about the same stage of growth. The amount
of increase too varies, onc or two striae being intercalated between a pair of
primaries. ' Folds on the ears are not seen on the majority of specimens and
where they are present never cross the visceral part of the shell.

"The brachial valve is concave, the ornamentation as in the pedicle valve,
but crossed by concentric wrinkles. The vaIn is devoid of spines.

"The sizes of the specimens (pedicle valves) are shown by the following
table:-

- l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Height . . ·. · . · . 29.1 22.8 31.0 23.7 23.0 14.1
Maximum width · . · . · . 29.4 25.1 27.0 27.0 24.0 13.3
Length of hinge-line ·. · . · . 22.9 20.2 19.8 25.0 18.6 13.3
Curvilinear length · . · . · . .50.0 39.3 66.0 41.1 35.5 21.8

No specimens examined have both valves in position; it is thus impossible to
estimate the thickness of the sh€ll.

"The width of the hinge-line as shown by these figures is less than the
maximum width of the shell. The ears in these specimens are very fragile and
readily break off; the only complete specimen is a small one (No. 6).

"The internal structures are as described for the species P. COl'a, the
muscles being inserted in definite fossae.

"Comparison with othel' Forms: These specimens have been referred for
many years to Pl'odnctus tcmtiskiatns Verneuil, although distinguished as a
variety. Etheridge (1903) separated them as a variety, giving as his reasons
the much coarser and more irregular ornamentation (in P. tenuistriatns there
are 50-60 striae in 20 mm. at a distance of 20 mm. from the umbo). They
differ from that species, too, in the width of the hinge-line, the arching of the
pedicle valve and the regular anterior elongation, P. temtistriatus being irregu
larly produced anteriorly. Etheridge has already said that this form belonged
to the" cora" group (1907b, p. 30). ,Specimens from Timor (Broili, 1916,
pI. cxv, figs. 15-16; pI. cxvi, figs. 1-3) probably belong to this variety of
P. cora.

"This variety is not distinct from P. cora d'Orbigny. It is a variety
within that species as can be seen by a comparison of Kozlowski's figures (pI.
vi, figs. 7a, b) and figures accompanying this paper but a variety which has become
stabilized in this area. The limits of variation are narrower than in those
from South America. The shell shape is constant, as is the convexity of the
pedicle valve; it is not sinuated and does not carry spines on the main part of
the shell. rfhe varietal name is retained for these specimens until the complete
range of P'I'odtwttts cora d'Orbigny is seen in this country."

Remarks: Although a great many additional specimens have come to hand
since this description, it needs no alteration beyond mentioning that the
specimens do not show the variation in size as described by Koslowski, on the
whole being a good deal smaller, as can be seen from the table of dimensions.
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It does not therefore seem justifiable to regard this form as specifically distinct
from Linop'l'od'uctus com. As Prendergast intimates it is best regarded as a
geographic sub-species of d'Orbigny's species. The term" Height" in the table
of dimensions, included in the quotation from Prendergast, is synonymous
with "Length" as used herein.

Material: Several hundred specimens variously preserved, many excellently
so; brachial valves very rare. The largest store of specimens is in the C.P.C.
collection.

LINOPRODUCTUS JJYONI Prendergast revised.

PI. 8, :figs. 16-22.

1043-Linoproductus cancrinifonnis var. lyoni Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc. TV.
Attst., 28, 24, pI. 3, :figs. 1-2.

Holotype: Aust. Mus. F.36530; 10 chains north-west of Gnarrea Pool near
\Vinning Station, Carnarvon Basin. Lyons Group (upper part n·

Important Spec1:mens: U.\'l.A. 32025, 32028, Glendevon Homestead,
Vvoolaga Creek area, near Mingenew, Irwin River District. Fossil Cliff Forma
tion. U.W.A. 32026, rrrig. Station K.52, half way on road between Middalya
and Williambury Stations, Carnarvon Basin. CallythaiTa Formation. U.vV.A.
32027a, b, same locality and horizon.

Topotypes: Aust. Mus. F.36533, 36535, 36537, 36538, 36540.

Diagnosis: Medium-sized L1:noprod1wtus-species, with pedicle valve of com
paratively shallow convexity, thin visceral cavity, and semicircular outline
widest at hinge. Ornamentation resembles L. cancrimfo1"rnis (Tschernyschew).
Distinguished from L. com var. fP,rleyens1:s (Etheridge :fi1.) by its more coarsely
striate ornamentation and narrower, more elongate spine bases.

Description: Dimensions of typical specimens-

Length of hinge-line
Width
Length .,
Curvilinear length
Depth

U.W.A. 32025.

46
45
36
63

9

32026.

38
38
31
40

32028.

52
63
68
65

The pedicle valve is semicircular 111 outline, the hinge-line straight, equal
to greatest width; the valve is evenly convex, not at all globose. 'l'he ears are
large, not set off from the rest of the shell, the alar angles being right angles.
An outstanding feature is that the longitudinal pro:fiIe is practically identical
with the transverse. No median sinus or flattening. The whole surface is
covered with fine radial striae (18-20 in 10 nUll. at a distance of 20 mm. from
the umbo) ·bearing swollen extremely elong·ated spine-bases arranged in approxi
mate quincunx. Each stria gives rise to one spine-base. The striae are rarely
flexuous, and increase by bifurcation and, more rarely, intercalation. Concen
tric wrinkles are particularly pronounced on the ears and lateral flanks but
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often are also quite marked on the body of the shell. A row of coarse spines
diminishing in size to'wards the umbo is sometimes found on the hinge-line,
depending on the preservation. They are long and flexuous and point
posteriorly.

The braQhial valve is slightly concave and geniculated to form a trail.
The largest trail measured was 15 mm. long. '1'he brachial valve is sometimes
distinguished by a narrow zone of reverse curvature around the edge of the
visceral disc just before geniculation. It is not pronounced and does not form
a definite ridge. The ornamentation mirrors that of the pedicle valve, the
spine-bases being represented by similarly shaped depressions. It is not
certain whether or not there were fine spines as well on this valve.

Immature specimens resemble closely the larger mature form, but the con
vexity is possibly less marked.

One specimen,U.vV.A. 32025, shows something of the internal features,
unfortunately not clearly enough for good photographic reproduction. '1'he
median septum is high and narrow, arising just anterior to the base of the
cardinal proce.s.'j but not contributing to it, and persisting half-way across the
visceral disc. '1'he cardinal process is short, wide, barely projecting behind
the hinge. It is trilobed, the median lobe the largest, the lateral lobes knob-like,
projecting out from the median lobe. A pelit· of short but well defined marginal'
ridges run off along the hinge, from the base of the process, one each side. 'l'hey
persist only half v\Tay to the alar extremities. Nature of muscle impressions
cwd brachial impressions (if present) is unknown.

Vw"i(~tion within the Species: Members of this species are rather stable in
their characteristics. As shown in the estimate above the number of striae
and, therefore, the number of spine bases vary within narrow limits. '1'his
seems to be the only worthy variation.

Cornp(lr'ison with other Species: Representatives of this species do not come
within the apparent limits of variation of L. wncrin·ifo1'1nis. '1'he only
important feature the two possess in conunon is the type of ornamentation. Even
in this respect, L. lyoni differs from L. cancriniforrnis in that the spines of the
former are finer and less erect.

Procl1~ctus I.;oninckiam~s de Vern. (Chao, 1928, p. 63, pI. 5, figs. 4-7) has
some features in common with this species. It is, however, much smaller, more
inflated and the striae are finer. The shape is different and the umbo more
inflated and incurved. P1'ocl'uctus tumid'nsWaagen (1884, p. 708, pt 80, figs.
1-3) is also more inflated and bears more erect and swollen pustular spines.

Product·us (Lino2Jrocl1~etuS) ,ianischewsk·ianus Stepanov (1934, p. 39, pt 3,
fig. 23) is also similar to our species but is much more inflated and less spinose.

Lino2J1'ocluct'ns coret var. faTleyengis Etheridge fit (Etheridge and Dun,
1909) from the Lower Marine of the Permian of New South 'Vales, is a very
'similar species. It is rather more globose than L. lyoni and, in particular, the
radiating striae are finer, more flexnous, two or more coalescing to give larger,
more nodular spine-bases.
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Remarks: The form was first described by Prendergast on pedicle valves
alone as "temporarily" a variety of L. cancriniformis, but the collection of
much more material shows that it is specifically distinct. In contrast to L.
cancriniformis it sho\\'s little variation, and even immature forms need never
be confused with any variants of L. cancrinif01'mis.

The specific name was originally given as a variety name of the species
L. cancrinifor'mis (Tschernyschew) by Prendergast (1943).

ilIaterial: About 20 specimens, immature and mature; preservation fair
to good.

Genus MARGINIFERA 1,Vaagen emend. Licharew.

1884--Waagen, Palaeont. indica, Ser. 13, Salt Range Fossils, 1 (4), 713.
1936-Licharew, ilIonogr. Palaeont. U.s.s.R., 39, 100 (English translation).

Type Species: ilIarginifera typica Waagen, Palaeont. indica, Ser. 13, Salt
Range Fossils, 1 (4),717, pI. 76, figs. 4-7; pI. 78, fig. 1.

Definition: Small thin-shelled productids externally resembling Dictyo
clostus but much smaller, with reticulate umbonal area. Characterized by an
internal flange-like ridge around the visceral disc of the pedicle valve, arising
from the posterior margin and generally persisting across the anterior margin.
A similar ridge tends al<JO to develop on the interior of the brachial valve,
l,al'ticularly on the postero-lateral borders. The adductor muscle scars in the
brachial valve are non-dendritic, possibly represented by two pairs, the inner
pair most prominent. The cardinal process is generally blunt and thick. Orna
mentation i<; of costae and rugae, the latter present over the initial portion of
the shell. The pedicle valve beal's erect spines over the reticulated and the
anterior costate portions. The ears are sharply demarcated from both dorsal
and ventral aspects.

Remarks: In degree of development, the marginal ridge, the principal
diag'nostic feature in the original diagnosis, varies considerably among the
species of this genus, and for this reason many palaeontologists were disinclined
to recognize it. J-licharew, however, drew attention to the fact that members
of many species conceivably belonging to ilIarginifera on the basis of possessing
marginal ridges also possessed a more reliable and consistent feature in
common, namely, non-dendritic adductor muscle scars possibly in twin pairs
(Licharew, 1936, p. 100, English translation). Review of the descriptions of
such species supports Licharew's proposition, in particular as regards the non
dendritic nature of the scars, and probably also with the occurrence of each
muscle impression as a pair, the inner portion raised and prominent, the outer
less obvious and tending to merge into the general surface of the valve.

In the same reference and following immediately his observ&tion on the
nature of the muscle impressions in Marginifera, Licharew also comments on
the similarity in this feature and in ornamentation between certain so-called
Marginifera species and those of Avonia. He concludes that Marginifera
"remains a very wide, probably polyphyletic genus .", which again is
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possibly correct; but nevertheless it is not considered that there is any room
for reasonable confusion between species of Llvon'ia and those of Ma1'ginife-ra
characterized by the type-species.

Kozlowskia Fredericks 1933, with type-species P1'odndus capaci d'Orbigny,
has been adopted by Stehli (1954) and discussed fully by him. The onJy
Marginifera-like species here described has features, all somewhat variable in
degree of development, in common with both lvlarginifera as usually understood,
and Kozlowskia is understood by Stehli. It has been retained as Marginifera.

MARGINIFERA GRATIODENTALIS (Grabau).

PI. 9, figs. 1-14.

1892-Productns gmtiost~s vaI'. occidentalis Schellwien, Palaeontogmph,jca, Bd.
32, 24, pI. 3, fig·s. 6-9; pI. 8, fig. 25.

1927-P1'oducttls gratioSlls var. occidentalis Schellwien; Chao, Palaeont. sinica,
Ser. R, 2, (2), 47-50, pI. 4, figs. 11-16.

1930-Prodtldns gratios·us var. occidentalis Schellwien; King, Univ. Texas Bt~ll.

3042, 71, pI. 14, fig. 1.

1934--Prod'nctns gmtiodentalis Grabau, Palaeont. sinica, Ser. B., 8 (3), 36,
pI. 10, figs. 7-8.

1943-Dictyoclostus gmtiosus (Waagen); Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc. W. Aust.,
28, 17-18, pI. 2, figs. 5-7.

1944-Marginifera gmti.odentalis (Grabau); Reed, Palaeont. indica, N.S., 23,
Mem. 2, 98.

lvl(dcrial (in part) : Aust. Mus. F.37567; quarter mile east of shale out
crop, Minilya River. Wandagee Formation ~ F.37569-37571; bank of Minilya
River, same locality and horizon. U.W.A. 27185b, c, d, e, 28183a; north-east
side of syncline, north bank of Minilya River, west of Coolkilya Pool, Wan
dagee area. Cundlego Formation. 28453a, b; 350 yards west of a place on
fence between Barabiddy and vVeer Paddocks, 2,220 yards south of gate in that
fence near Barabiddy Creek, south of INandagec Station. Cundlego Formation.
27227a, b; vVandagce area. Possibly "\Vandagce Formation. 34443; just east
of Wandagee Hill. Coolkilya Greywacke or Baker Formation. All above
localities in Carnarvon Basin.

Diagnosis: Small Marginifera-species externally like Dictyoclostus. Ears
distinct, demarcated from body of shell, with cardinal spines present; in these
features differing from M. gratiOStlS (Waagen). Adductor muscle impressions
oval, elevated, non-dendritic.

Description: 'fhe following dimensions are typical of the species:-

- 27185b. F,37560. 27227b. 34443.

Length of hinge-line '0 o. 23 26 29 22
Length 00 00 00 J5 16 19 J6
Curviline,u' lengt,h 00 00 21'\ 32 38 28
Depth 00 ,. o. n 5 6 5
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The description "of the 'external features of this species, ,given by
Prendergast, is as follows:-

"'rhe shells are small to moderate in size as may be seen from the table
of dimensions. They have an irregularly hexagonal outline when viewed from
the pedicle side, with the hinge-line the greatest width of the shell.

" The pedicle valve has a flattish vi5ceral disc, which, following the genicu
lation of the shell, passes into a regularly curved trail. Transversely the shell
arch is lligh, indented medially by a strong median sinus and falling gradually
to the lateral margins in a slightly convex slope.' The umbo is small, pointed
and slightly overhanging the hinge-line. The ears are small and pointed, they
have a convex profile in longitudinal section. The ornamentation is reticulate
on the vi5ceral disc, the reticulation sometimes irregular due to the enlarged
rugae on some specimens. 'rhe l'llgae do" not develop anterior to the genicula
tion, the trail carrying costae and scattered spine-bases. The latter are rarely
numerous, not more than four or. five being present. 1'he costae converge
slightly towards the sinus giving a very distinct and characteristic appearance
to the shell.

"'rhe brachial valve is trapezoidal in outline, the long straig>ht hinge-line
and the anterior margin being the parallel sides. It is regularly concave with
a median fold which expands towards the anterior margin. The ears are
excavated to fit tightly with those of the pedicle valve. 1'he ornamentation
is reticulate over the posterior third of the shell, the rugae then develop irregu
larly and the ornamentation of the rest of the shell may be described a.<; costate.
The costae radiate from the umbo, those in the central part of the shell con
verging towards and finally coalescing on the median fold."

With a great many more specimens to hand the following external features
have a1<;0 been noted: the ears are rather large considering the size of the shell,
and are each demarcated from the body of the pedicle valve by a ridge, along
the visceral side of which are coarse spines, rarely more than two in number;
this ridge is reflected on the brachial valve and sets off the platform-like nature
of each ear, which often bears a single spine. If the preservation is good, the
pedicle valve shows a few spines along the cardinal margin. 'rhe rugae extend
for about 12 mm. over the curve of the pedicle valve, the costae at this point
numbering 10-12 over 10 mm.

'rhe internal features are as follows. In the pedicle valve the ears are
smooth and reflexed, and separated from the visceral cavity by a sharp change
in curvature. Just below this abrupt line of division between the ears and
the rest of the shell there is a further demarcatory line of sharp, small incisions.
This line, in diminished intensity, runs all round the lateral and anterior
margins, and immediately posterior to it there is a pronounced groove. 1'he
shell is much reduced in thickness thereafter, so that many specimens break off
around this groove, the trail appearing shorter than it really is. The incisions
continue as faint lines into the body of the valve for a distance of about
301' 4 mm. There does not seem to be any definite marginal ridge on the
interior of the brachial valve which would fit into this groove. The adductor
muscle impressions are situated close under the umbo. 'rhey are elevated,
non-dendritic, and for the most part lie immediately either side of the ventral
sinus, or fold, as it appears internally. 1'here appears to be only one pair.
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'fhe diductor milscle impressions do not encroach on the median sinus but
are restricted to the deepest parts of the visceral cavity. 'fhe rest of the surface
is covered with minute pits, resulting in a densely stippled appearance.

In the brachial valve the cardinal process is blunt and thick, showing no
lobation, projecting only a short distance behind the hinge. 'fhe median septull1
appears as only a line initiall'y; half way it becomes more pronounced and
ends as a blunt apophyse jutting out under the ventral fold, at about two-thirds
of the distance from the hinge-line to the anterior edge of the visceral disc.
'fhe. adductor muscle impressions are small, smooth, elevated, non-dendritic,
situated just anterior to the cardinal process, one either side of the line of the
median septum. Brachial impressions are distinct, arising just anterior to the
adductor impressions, diverging away from the hinge at about 40 degrees to the
edge of the visceral disc, recnrving in hook-like fashion, returning sub-parallel to
the initial limb, almost to the starting point. 'rhe marginal ridge is not distinct
except at the boundary of the ears and the visceral disc. Around the anterior
margin of the visceral disc it takes the form of short, ridge-like pustules,
elongated antero-posteriorJy. 'rhe rest of the surface is smooth.

17ariation within the Species: M. gmt·ioclentalis is remarkably stable and
specimens hom different localities vary only slightly. 'fhe only features
showing some variation are th,~ ventral sinus (and correspondingly the dorsal
median fold) which varies in depth, and the amount of geniculation of the
brachial valve; but variation in the latter may be due to varying degree of
deformation during preservation.

Cornparison with other Species: IvI. gratioelentaMs is distinct externally
from other VV'estern L,,"ustralian semireticulate productinids by its small SIze.
Internally it is, of course, radically different.

'fhe more transverse outline, larger eariS, smaller number of spines over
the trail, and spines along the cardinal margin are features distinguishing
this species from Marginifera gmtioslIs (\Vaagen). 'rhe chief distinguishing
feature according to Schellwien (1892)-the lateral ridge demarcating the ears
from the body of the shell-is not HiS well developed in the local specimens as
it is in the original specie.,; first described by Schellwien and redefined b'y
Grabau, being more a "step" than a ridge. The diffe1'2nce however appears
to be insignificant and more of degree than of kind.

'l'he form described as "Pi'Oellict·US grahos~ts ,. \Vaagen by Broili (1916,
p. 12, pI. 116, figs. 4, 5, '7-B) is very similar to JYI. grat·ioclentalis and may be
identical with it.

Remarks: In her description of the vV'estern Australian forms of this
species Prendergast mentioned that the generic placement was insecure since
the internal structures were unknown. Preparation of species 'yielded the
internal characters just described, which place this species in the genus Mar'
g·in·ifem \Vaagen, of the group of IVI(trginifera splenclens (Norwood & Pratten)
(Waagen. 1884, p. 715).

Material: About 50 specimens, half of them in fair to excellent preserva
tion, six showing internal features.
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Genus W AAGENOCONCHA Ohao.

1927~Ohao, Y. 'r. Palaeont., sinica, .scr. B., 5 (2),85.

Type Species: Pl'oductus humboldti d'Orbigny, 1842, Voy. Amer. Merid.,
Paleont., 3 (4), 54, figs. 4-7.

Diagnosis: Features essentially those of Pttstula 'l'homas, with sinuate
pedicle valve, and surface marked by quincuncially arranged tubercular spines
in the young and adult stages, becoming smaller and more closely packed
together in old age. No pronounced concentric ornamentation.

Remarks: Although Ohao himself did not regard Waagenoconcha as being
any more than a subgenus of Pustula Thomas, most subsequent authors have
treated it as a full genus-usually without comment. Speaking of the genera
Echinoconchus Weller, vVaagenoconcha Ohao, and Juresania Fredericks, Ohao
stated: "'Whether each of the latter three series is to be regarded only as a
particular group within the genus Pustula or is to be separated under a sub
generic designation seems to depend mainly upon the value placed on these
characters by different authors". In the case of lVaagenoconcha the" charac
ters ", in essence, may be narrowed down to the definite quincuncial arrange
ment of the tubercular spines, the lack of any definite concentric ornamentation
and, finally, the fact that in old age the spines become finer and more numerous,
the transition usually being fairly abrupt. Placing the emphasis on this last
feature, Ohao admitted that he adopted a narrow limitation in conferring
subgeneric rank upon his form. If all three features are taken in combination,
however, it is probable that lVaagenoconcha is worthy of generic rank.

W AAGENOCONCHA IMPERFECTA Prendergast.

PI. 10, figs. 8-14; pI. 11, figs. 1-6.

1916-Productus waageni Rothpletz; Broili in ,Vanner J., Paliiont l'cirnor, 7
(12),14, pI. 118, figs. 1-5.

1924---Prodttettts subquadratus Morris, Ohapman, Ann. Rep. geol. SU?'v. W.
Aust., 1923, 36.

1935-Waagenoconchairnperfecta Prendergast, J. Ray. Soc. W. Aust., 21, 15,
pI. 4, figs. 1-3.

1943-Waagenoconcha impe?'fecta Prendergast, J. Ray. Soc. W. Attst., 28, 25,
pI. 3, figs. 7-9.

1943-HTaagenoconcha. vagans Reeel; Prelldergast, Ibid., 28. 26, pl. H, fig. 6.

H olotype: U.W.A. 3044, Luluigui Station, West Kimberley District.
I.Jiveringa Formation, Hardman Member.

Allotypes (fide Prendergast, 1943): U.W.A. 2768, 2775, same locality and
horizon.

Horneotypes: U.W.A. 27457, limestone at base of Mount Hardman, ,Vest
Kimberley District. Liveringa Formation, Hardman Member. 20454, north
flank of Mount Oedric,- ,Vest Kimberley District. ]~iveringa Formation,
Hardman Member.
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Diagnosis: Waagenoconcha-species distinguished principally by the overall
fineness of the spinose ornamentation, and by the fr€quent presence of strongly
developed lines of growth.

Description: Dimensions of some typical specimens are-

3044. 20454. 29016a. 290160.

Length of hinge-line 37 42 30 28
Width 44 54 45 42
Length 42 49 52 47
CllrvilinCi1l' length 68 78 95 86
Height 14.5 20 26 20

'1'he pedicle valve is mod€rately convex with the point of great€st conv€xity
just behind the middle, the umbonal region being swollen, thereafter flattening
out slightly. '1'ransverscly the valve is highly arched, the lateral slopes rather
steep, the median portion flattened and indented by a broad, shallow sinus
which begins a short distance from the umbo and becomes broader and shallower
ant€riorl;y; but always the margin is indented to varying degr€es. Ears are
absent or very small. '1'he umbo is strongly developed, protruding well behind
the hinge, the tip just overhanging the hinge and incurved. Umbonal angle
approximately 70 degrees. Th€ brachial valve is fiat but may be slightly concave
anteriorly with a slight median fold and with upturned margins. The hinge
line is straight, less than the greatest width.

The ornamentation is distinctive. Anteriorly the pedicl€ valve may be
marked by accentuated concentric wrinkles or "bands ", generally abs€nt in
the umbonal region, sloped sharply anteriorly, but gently to the pr€ceding
band. More widely spaced in the middle portion, they become more numerous
and closely spaced, the transition often being abrupt, over the anterior third.
1'he bands are not as numerous nor as prominent as is usual with species of
Echinoconchns Weller. 'rIle unbanded posterior half of the valve is covered
with very numerous fine spine-bases arranged in regular radiating quincunces.
'With the coming in of the bands the spine-bases become much finer and more
numerous, the arrangement lapses to subquincuncial, and the spine-bases ar€
in irregular rows. There does not seem to be any differential arrangement in
size. The spines on the alar extremities are of no special size or arrangement.
The brachial valve is ornamented similarly to the other valve, but the bands
are less prominent.

'1'he internal characters are also distinctive. The brachial valve shows a
prominent median septum, half the length of the valve, becoming higher
posteriorly and joining a pail' of strongly developed marginal ridges which
run along the hinge-line. The j unction gives rise to the cardinal process. This
is arched and swollen immediately ov€r the junction and has a slight antero
posterior sulcus. It then l)ecomes less bulbous, tilting dorsally, and pro
truding above the hinge-line, thus fitting snugly into the umbo. At a point
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it divides into tlmoe lobes, the laterals
'1'he sulci between them are deeply

in the same plane as the brachial valve
slightly larger than the central one.
impressed, All lobes point dorsally.

Adductor muscle scars are situated midway along, and apart from, the
median septum. They are very finely dendritic, and are not raised. No brachial
impressions could be seen, '1'he anterior and lateral surfaces are covered with
fine papillae corresponding to the external spine-bases. At the anterior and
antero-Iateral margins there may be several concentric rows of spikey pustules.

The pedicle valve shows a pair of very elongated adductor impreslsions
close together. In many specimens they r-each a length of 2 cm., but are only
a few millimetres wide. '1'he striate diductor muscle scars occupy a large area
on either side of the adductors.

11a1'iation in the Species: Specimens of this species vary most in outline.
'1'he figures for width given in the table of dimensions are typical, but some
specimens may be proportionately wider. Such variation is shown in the figures
illustrating this species. ,Vith greater width the flanks become correspondingly
less steep. '1'he transition from relatively coarse to finer spine-bases may be
abrupt (the usual condition) or take place over the ::;pac€ between several
wrinkles or bands. It may take place at any point from one-third to two-thirds
of the cUl'.vilinear length of the pedicle valve.

Compa1'ison with othe1' Species: 1'V. imp01'fecta is similar in general shape
to the following species, but differs from them in the fineness of ornamentation
and the presence of accentuated concentric wrinkles :-Procluct1~s (1Yaageno
concha) cylincb'icus ViTaagen ·var. cl?:screta Heed (1944), Waagenoconcha
sz:lveana (Stuckenburg, 1898) TV. abichi ("iTaagen, 1884), W. h1~mbolclti

(d'Orb.) as described by ,,\Taagen, 1884. It is almost certainly identical with
the species described as P. wc~ageni Rothpletz, by Broili (1916, p. 118, figs. 1-5).
It is doubtful, however, if Broili's specimens are actually P. waageni.
Prend€rgast's argument on this point seems fairly conclusive (Prendergast,
1943, p. 26),

Bemarks: '1'he banding, the cardinal process (see Sutton and Summerson,
1943, p. 327), and the highly inflated pedicle valve are features strongly
reminiscent of the genus Echinoconchus ,Yeller. '1'he banding, however, is not
as prominent as is usual in species of this group, perhaps because the ,Vestern
Australian specimens are abraded. Also the single row of strong spines
together with rows of finer ones, which is also considered typical of Echino
conchns, is absent.

Dunbar and Concha (1932, p. 204) stipulate that the row of large spine
bases lies on the posterior edge of each band, but ,Veller describes E. alter
natus (Norwood and Pratten) in which they are on the anterior edge. The
question is whether or not this differential arrangement is a necessary charac
teristic of the genus. The original describer of Procluci1~s p1t.nctatu.s Martin
(see Davidson, 1862, p. 173) referred to the" thousands of ::;lllall spines" cover
ing the surface, alld ,\Teller (1915) in his generic diagnosis of Echinoconchus
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did not stipulate any definite al'l'angement of the spine-bases. His specific
descriptions immediately following, hOwever, indicate that some differential
arrangement of l'rines of different sizes is usual.

'fhe species also has important features in common with lVaagenoconcha
species, in particular the regular quincuncial arrangement of spine-bases and
the transition from coarser to finer spine-bases (not, however, a feature of old
age in this species). It contains, therefore, features characteristic of both
IVaagenoconcha and Echinoconchus. vVere the diagnosis of lVaagenoconcha
emended to include forms with definite concentric ornamentation (not so
prominent as in Echinoconchus) this species could be referred to that genus
with less hesitation. Chew himself included "Procluctns" pnnloni Davidson
within Waagenoconcha, although this species has quite definite growth-lines.
Balancing points for and against, it seems that this species has rather more
essential features in common with lVaagenoconcha than with Echinoconchus.

'fhe specimen recorded by Prelldergast (1943, p. 26) as W. vagans Reed
really belongs to W.imperfecta. It is an impression of a brachial valve rela
tively wider than is typical for lV. vagans and with finer ornamentation. Its
margins, however, are upturned, although not strongly so, a fact which led
Prendergast to place it with W. vagans. At the time this was the only real
point of difference between it and specimens of W. imz]erfecta. This difference
cannot be maintained, for additional specimens, typically lV. imperfecta, also
show occasional upturning of the margins of the brachial valve, to the same
moderate degr·ee as the specimen which Prendergast assigned to lV. vagans.

ililaterial: Over 50 specimens, variously preserved, many of them in the
Commonwealth Palaeontological COllection, Canberra.

Genus T AENIOTI-IAERUS vVhitehouse.

1928-vYhitehouse, Rep. Aust..l1ss. Adv. SC?:., 18, 281-283.

Type
Strzelecki,
Land ", p.

Species: Prodllctus s1lbqnadrctt1ls Morris. Morris (1845) in
"Physical Descriptions of New South ,Vales and Van Diemen's

284; London.

Diagnosis: Morris's original description of the type species from Tasmania
was as follows;-

"Somewhat quadrate, gibbose, surface marked with irregular, coarse
longitudinal ribs, bearing bluntish spines; sides flattened; front produced;
mesial furrow broad and distinct; hinge-line as wide as the shell.

" vVidth three inches, height two and one half inches. This shell somewhat
resembles P. antiqnatns but the mesial furrow is very defined and there are no
traces of the concentric undnlations which cover the rostral portion of that
species.

" TJocation: Mount Dromedary and Mount vVellington."

Morris did not figure his species.
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After a study of additional mat€rial Pl'endergast (1943) gave the following
diagnosis :-

"Adult shell large, general outline subquadrate to elongat€ oval; pedicle
valve evenly convex with median sinus; brachial valv€ slightly convex to flat
with upturned margins. . Pedicle valv€ sometimes with triangular concaVf>
area; delthyrium, where present, partially filled by triangular ext€nsion of
cardinal margin of brachial valve.

"Ornamentation of coarse elongated spin€ bases possibly giving rise to
long spin€s; spine bases not continuous into costae. Irr€gular concentric
wrinkles or lamellae widely spaced over the whole shell.

"Muscle impr€ssions as in Aulosteges and Productus. Brachial valve with
median septum. Cardinal proc€ss large, varying angle of inclination to cardinal
margin."

Remarks: In 1928 Whit€house proposed a new genus, l'aeniothaents, with
Pj'oductns snbqnadratus Morris as type species. Although no description or
definition of the n€w genu." accompanied this proposal, the g€nus was validly
erected, -since under Article 25 of the Rules of Nomenclature, citation of a type
species is sufficient for the erection of a genus. 'fhe type species was originally
describ€d on the basis of a specimen, or specimens, of which only one remains,
that selected by Prendergast in 1943. This specimen is very poorly preserved.
Morris' description, though it may have been based on more than this specimen,
does not give any real conception of the species. Naturally enough, since the
type species was of uncertain status so also was the genu.".

In 1943 Prendergast attempted the re-study of the type SIJecies. The
complications involved in such a study are, first, the €xistence of only the one
original specimen, thi" so poorly preserved that comparison between it and
supposedly' conspecific additional specimens is quite uncertain; second, the
vaguen€ss of the original locality, which makes it uncertain whether or not
additional material is topotypic; and third, the fact that a traditional conception
of the species has been created on the basis of descriptions, by later authors, of
material from Qu€ensland and New South ,Vales supposed by them to be the
speci€S subquadratus.

Prender,gast was able to procure additional material from the general
locality given for the original specimens. On the basis of this she completed
her study and gave the diagnosis given above. Most unfortunately the manu.
script containing the results of this wor], was lost at sea during the last world
war, while in transit to the Royal Society of Tasmania. She had, however,
incorporated the diagnosis of l'aeniothae1'us in another paper (Prendergast,
1943). Through the courtesy of the Director of the Tasmanian Museum I have
been able to study a rough draft of the lost paper, which confirms the diagnosis
given. Because this draft may not have been the final expression of opinion,
I do not feel at liberty to pass on any other results of her work, except to say
that it does confirm the difficulty involved in the re-study of the type species,
caused by the above complications.

Despite her very thorough study, Prendergast's new diagnosis was so
generalized that any real difference between A ulosteges (sensu lato) and
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l'a,eniotlwcrns, as diagnosed, is hard to see. It narrows down to this, that
whereas the pedicle valve of Taeniothaetusvery often has an area, Aulosteges
always has one. Hill (1950) gave expression to this subtlety of difference by
making l'aeniothaerus a sub-genus of Aulosteges.

During the last few :years the original locality has been narrowed down
to a locality situated in a quarry near the Upper Glenorchy reservoir, near
Hobart (Hill, 1950, p. 7; personal communication dated 4th November, 1949,
from Professor S.Warren Carey, Professor of Geology, University of Tas
mania). I have been fortunate in obtaining a specimen from this locality and
also a few other specimens from the same formation (PI. 15, figs. 1-7). These
specimens appear to be conspecific with the lectotype and show that the
arrangement of spines approaches the quincuncial and that the umbonal region
varies in degree of globosity.

Certain Western Australian specie" come well within the traditional con
ception of the genus. '1'hey show most resemblance to the Indian and Queens
land species (these species are compared under the descriptions of the 'Western
Australian species). Hill (1950), after study of Tasmanian material, has
described the Queensland species as T. s1Lbq1Laclmtus or as varieties of it.

'1'here seems little doubt that the Western Australian forms belong to
TaeniothaenLs as now understood. 'rhis being so, they add something to the
conception of the genus. In the first place they vary greatly, particularly in
the umbonal and hinge-line features, as does the Queensland material and also,
it seems, the Tasmanian material. '1'he ornamentation of the local forms is
also distinctive. It is finer than that of T. subq1wclratus, although it can still
be described as "coarse". The arrangement of spine-bases is quincuncial or
subquincuncial and there is a transition in size of spine-bases from coarse to
fine towards the margins. Details of such features are contained in the specific
descriptions following.

Taeniothaerus is then a genus which shares features, external and internal,
diagnostic to A1Llosteges (s.l.) and Waagenoconcha Chao. In the local specimens
there are some with a negligible area which closely approach vVaagenoconcha,
although the arrangement of spines is not so precisely quincuncial as in that
genus. On the other hand the inclination of the cardinal process to the plane
of the brachial valve and the size of the area are never so great as in the typical
Aulosteges (sensu strictu). The combination of features exhibited by species
of 'Taeniothaerus inclines one towards the suspicion that A1Llosteges, as con
sidered at present, is polyphyletic. Especially significant in this regard is the
fact that the area even within the range of any Dne species of Taeniothaerus
often varies cOIJ.'liderably in size. By and large, however, it seems to have
closest affinities with A1tlosteges, although it is certainly far removed from the
sort of Aulosteges typified by the A. wangenheimi group.

The Western Australian species definitely link Ta,eniothaer'us with certain
Russian species, mostly from the Kazanian, which belong to Aulosteges in its
widest sense. These species, and their varieties, are: A. horrescens (de
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Vemeuil) (see Netschajew, 1911, p. 145, p1. 4, figs. 4-8, 10, 11; pi. 5, figs. 1-4) ;
A. jmgilis (Netschajew, 1894, p. 152, pI. 3, fig. 4; and 1911, p. 145, pI. 4, fig. 9,
pI. 5, figs. 5, 8, and p1. 6, figs. 1, 2, 3, 5) ; the species described as Strophalosia
sp. ind. No. 1 and figured by Netschajew (1911, p. 145, pI. 6, fig. 7) ; and S. spp.
ind. Nos. 3, 4, 5 in Netschajew (1911, pI. 7, figs. 4, 3 and 1 respectively); and
possibly A. longa. (Netschajew, 1900, p. 34, p1. 2, fig. 6).

rrhese species would be included in a possible sub-genus of Aulosteges antici
paled by Hill (1950, p. 5). ,\Tere this sub-genus to be erected it would hi'
extremely difficult to decide into what group certain SpeC1l11enS of one of the
local species should be placed-the Hew sub-genus or Taeniothaenl's. It could
be argued then that these Russian species properly belong to 'J'nenl:othaenfs.
The efrect of such inclusion would be to widen the compreJ1ension of 'l'nenio
thaeTus so that the diagnosis included shells smaller than is now the ca.se, and a
wider range of ornamentary detaiL

As things stand the status of this genus remains somewhat unsatisfactory.
An adeqnate conception of the genus can only be gained by study of the species
at present assigned to it, the present diagnosis being insufficient. Most needed
is that the precise characteristics of the type species be established, including
the rang'e of variation. As at present understood, it may be distinguished from
A1flosteges (sens1f strict1f) by the average larger size of its species, by its
:-;maller area, not persistently present, by the usual lack of much deformation
of the pedicle valve, the lesser inclination of the cardinal process to the plane
of the brachial valve, and the strong tendency of the spine-bases to be quin
011ncially arranged,often verging' on 1Fcwgenoconcha-type ornamentation.

The case for and against the inclusion of TaeniotlLaenfs as a sub-genus of
A1flosteges is almost impossible to resolve. It could be said that the retention'
of Taem:othaenfs as a sub-genus confirms a tendency to place any productid
with an area into Au,losteges. .Already thi'i tenclency haso;reatly inerec1.<;ed the
scope of that genus and the suspicion of' its polyphyly ha,<; grown almost to the
point of certainty. In this work I have treated Taeniothaerus as a genus.

In terms of individuals and species, Taen'iothaenfs in the ,Vest Australian
Permian was a most successful genus. Its :study leads one to the suspicion that
some of the species here describecl are stratigraphically defined stages in a
great Taeniothaerus "plexus ", somewhat similar perhaps to the successional
speciation in an oyster stock describecl by Stenzel (1949), or, in a lesser way,
to the local Caleeolisplongia stock described by 'J'eichert Cl949). These species
of Ta,em:othaenl,s are certainly the minimum ,record. Stratigraphical refinement
in the ,Vest Australian Permian quite possibly will enable more detailed
description of this plexus and the erection of further species. In view of the
nature of the variation displayed by Ta,em:othae1'1fs-species, these probably will
be "community" species (see Leach, 1947), with considerable overlap; indi
vidual specimens of which will be difficult to identify. This is indicated bJT the
species already described.
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TAENIOTHAERUS COOLKILIENSIS Sp. novo

Pl. 11, figs. 7-12.

Holotype: U.\V..A. 2744:4, north-east side of syncline north of lVIinilya
River, west of Coolkilya Pool, Carnarvon Basin. vVandagee Formation.

Panttypes: U.vV.A. 32042, 32043, 34429; Glendevon Homestead, vVoolaga
Creek area, lVIingenew. Fossil Cliff Formation. U.vV.A. 34430, same locality
and horizon as holotype.

Diagnosis: Species of medium size, characterized particularly by pointed,
attenuated umbo, projecting above plane of brachial valve, not incurved, usually
twisted, with high triangular suberect area. Distinguished from T. miniZI:engis
sp. novo by a smaller less convex but more frequently distorted pedicle valve,
and by its pointed projecting umbo.

Deseript'ion: The size of the type specimens is shown by the following
dimensions :-

------.----~-----~

Length of hinge-line
Width
Length
Curvilinear length
Depth
Trail

27444.

.~4

66
70

110
25

:32042.

46
61
74

112
30

32043.

28
48
.55
75
20.;"5

'1'he r;llf~ll is subquadnmgnlar to rongbl~· oval in ontline, with the greatest
width over the, median portion. The hinge is nearly as long as the greatest
width. '1'he alar angler; are. squarish, 'with the ears only slightly developed.

The pedicle valve, often misshapen, is of moderate convexity, most highly
so medially. 'Die transverse curve of the valve is a low arch, steep-sided, flattened
over the middle portion and indented by a shallow sinus 'which starts just in
front of the umbo and becomer; gradualty more accentuated, resulting in an
indented frontal margin. The u111110nal rrgioll is not swollen, the umbo being
rather attenuated, pointed, and extending well behind tll€ hinge, and projecting
a small but variable distance above the plane of the brachial valve, but only
within narrow limits. It is most often distorted and twisted. The tip is not
incurved and is separated from the hinge by a high triangular area, distorted,
c;lightly concaTe, suberect and rxtencling over half the width of the hinge. Tlw
area is penetrated to about half its height by a triangular gap filled by a
corresponding extension of the brachial valve. A short, narrmv, inconspicuous
pseudodeltidium extends from the gap to the apex of the umbo.

The visceral disc, except the posterior part of the beak, i~ covered -with
pustular spine-bases, somewhat elongated, bearing erect spines of medium size.
The marginal portions bear finer, more numerous spine-bases. Growth wrinkles
are fairly pronounced, particularly over the later growth-stages of mature
specimens. The alar extensions bear spines rather more coarse than on the rest
of the valve.
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The brachial valve is flat 01' slightly concave except immediately anterior
to the hinge, where it is slightl;y convex, with margins gentlJ but definitel~y

upturned. It bears pits corresponding to the spine-bases on the other valve.
It mayor may not have spines as well.

The adductor muscle impressions in the pedicle valve are dendritic, elon
gated, raised, separated by a sulcus, and occupy areas in the posterior third of
the shell. On either side lie the striated diductor muscle impressions, occupying
large areas reaching almost to the lateral margins.

In the brachial valve the dendritic adductor impressions are enclosed in
oval areas each separated by the median septum, and they are slightly raised.
The median septum begins within 1 cm. of the hinge-line and extends across
two-thirds of the length of the valve. At its posterior end two heavy ridges
arise, one either side. They project well into the umbonal cavitJ behind the
hinge, at about 30-40 degrees to the plane of the brachial valve. At first
separated by a deep lozenge-shaped sulcus, they then join to form the spike-like
posterior termination of the cardinal process which is tilted in a ventral
direction.

The latex moulds of internal casts, from which this description of the
cardinal process was drawn, do not show the exact nature of the lobation. 'l'he
process seems, however, to have been trilobed, each lobe being very small and
hardly separated.

The brachial ridges ar,e not shown on any of the specimens.

Immature specimens differ from mature ones mainly in the greater reclina
tion of the urnbo and hence of the area, and also in the absence of upturned
margins.

Variation within the Species: The area varies in size and in the amount
of reclination. The width is usually about half the width of the hinge (mature
forms), but it may extend almost the full width of the hinge (younger
specimens). The height is fairly constant. The amount of reclination varies
according to the projection of the tip of the umbo. This varies from almost
level with the plane of the brachial valve to nearly a centimetre above it, but
is never incurved.

The distortion of the beak and hence of the area varies a little. It is never
severely twisted, but neither is it completely undeformed.

The brachial valve ma;y be flat or slightly concave over the outer part of
the visceral disc. The margins are smoothly upturned, but not geniculate.

Comparison with other Species: Specimens of Taeniothaerus miniliensis
sp. novo are distinguished from those of T. coolkiliensis by possessing a smaller
area, less projecting umbo, more clearly defined median sinus, more swollen
umbonal region and a more regular, less distorted pedicle valve.

Aulosteges ingens Hosking differs in being proportionately wider, more
globose, the ornamentation less regular, and the area persisting over the whole
of the hinge in contrast to that of the present species.
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Of foreign species Lt. cf. gigas Netschajcl\' as described by Diener (1903,
p.182, plo 8, figs. 13a-c) is rather similar to T. coolkiliensis, but is made distinct
by its broader, undistorted area, more swollen nmbonal region and less
attenuated, less projecting umbo.

Rernarks: The specific name is derived from the name of a prominent
locality in the Minilya River-Coolkilya Pool-which is near the holotype
locality.

Material: Eight specimens, six as limonitic casts, showing both internal and
external features, and two with the shell and ornamentation preserved.

TAENIOTHAERUS( n FLETCHERI sp. novo

PI. 9, figs. 15-19; plo 10, figs. 1-7.

Holotype: O.P.O. 1950, south side of Mt. Hardman, 120 feet strati
graphically below top; uppermost beds of Liveringa Formation.

Paratypes: U.W.A. 29427 b, 34444, Bell's Homestead, Ellendale area;
Liveringa Formation. 29438, 29440, Tutu Windmill, Nerrima Oreek, Noon
kallhah area; IJiverillga Formation, Hardman Member. O.P.O. 1951, same
locality as holotype above. All above specimens are from same general locality,
the West Kimberley District.

Diagnosis: Species similar to those of Taeniothaen~s, with low wide area,
swollen incurved umbo and ornamentation of numerous coarse reclined spines
from elongated spine-bases, often with a row, or rows, of interspersed fine spines
toward anterior margin of mature pedicle valves. Distinguished from Taenio
thaerus sp. aff. miniliensis by more swollen umbonal region and fine spines in
isolated rows only.

Description: Dimensions of some of the specimens are:

1950. 29427b. 29438. 29440.

------

Length of hinge.line 25 27 34 34
Width 52 50 48 42
Length .. 45 60 44 38
Curvilinertr length 65 92 80 60
Depth 15 25

'fhe shell is ovate in outline, tending to be wider than long, with hinge
straight and less than the greatest width. Alar angles are obtuse with no ears.

The pedicle valve is undistorted, most strongly convex over the initial two
thirds. Transversely it is of low convexity, flattened medially but indented over
the anterior by a broad swollen sinus. The umbonal region is wide, umbonal
angl-e 110 degrees, with a broad swollen umbo, which is incurved, tending to
overhang the cardinal area. This is triangular, low, extending over nearly
all the hinge, more or less co-planar with the brachial valve. It is split medially
by a triangular gap filled b'y an extension of th-e brachial cardinal margin. The
pseudod-eltidium is short, low, ridge-like, inconspicuous.
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On the alar extremities spines are fine and very numerous; elsewhere the
pedicle valve is ornamented with coarse (1 to 1.5 nun. in diameter) elongate
spine-bases bearing suberect spines, 8-10 over a square centimetre of the median
portion. The arrangement is subquincuncial. Anteriorly a concentrically
arranged row of finer spines is usually inserted, sometimes two spines over the
width of the row. 'l'his may be repeated again anteriorly. A row of coarse
spines borders the visceral side of the cardinal area. On the alar extremities
the fine spines have a tuft-like appearance. Growth wrinkles are rare.

The brachial valve is flat, with upturned margins in most mature specimens.
It bears fine spines with interspersed shallow elongated depressions correspond
ing to spines on the pedicle valve.

In the pedicle valve the adductor muscle impressions ar€ semi-dendritic,
slightly raised, elongated antero-posteriorly, and are situated at the front edge
of the posterior third of the valve. Diductor muscle impressions are striated,
occupying broad swathes outside the adductor impressions.

In the brachial valve the dendritic adductor impressions are oval, one
immediately each side of the median septum, separated from it by a narrow sulcus.
'l'hey lie just in front of the beginnings of the cardinal process. The medii1l1
septum is somewhat flexuous, raised, narrow, extending over two-thirds of the
visceral disc, not contributing to the cardinal process. This begins as ·two
narrow ridges at the posterior termination of the septum (6-10 mm. from hinge)
at first separated by a depres.'sion, then joining over the hinge, and terminating
as a trilobed narrow process. In younger specimens trilobation is not marked.
In older specimens the lobes are small and sub-parallel. '1'he angle of inclina
tion to the plane of the visceral disc ranges from 10 to 30 degrees. Brachial
ridges were not seen.

Immature specimens differ from mature ones in lacking upturned margins
and in the lesser amount of development of internal features.

TTa1"iation in the Species: The plan outline, as with many Taem:othaenls
and A'uJosteges-species, ranges from transvrrs(~ to slightly elongate-oval. '1'he
umbo always rises a little above the hinge, the degree of incurvature varying.
The development of fine spines over the anterior portion of the pedicle valve
varies. '1'here is usually at least one row, but there may he two or three. '1'he
concentric arrangement may be marked or hardly apparent. 'l'he yarying angle
of inclination of the cardinal process has been mentioned.

Cornpa1'ison with other Species: Taeniothaenls sp. aff. rniniliensis sp. novo
and A~llosteges ingens are closest to this species. The first species is compared
in the diagnosis above. A. 1:ngens differs in its more quadrate outline, its larger,
usually distorted area, more reclined umbo, and absence of concentrically
arranged fine spines.

The species described as Prod1wtus abich1: new variety mlkitokazo by Astre
(1934, pp. 68-70) from the Permian of Madagascar resembles this species, but not
closely enough for detailed comparison. Astre's species is certainly not
Produc~'llS (i.e. l'Vaagenoconcha) abichi, but an Aulosteges (s.l.) 01'

TaeniothaM'us.
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Remar'ks: This species is provisionally assigned to Taenioihaents. It might
well Le an aulostegid-one of the as yet unfounded or obscurely constituted
subgenera of Anlosteges, e.g. Wyatk1:na Fredericks, 1931. 'rhe name honours
H. O. Fletcher, Palaeontologist to the Australian Museum.

1Jilater·ial: 'l'wenty specimens, most of them casts, but two very well
preserved.

'rAENIOTHAERUS IRWINENSIS sp. novo

Pl. 11, figs. 13, 14; pI. 12, figs. 1-6.

1943-Taen'iothaems snbqnaclratns (Morris); Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc. TV.
Anst., 28, 27, pl. 4, figs. 1-6.

HolotY1Je: U'-W.A. 32044, :B'ossil Cliff, Irwin River area, near JYIingenew.
F'ossil Cliff Ji1ormation.

P(~ratypes: U.vV.A. 10932, 23437, 4786, 12396 (2' specs.) ; same locality and
formation as for holotype. U.vV.A. 32375, few yards west of Glendevon Home
stead, vVoolaga Creek, near Mingenew. Fossil Cliff Formation.

Diagnosis: Taeniothaents-species of medium size and moderate convexity,
with very small ventral cardinal area, and with ornamentation of fine subquin
cuncially arranged suberect and erect spines, no coarse spines on alar extremities.
In these last two features it differs from rp. minil·iensis sp. novo

Descr·iption: Specimens of this species are mostly broken or distorted. Only
two are sufficiently ,vell preserved to yield accurate measurement of dimensions.
These are-
---------_._--------------------_._---

32044. 323i5.

----------_._--

Length of hinge-line
Wicl'th
Length
Curvilinear length

37
66
64

106

36
62
62
ns

-----------------------------'------

'1'he i:ihell. is medium to large, subquadrate, widest anterior to the
middle, with the straight hinge-line a little more than half the width, and length
approximately equal to width. Specimens are usually very thin-shelled, but this
is probably an ecophenotypic feature. The pedicle valve is of moderate con
vexity, the greatest convexity over the posterior third, flattening gradually to the
margins. '1'he flanks are steep-sided. A broad median sinus of moderate depth
arises at the umbonal region, is most pronounced over the central part of the
i:ihell, then gradually dies out leaving the margin almost entire. Ears are poorly
developed, represented only by a recurvature of the alar flanks and not flattened
or separated from the rest of the shell. The umbonal region is well. developed,
but the umbo is comparatively small, pointed, incurved, and just overhanging the
hinge-line. In the holotype the tip is a little distorted and bears what seems
to be a small cicatrix of attachment. It does not project more than 4 or 5 milli
metres above the plane of the brachial valve. The holotype also shows a very
small area, about a centimetre wide and a millimetre high.
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Except for the tip of the umbo, tht; valve is covered with spine-bases,
somewhat elongated, of moderate size, arranged subquincuncially, and bearing
rather fine erect spines. Interspersed irregularly among them are nodular spine
bases, not elongated, bearing coarser, very erect spines. These are more numerous
on the marginal areas. The size of the spine-bases an4 spines slightly decreases
anteriorly. Numerous faint growth-wrinkles are also discernible.

The brachial valve is subquadrate, transversely oval. The visceral disc
is flat with a slight median fold. The margins are upturned, smoothly geniculated
to the front; but the trail would be small. Over the visceral disc, the valve is
covered with faint elongate pits, in a radiating quincuncial fashion corresponding
to the spine-bases on the other valve, with fine erect spines interspersed between
them. The margins bear crowded fine erect spines, irregularly arranged. There
are a great many faint growth-wrinkles. The straight hinge-line bears a central
triangular extension which fits into a corresponding notch in the other valve.

1'he holotype, an extremely well preserved pedicle valve, shows no internal
features. 'l'hese, now described, are based on other specimens which, so far
as pedicle valves are concerned, are considered of the same species beyond
reasonable doubt. This statement would apply with less certainty to brachial
valves since none was found conjoined to the pedicle valve. The brachial valves
from which the following description of the internal features has been drawn were,
however, found in intimate conjunction with the pedicle valves and could not
belong to the pedicle valve of any other species found in the same formation.
For this reason it is felt that the description is a true one for this species.

In the brachial valve the adductor muscle impressions are coarsely dendritic,
elevated, and occupy large lozenge-shaped areas in the posterior third of the
valve. Each area is separated by the narrow, erect, median septum which arises
a short distance from the hinge-line and gradually becomes less accentuated,
terminating at the point of upturning of the anterior margin.

The brachial impressions arise at the anterior end of the adductor
impressions, and run parallel to the hinge-line almost to the edge of the visceral
disc, then curve smoothly tOlvards the front, following' the edge of the visceral
disc for about 7 or 8 millimetres, then recurving to form, in all, two-thirds of a
circle, terminating abruptly.

The anterior and antero-lateral upturned margins are covered with numerous
forward-projecting pustular spines closely crowded. The areas either side of
the adductor muscle impressions bear numerous fine pits.

The hinge-line is thickened and shows a narrow area, completely internal.
The cardinal process is extremely variable in shape. At one extreme of varia
tion it is somewhat reminiscent of the process of Dictyoclostus (see Sutton and
Summerson, 1943, pI. 54, figs. 2-8). At the other, it is closer to the Taen1:o
thaerus-type. In the first examples, of the Dictyoclostus-type, its base is
essentially a thickened truncated triangular plate, the sides of which go off
parallel to the' hinge-line as marginal ridges which soon become broad and
ill-defined. Its base merges into the general surface of the valve, the median
septum not contributing to the formation of the process. The termination is
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trilobed; from dorsal and ventral aspects the central lobe is slightly larger than
the laterals, which are at right angles to it. On the ventral side the lateral lobes
continue anteriorly as short nodes or ridges a few millimetres in length, running
parallel to the median septum and separated by a deep sulcus. The lobes are
smooth in ventral aspect, but their dorsal sides show strongly marked growth
lamellae. The whole process projects in the same plane as the brachial valve.

In examples of the Taen'iothaerns-type the process projects further
posteriorly (but still in the plane of the brachial valve) than does that of the
Dictyoclost11.s-type; the ridges giving rise to the lateral lobes are more accen
tuated with a deeper sulcus between, but hardly extend on to the main body of
the brachial valve; and the lateral lobes are smaller and parallel to the median
lobe rather than diverging from it. There are gradations in shape between thel'ic
two extremes.

In the pedicle valve adductor impressions are situated in the middle of the
shell. They are extremely elongated, widening towards the front, oval, dendritic,
converging slowly anteriorly, raised, and separated by a short depression. The
diductor impressions are linear, striate, occupying a broad band either side of
the adductors, and do not extend laterally to the margins. The rest of the
interior is smooth.

Variation within the Species: 'rhe general shape and ornamentation seem
fairly constant features in thlli species. 'rhe variation in the cardinal process
has already been described. 'rhe area, though always small, ranges from prac
tically indiscernible to about 2 millimetres in height, extending across half the
width of the hinge. 'rhe cicatrix of attachment is only rarely seen.

Oomparison with other Species: Aulosteges baracoodensis Etheridge fii. has
a close superficial similarity to this species, chiefly in outline and ornamentation.
It is, however, much less convex in profile, the visceral cavity much thinner, and
the spines more crowded and elongated. More obvious points of difference are
the much larger area and the very differently shaped cardinal process of A.
baracoodensis.

T. irwinensis differs from T. miniliensis sp. novo in being proportionately
wider, with a shorter hinge-line, more regular median sinus, an area smaller in
the average, and finer ornamentation of suberect to erect spines. The cardinal
process of T. miniliensis, although variable, never approaches a shape reminiscent
of the Dietyoclost1Ls-type, as it does in T. irwinensis.

T. sp. cf. subquadrat1Ls (Morris) is larger and more convex than this species,
has steeper lateral flanks, and has the swollen umbonal shoulders absent in this
species. The ornamentation of T. sp. cf. subq1tadrat1Ls also seems to be coarser.
'1'. subq1tadrat1tS (Morris) differs in the same features.

No species from other areas appear to merit close comparison with T.
irwinenS'is. Krotovia meeki Dunbar and Condra (1932, pi. 21, figs. 7-8) has a
rather similar type of ornamentation of numerous, fine irregularly distributed
spines, but differs in most other characters, as does also the form described as
Prod1Lct·ns tenuituberC1tlatus Barbot by Netschajew (1911, pi. 3, fig. 6).
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The musch~ scars in the pedicle valve are reminiscent of Stl'ophalosia
horTescens var lata Netsch. (1911, pI. 5, fig. 42).

Remarks: Because the cardinal process approaches closely that of Taenio
thaerus, because of the presence of a small area, and because the ornamentation
differs only in degree from that typical of Taeniothaerns, this species has been
assigned to Taeniothaerus. Nevertheless, it has close morphological affinities
with Pt£stula. 'fhe specific name derives from the Irwin River, on which the
holotype locality is situated.

1f!latel'ial: Twelve specimens, including two casts, most of them distorted
but well preserved.

'fAENIOTHAEl~US J\HNILIENSIS sp. nov.

PI. 12, figs. 7-11; pI. 13, figs. 1-9; pI. 14, figs. 1-8.

Holotype: U.\V.A. 34445, west side of syncline, south bank of Minilya River,
west of Coolkilya Pool, Oarnarvon Basin. Lower part of \Vandagee Formation.

Pandypes: U.\V.A. specimens Nos. 27116, 27134, 27384, 27406, 27406a,
27408, 27454; north-east side of syncline, north bank of Minilya River, west of
Coolkilya Pool. 27254a, 27328, 27358, 27545, 33,023; west side of syncline, south
bank of Minilya River, west of Ooolkilya Pool. Lower part of vVandagee
:F'ormatioll. 27600, east side of syncline, south bank of Minilya River, west of
Coolkilya Pool. 22712, 33001; from same syncline as above specimens, but exact
locality doubtful. All the above paratypes occur in the lower part of the
\Vandagee Formation and their general locality is the Carnarvon Basin.

Diagnosis: Taeniothaerus-species of large size, variable in size of area.
Ornamentation of medium to fine spines, essentially quincuncial in arrangement,
tending to become finer towards the margins.. Large spines on alar extremities.
Cardinal process very large, trilobed, inclined to plane of brachial valve. A
species exhibiting great variation in its features. Distinguished from T. sub
qtwdrattts (Morris) by finer ornamentation, larger area, less swollen umbonal
shoulders.

Descn:ption: Dimensions of some of the type specimens are-

34445. 27116. 27384. 27858. 27406. 27254".

Length of hinge-line .. 66 63 54 58 27 51
Width 74 91 78 76 64 70
Length 74 91 83 83 68 73
Curvilinear length 132 139 138 137 108 110
Depth 35 37 38 41 27 34
Trail ..

I
13 21 17 6 20

This species is exceedingly variable in its characteristics, so much so that
it is difficult to make positive, clear-cut definition of many features. The discus
sion on the variation in the species is therefore an important part of this
description.
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Specimens are mostly very large, massive, subquadrangular to a little
elongated in outline, with thick shell wall. The pedicle valve varies from
moderately convex to globose, usually most convex over the posterior portion,
anteriorly tending to flatten out. Transversely, the valve is highly arched,
flattened medially, the flanks usually steep, the margins tending to be splayed
out. A median sinus is usually present in most specimens. It is usually broad
and weak, most accentuated over the middle, leaving the anterior margin slightly
indented. The lateral and antero-Iateral margins are irregular owing to the
presence of radial corrugations, which are reflected internally. The straight
hinge averages about three-quarters of the greatest width, which occurs across
the middle. The ears are sometimes prominent but not sharply delimited from
the rest of the shell. 'rhe alar angles are approximately right-angles.

The umbo is prominent but varies considerably in shape. It may be
slightly incurved, but not deformed, barely projecting above the plane of the
brachial valve; or it may be very large, distorted, projecting high above the
hinge. Most specimens have an area generally slightly concave and extending
three-quarters to the whole width of the hinge. Its height and size vary with
the nature of the nmbo. If the umbo is not distorted the area is low, undeformed
and triangular in shape. If the umbo is high and deformed, the area over the
central part of the hinge is also high and deformed along with the umbo, but
the lateral extremities remain low and narrow. When well preserved it is marked
with cross-hatched striations and has a ridge-like pseudodeltidium extending
from the tip of the umbo to the apex of a triangular-shaped notch, into which
fits a corresponding extension of the brachial valve. The shape and size of the
pseudodeltidium and notch vary with the nature of the umbo.

The brachial valve is flat over the main portion of the visceral region with
a slight median fold commencing midway over the visceral disc and increasing
slightly towards the anterior margin. It is never very prominent. The valve
is geniculate, lateral margins also being npturned. 'rhe abruptness of genicula
tion varies; in most specimens the geniculation is prouounced but gradual,
though in a few it may be almost a right-angle. The trail is well developed,
sometimes measuring o\'er 8 centimetres lon:z. 'rhe outliuf' of the brachial
valve varies with that of the pedicle valve, being more elongated in some
specimens than in others.

The pedicle vaive is ornamented by spines, growth-wrinkles, and the radial
corrugations already mentioned. 'rhe spine-bases over the posterior third of the
valve are of medium size, a little less than a millimetre in diameter, slightly
elongated, between 20 and 30 occupying an area of a centimetre square. Towards
the anterior, and particularly over the extreme marginal areas, the spine-bases
become finer and more numerous. 'rhis transition may be sharp or gradual,
usually taking place just before the edge of the visceral disc. The spines given
off are suberect to reclined. The arrangement is fairly regularly quincuncial.
The alar extremities bear numerous coarse undulating spines, which in some
specimens are over 3 cm. long. In life they would have been longer. They
curve backwards in a postero-lateral direction and are occasionally ventrally
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inclined. The area immediately around the tip of the umbo is free of spines.
Growth wrinkles are usually only faintly defined, becoming closer packed in
old age. The radial corrugations are present on the lateral flanks, rarely more
than four to each flank.

The brachial valve bears numerous pits corresponding to the spines on the
pedicle valve, resulting in a "machined" appearance, the result of the quin
cuncial arrangement of the pits. From the middle of the visceral disc outwards,
spine-bases are interspersed between the pits, rather smaller than those of the
pedicle valve. Growth wrinkles and the reflection of the radial corrugations
correspond to those of the pedicle valve.

In the brachial valve a prominent median septum extends from the base
of the cardinal process almost to the point of g:eniculation. It is high and
narrow. The adductor muscle impressions lie one on each side of the median
septum, the posterior border being about 1 cm. from the base of the cardinal
process. They are oval to triangular in shape and tend to be depressed anteriorly.
In some specimens the'y are more deeply incised than in others. From the
anterior margins of the impressions the brachial impressions arise. 'rhey
are hook-shaped and at first run parallel or ata slight angle to the hinge,
almost to the edge of the visceral disc, then curve parallel to the edge in an
anterior direction, and finally swing back towards their starting point, terminat
ing about 1 cm. away, to give the hook-shaped termination.

The shell is thickened a few millimetres in from the hinge-line, leaving a
narrow ledge along the hinge. The thickening is accentuated over the posterior
borders of the adductor muscle impressions, resulting in the depressed appearance
of the posterior margins of the adductor impressions already referred to. On
either side of the median septum the thick€ning gives rise to two pronounced
ridges, separated by a deep sulcus, to form the base of the cardinal process.
This lies about 5 mm. in front of the hinge. The ridges continue parallel in a
posterior dirediol1, inclined to the plane of the brachial vah'e at a varying angle
of more than 20 degrees, but less than 40 degrees. The sulcus gradually becomes
less pronounced towards the point of lobation, which is well behind the hinge.
The lobation is complex, trilobed, tending to be quadrilobed if the median sulcus
persists as a faint indentation. }i'rom the dorsal aspect it is trilobed, the striations
of growth being very plain, aild is buttressed by the triangular extension of the
hinge of the brachial valve. Lateral lobes are well separated from the median
lobe, but the amount of this separation varies. In some specimens the lobes
are somewhat crenellated. 'rhe process may be up to 18 mm. long overall, up to
5 mm. wide across the middle, and more than 7 mm. wide across the lateral
lobes. '1'he details of lobation vary considerably but the structural plan is always
the same.

'rhe anterior and antero-lateral portions of the valve, from just before the
point of upturning of the marg'ins and over the trail, are covered with numerous
forward-projecting spiky pustules, which are coarsest over the geniculated
area and finer towards the extreme margins. 'rhe rest of the interior is smooth.
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In the pedicle valve the adductor muscle impressions are situated in the
posterior third of the valve. They tend to be elevated and are rather more
elongated than 'those of the opposite valve. The radially striate diductor
impressions occupy broad swathes, one on each side of the adductors, but extend
ing farther towards the anterior margin by several centimetres and laterally
almost to the margins. The edges of the visceral disc and the trail have
elongated spiky pustules similar to those of the brachial valve.

Va1'iation -in the Species: 'rhe umbonal and hinge-line features show most
variation in this species, other features vaeying in harmony. 'rhe variation in
these features is described in terms of two groupings, largely to overcome the
aifficulty of describing what is €ssentially a continuum. The two groups
represent two maxima (in number of specimens), but it must be emphasized
that there are many specimens which establish a gradation between them.

In the first of these groupings the umbo is high, nearly always distorted
and twisted, attenuated, blunt or pointed, projecting well above and behind
the hinge-Ene, rarely inclined over it. With this distortion of the umbo thc
pedicle valve is a1,,0 distorted, the median sinus rather narrow and often inter
rupted, the umbonal region not swollen. 'rhe valve is most convex over the
middle portion. 'rhe middle portion of the (lrea is high, often deformed and
unequally developed each side of the pseudodeltidium. It is slightly concave,
often with a tendency to recurvatnre of the cardinal margin. 'rhe pseudodel
tidium is nmTOW, rarely more than a millimetre wide, paeallel-sided, and often
twisted. 'I'he triangular notch is usually high and narrow, 2-3 mm. wide and
2-5 mm. high. Young specimens have the same features less developed.

In the second group, the umbo, while still prominent, is much less out
standing than in the first group. It is generally slightly incuned, not over
hanging the hinge-line, blunt, not twisted or distorted, projecting only a little
above the planc of the brachial valve. '1'he umbomil region is swollen so that
the region of maximum convexity of the pedicle valve is more posterior than
in the first group. 'rhe pedicle valve is not distorted, but tends to be more
elongated, as does the outline of the brachial ·valvc. 'rhe area is small, concave,
triangular, extending from three-quarters to the full length of the hinge, and
is rarely more than one-eighth high ,IS wide. 'rhe ridge-like pseudodeltidium
is short and narrow, the triangular notch wider in comparison with that of th0
other group.

Very many specimens have a cieatrix of attachment still preserved. '1'hi:;;
is always i:itrongest on those specimcns of the first group which have high die:
torteel umbos and distorted shells. The wide rang'e of variation in umbonal
and allicd features can probably be explained in tl'l'rn;-.; of the nature and length
of time of attachment of the young shell.

Other features, common to the whole range of specimens, show fairly \vide
variation. 'rhe size at maturity varies markedly, the largest having dimensions
one-third Hi; great again as the smallest. This variation is not exceptional, but,
in this sppeies. strikes the eye. The ornamentation ie: essentially the same.
Some specimens have a more regular quincuncial arrangement of spine-bases
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than others. The most outstanding variation in ornamental features, however,
is that of the transition between relatively coarse spine-bases over the major
portion of' the visceral disc and the finer spines on the margins. In some
specimens the transition is abrupt and the difference in size marked. In others
the transition is very gradual. Others are intermediate in this respect.

Internally the two features showing most variation are the cardinal process
and the adductor muscle impressions. The cardinal process is always essen
tially trilobed, tending more in some specimens than in others to become quadri
lobed. It varies in size, some examples being rather squat and massive, others
long and attenuated, and also in the complexity of folding of the lobes. In
the more massive type the lobes tend to be more divergent from the median
lobe and more cr€nellated than in the longer type. Variation in the adductor
muscle impressions s€ems to' be quite haphazard. As already mentioned, the
shape may vary from oval to triangular, and in r;;ome specimens the impressions
may be more deeply incised than in otherS.

Comparison with otht?' Species: 'l'his species differs from the type :>pecies,
Taeniothaerus s~~bquadmtus (Morris), and from its varieties (Hill, 1950),
which occur commonly in the Permian of Eastern Australia, insofar as the
ornamentation is finer, the spines more numerous, and the area larger and
more persistently present.

Odd specimens of A. ingens Bosking may resemble 1'. m'iniliensis, but can
be distinguished by their smaller size, relatively larger area, more frequent
distortion, and coarser ornamentation, the spine-bases also being less regularly
arranged than in T. miniliensis.

From both T. pennixtu,s Reed· and 1'. b.Tenensis Reed (1932, p. 12, pI. 1,
figs. 1-4; pI. 2, figs. 1-3; pI. 4, fig. 1; and p. 14, pI. 3, figs. 1-3 respectively) it
is distinguished by its much finer ornamentation. '1'he same criterion dis
tinguishes T. notabilis Reed and '1'. cottM"i Reed (1944, p. 75, pI. 16, fig. 1;
and p. 75, pI. 15, figs. 3, 4, 7) from 1'. rn'inil'iensis. None of the above Indian
species shows the prominent transition in size of spine-base so characteristic
of the local species.

It can also be compared with the form described by Netschajew (1911,
German summary, p. 147, pI. 7, fig. 1) a.<; St1'ophalosia sp. ind. No. 5. '1'his is
a brachial valve which shows the same essential features, except that the cardinal
process (which has apparently suffered in preservation) is of a rather diffei'ent
shape. 'Without the pedicle valve it is impossible to make an adequate
comparison, but the brachial valve is very similar to that of T. min'iliensis.

Some of the figures used by Netschajew to illustrate the species Sh'ophalosia
fragilis (actually an Aulosteges s.l.) under the variety names "longa" and
" lata ", and also the species S. longa are very similar in shape and outline to
T. miniliensis, differing mainly in details of o;'namentation (see Netschajew,
1911, pI. 4, fig. 9; pI. 5, figs. 7, 10; pI. 6, figs. 1-3). The range of variation
shown by the figures of S. f1'UUilis is strikingly similar to that of T. miniliensis.
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Ren~al'/,;s: The great range of variation exhibited by this species cannot be
over-emphasized. Without the full range of specimens (over 500) it would be
quite excusable to consider that there were two or three distinct species present,
each represented by a number of odd variant specimens.

It has already been mentioned that the collection can be divided roughly
into two groups, each representing a more or less distinct variational trend.
It ,vas also mentioned that intergrading specimens linked these apparent trends
in variation. Detailed stratigraphical collecting may show that the groups are
a real expression of a split in variation-of the formation of an incipient sub
species from the old population. The only objective evidence in support of this
hypothesis is that formations higher in the sequence than the vVandagee
Formation (from which the bulk of the collection came) yield mostly specimens
of the first group-that with large distorted umbo, large high area, and of a
larger size than those specimens of the other group.

Pending the detailed stratigraphical analysis of this population the
hypothesis cannot be seriously discussed. .Against it are the facts that variant
specimens representing all extremes of variation can be collected together in
many localities of the vVandagee F'ormation; that there are intergrading
specimens between the two obvious extremes of variation; and finally that the
nature of the isolating mechanism, necessary to confirm such a trend in variation
as a subspecies, cannot be ascertained. The collection has been described, then,
as representing the one species.

'1'he specific name is derived from the name of the prominent physiographic
feature, the Minilya River, near which the type-locality is situated.

J.11ater'ial: Over 500 specimens, many excellently preserved, showing full
details of internal and external features.

'1'AENIOTHAERUS sp. aft. MINILIENSIS sp. novo

PI. 14, figs. 9-11.

Material: One specimen, U.W.A. 34446, from top of Zone of Calceolispongia
abltndans, east limb of Minilya syncline, Minilya River, Carnarvon Basin.
Wandagee Formation. Possibly U.vV.A. 27406c, north-east side of same syncline,
north of Minilya River, west of Coolkilya Pool. Same general area and
formation.

Description: Dimensions of the two specimens are-

Length of hinge-line
Width
Length ..
Curvilinear length
Depth ..
Tmil ..
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The specimens are similar in shape and form to Taeniothaeritsminiliensis)
but differ from it in several rather important details. Thus, the median sinus is
much more pronounced than in that species, increasing in depth towards the
margin so that the shell takes on a bilobed appearance. Con:espondingly the
median swelling on the brachial valve is more pronounced. The umbo is more
attenuated, erect, with the tip a little overturned and showing traces of a
cicatrix of attachment. The area is only a little concave, less than that in
T. minil~:ensis, and does not extend the width of the hinge-line. Its height is
one-quarter the width. The pseudodeltidium is narrow, and an inverted V in
cross section.

On the pedicle valve the ornamentation of spine-bases and growth wrinkles
follows essentially the same plan as does that of T. rm:niliensis) but the spine
bases are more sparse and much more elongated, bearing semi-erect spines. The
spine-bases are rather coarse, about fifteen to the square centimetre over the
middle part of the pedicle valve. '1'he arrangement is radiating quincuncial,
coarser spine-bases giving way to fine spine-bases over the latest growth stages.
'1'he growth wrinkles are more accentuated than is usual in specimens of
T. min~liensis. The ears are not so well developed as in that speci€s, but this is
probably due to a difference in relative maturity. 'rhey bear coarse crowded
spines which p€rsist farther along the hinge towards the umbonal flanks than
is the case with T. miniliensis. The brachial valve is ornamented with elongated
pits, corresponding to the spine-bases on the pedicle valve, and with fine
elongated spines interspersed between. There are growth "wrinkles as on the
pedicle valve.

Remarks: Although the differences between this species and T. miniliensis
are pronounced, they are not so pronounced as to €xclude the remote possibility
that further specimens of the latter species may extend its range of variation
to embrace the present form. :F'or this reason, and also because there are only
the two specimens, no new name has been proposed.

'1'AENIOTHAERUS sp. cf. SUBQUADRATUS (Morris).
PI. 15, figs. 8-12.

Material: Includes U.W.A. 32316a, 34450, 34451, 34452, 34453; about 100
feet west of Glendevon Homestead, near \Voolaga Creek, east of Mingenew
township. Fossil Cliff Formation.

Description: The shell is large and massive, the pedicle valve being llighly
convex, the brachial valve flat, or slightly convex initially over the visceral
region, with geniculated marg'ins, forming a large trail. Dimensions of typical
specimens, including the trail, are-

- I 34450. 32316a. 3445l.

Length of hinge..line .. .. . . 50 48 48Width . . .. . . . . 63 72 65Length .. .. . . .. 71 78 71Curvilinear length .. .. .. 135 (approx.) 140 130Height .. .. .. . . 36 .. . .
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The pedicle valve is most convex over the posterior third, particularly over
the umbonal shoulders, thereafter flattening out. Transversely it is a high arch,
flattened medially, with very steep wall-like flanks. The flattened median
portion persists over the anterior two-thirds of the valve and is indented by a
prominent median sinus which begins just after the umbo, is most pronounced
over the middle (up to 4 mm. deep), then becomes more shallow but still indents
the anterior margin slightly. The umbo is pointed, flattened, may be deformed,
and projects only slightly above the hinge. Although the umbo proper is
comparatively small, the umbonal region is very much swollen, forming
prominent umbonal shoulders, resulting in the wall-like steepness of the flanks.
The flanks remain sub-parallel over the visceral portion, then splay out
gradually over the trail, particularly on the lateral margins.

The hinge is two-thirds to three-quarters the greatest width, which lies just
anterior to the middle, and is separated from the umbo by a small concave
triangular area which extends across half to two-thirds of the hinge. It is
pierced at the centre by a triangular notch into which projects a corresponding
extension of the brachial valve. One specimen showed this notch as equilateral
in shape with the lateral edges curved. 'rhe pseudodeltidium was not preserved.

The brachial valve is slightly convex but only over the initial portion. This
convexity passes into a median fold, not at all pronounced, which corresponds to
the median sinus in the pedicle valve. Margins are slightly upturned.

Very little of the ornamentation is shown by any specimen. From what
can be seen it seems to be very like that of T. nvinil1:ensis, perhaps a little coarser.

The internal features shown are also similar to those of T. miniliensis except
that the cardinal process, revealed in two specimens, seems to be less massive and
therefore more like that of A1~loste,ges baTacoodensis.

CompaTison with otheT species: Of all Taeniothaen~s-species in vVestern
Australia this is the one which comes closest to the type species T. subquadratus
(see pI. 15, figs. 1-7). The shape, particularly in the swollen highly convex
umbonal shoulder, flattened median portion as seen transversely, and the
gradually splayed out margins, is very much the same as that shown by the
lectotype. Correspondingly it is also very similar to the Queensland subquad
rah~s (see Hill, 1050), particularly to Hill's variety cTacowensis. If further
specimens show the ornamentation to be the same, then the specific identity of
this species with subq1wdmtns would appear to be certain.

This species is distinguished from T. minil1:ensis, the closest of the vVestern
Australian species, by the heavy, more globose umbonal shoulders and the dis
tinctive median flattening of the pedicle valve.

JJ1ate1'1:al: Six specimens, alllimonitic casts, showing some internal features,
but with little of the ornamentation preserved.
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TAENIO~'HAEl~US 'rEICHER~'I S]). novo

PI. 16, figs. 1-8; pI. 17, figs. 1-5.

Holotype: C.P.C. ]008, t mile east of Calvary Spring (or Calvary Gap
Well), 7 miles sonth-east of Mooka Station Homestead, vVandagee area, Carnar
von Basin. Lower part of vVandagee "F'ormation.

Pamtypes: C.P.C. 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1016, 1017;
U.W..A. 34447, 34448, 34449; same locality and horizon as holotype.

Diagnosis: Taeniothaerus-species distinguished by very large massive shell,
widest at hinge, and v-entral cardinal area very small or-more usually-absent.
Brachial valve with large lateral swellings internally. A very variable species.
Distinguished from T. minil1'ensis sp. novo by wider hinge, smaller area, if
present at all, and more prominent internal swellings in brachial valve.

Descn:ption: Dimensions of typical specimens are-

- 1008.

I
1009. 1010. LOLl.

I
1012.

Length of hinge-line .. .. .. . . 100 104 91 101 87
Width .. .. .. .. . . 88 97 84 80 76
Length .. .. . . .. . . 90 84 80 :53 74
Curvilinear length .. .. .. .. 14:5 140 no 9.5 . .
Height .. .. .. .. .. 4:5 30 .. . . . .
Trail .. .. . . .. .. 37 30 .. . . ..

Members of this species are large, massive, the visceral cavity being plano
convex. The outline is subquadrangular to quadrangular, widest at the hinge,
which is straight. The pedicle valve is strongly convex, most strongly so just
posterior to the middle, thereafter flattening out and curving abruptly to the
lateral margins so that the flanks are steep, although not wall-like. Ears are
present and well developed, but not sharply defined from the rest of the shell.
The umbonal region is globose, so that a significant part of the visceral cavity
lies posterior to the hinge, assuming the plane of the brachial valve to be hori
zontal. The umbo itself is rather large, pointed, incurved, slightly overhanging
the hinge-line, with the umbonal ridges rounded. .A very small area is rarely
present, being obscured generally by the umbo. 'When preseilt it is low, tri
angular, concave, about 10 mm. wide mid 4 mm. high. The hinge is pierced by
a large equilateral triangular notch, about 4 mm. wide at the base, and partially
filled by a corresponding extension of the brachial valve. .A median sinus com
mences just anterior to the umbo, is most accentuated over the visceral disc,
where it is about 14 mm. wide, 4 mm. deep, and tends to die out towards the
a.nterior margin, leaving it only slightly indented.

The brachial valve is fiat over the visceral region, often with a slight
median swelling or ridge; this arises about one-third of the distance across the
visceral disc, increasing in prominence by slight degrees to the anterior margin,
where it prodnces a shallow fold, corresponding to the media,n sinus in th~
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pedicle valve. The valve is lIsua]Jy genicnlatecl. the abruptness of geniC1.llation
varying from specimen to specimen. Some are smoothly curycd and some so
abrupt as to form a right angle. The upturning of the margins begins just in
front of the ears, so that from above these are hollowed out and concave, and
correspondingly convex from below. In most specimens, even those where the
upturlling of the margins is slight (younger specimens), the anterior and
antero-lateral margins are enormously thickened and lamellose, a thickness of
5-8 mm. beillg common. In some mature, perhaps gerontic, specimens, the
margin is recurved to give a narrow flange most pronounced at the anterior.
The appearance of one specimen suggests that the pedicle valve corresponded
with this recurvature of the margin.

The ornamentation is of spines and many growth wrinkles. On the pedicle
valve the surface is covered, except for a small area around the tip of the beak,
with medium-coarse spine-bases, about 1 mm. in diameter, very elongated and
flat-lying, and fairly closely packed, between fifteen and eighteen in a square
centimetre over the middle portion of the valve. The distribution seems to be
fairly even over the main body of the valve, with finer and closer packed spine
bases over the anterior portion, and more coarse and erect ones on the ears.
The arrangement is radiating quincuncial. The elongation of the spine-bases
continues below the surface of the shell, the roots pointing anteriorly, so that
partially decorticated specimens are striated. Growth wrinkles are prominent
and follow the usual arrangement-widely spaced initially, becoming closer
spaced at the point of geniculation, and closely packed, lamellose, on the extreme
margins.

On the brachial valve the ornamentation is of pits, corresponding to the
spines on the pedicle valve, with a similar arrangement, giving a "machined"
appearance to the surface, and also spines and growth wrinkles. The spines are
smaller, on the whole, than those on the pedicle valve. They range from fine,
about t mm. in diameter, to minute, all variant sizes occurring indiscriminately
together. Growth wrinkles are close-packed on the margins, as with the pedicle
valve, resulting' in an extremely thick margin.

The internal features of the brachial valve are shown extremely clearly by
about 30 specimens. The adductor muscle scars are dendritic and enclosed in
a roughly rhombic-shaped depression, which is deepest posteriorly and bisected
by the median septum. This is well developed, arising at the base of the
cardinal process, though not part of it, and continuing almost to the point of
upturning of the valve. From the base of the adductor impressions, near the
median septum, the brachial impressions begin, running parallel to the hinge
almost to the edge of the visceral disc, then curving parallel to the antero
lateral margin for a short distance (between 9-12 mm.) and finally curving
once more to form, overall, a smoothly curved hook or ladle shape. The termina
tion points posteriorly, failing to reach the starting point by about 5-7 mm.
The area nearly enclosed by the impressions is a little depressed, roughly
<;.ircular, the diameter being of the order of 12 mm.
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The cardinal process is nearly always massive, even for the size of the shell.
It begins as two ridges about 8 mm. from the hinge. These run parallel or
slightly converging, separated by a deep sulcus which, just before lobation,
becomes a deep pit, then continues as before but less defined. The 10bation is
most pronounced but rather variable. The dorsal aspect is always trilobed, the
growth striations visible. '1'he lateral lobes from this aspect are generally large
and well separated from the median lobe. '1'he angle of separation ranges from
a right-angle to about 45 degrees, the larger the lobes the greater being the
separation. From the ventral aspect the process presents a more varied appear
ance. Most specimens are trilobed, tending towards quadri10bation owing to
the continuation of the median sulcus almost to the tip of the median lobe. In
a few specimens the median lobe is definitely divided in this way to give a
four-lobed process. The shape of the lobes varies: some are sharp 'and pointed,
others rounded and blunt. The process extends behind the hinge for 8 to 14
mm.; the angle of inclination to the plane of the ,brachial valve ranges between
20 and 40 degrees. '1'he dorsal surface is buttressed by the triangular extension
of the cardinal margin.

The median septum may continue into the base of the process but is very
often separated from it by a slight depression.

The ridges from which the process arises continue anteriorly each at an angle
of 30 to 50 degrees to the hinge, for a distance of about one centimetre. Each
ridge then widens out to form triangular-shaped platforms; the posterior edge
of each triangle is parallel to the hinge but separated from it, leaving a marginal
ledge along the hinge 3 to 8 mm. wide. The lateral side of the triangular plat
form goes smoothly into the lateral margin, but the anterior apex sometimes con
tinues as a marginal ridge, which in a few old specimens ma'y even continue as
indistinct and indented ridge all round the margin of geniculation. In most
specimens it persists for only a few millimetres. The remaining diagonal side
of the platform forms the raised borders of the posterior edges of the rhomb
shaped area containing both adductor impressions. In some specimens this raised
border may persist part way around the anterior sides of the muscle areas. In
describing this feature the word 'platform' has been used, and in this sense
it applies to all specimens. In most specimens, however, it is more than a plat
form, being rather a rounded swelling which may reach a very great size, really
the most outstanding characteristic of the species. Usually the stronger the
geniculation the more prominent are these swellings and, in turn, the more
massive is the cardinal process. The most pronounced swelling stands 8 mm.
above the plane of the valve. It is made up of solid shell material, not being
reflected as 8 depression on the external surface.

From a point a few millimetres before upturning, the rest of the surface,
except the extreme margin, is covered with coarse pustular spines, projecting
anteriorly. They are most prominent along the line of sudden upturning of the
valve.

In the 'pedicle valve the muscle impressions are situated in the posterior
quarter of the valve. The adductor impressions are not shown, but from the posi
tion of the diductor impressions they are probably more narrow and elongated
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than in the brachial valve. The diductors are radiaUy striate, occupying very
large areas; they extend laterally almost to the alar regions, anteriorly over
half the visceral region cavity, and are separated by a narrow corridor about
one centimetre wide, in which lie the adductor impressions. The very large size
of the diductor scars is in keeping with the massive brachial valve and its cardinal
process.

Van:ahon within the Species: The difference in development of the cardinal
process has already been outlined. rrhe internal lateral swellings vary in size
from specimen to specimen. In a few speciul€ns they are high and rounded, of
solid shell material up to 8 mm. thick, but in a few others they are only one or
two millimetres thick, flattened and platform-like. Most are gently rounded and
4 to 5 mm. in thickness.

..A.s mentioned in the description proper, the margins, particularly at- the
anterior, are very often thickened. This is most noticeable in the brachial valve.
Measured at the anterior the thinnest valve was 3 mm. and the thickest 9 mm.
'Where the valve is thicker at the margin there is a tendency for it to be very
thin over the area covered by the brachial impressions and that between them.

rrhese three features vary in harmony, as might be expected. Where there
is a very massive cardinal process the swellings are large and the margin
thickened, and the converse is largely true. Variation in these features may
possibly be influenced by some local ecological factor, in which the amount of
easily obtainable calcium carbonate would play a part. However, the ability to
use and position this calcium carbonate cannot be regarded as altogether a
localized ecophenotypic phenomenon.

'1'he hinge-line of the specimens, and hence the plan outline, vary in length.
Only one or two specimens show a hinge-line a few millimetres less than the
median width. In the rest it is wider, and in some specimens, notably C.P.C. 1011,
it is one-quarter again as wide as the median width. The average is one-eighth
as wide again. Variation in this feature seems to be independent.

Comparison with other Species' T. ie'icherf1: is a highly individual species
not likely to be confused with any other of the local species. T. miniliensis sp.
novo probably comes closest, but differs in its consistently shorter hinge-line, larger
cardinal area, and usual absence of the internal lateral swellings. On the average,
T. miniliens1:s has a less massive cardinal process and is smaller in size. With
respect to the internal swellings the brachial valve described as Strophalosia sp.
ind. No. 4, by Netschajew (1911, p. 147, pI. 7, fig. 3) may be compared with
T. teicherti.

Remarks: Sp€cimens of this species are very thick-shelled and conjoined
valves are rare. The matrix inside and adhering to the specimens is generally
gritty, unsort€d, and oft€n contains quantities of macerated shell material. Th€
combination of these features indicates that this species might very well have
lived under turbul€nt near-shore conditions. The very wide hinge-lin€, ensuring
greater stability, and the variation in features easily affected by the supply of
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available calcium carbonate, onc of the many ecological factors which oftcn show
pronounced local change in the near-shore environment, further contribute to
this opinion.

The name is given to honour Dr. C. Teichert, of the United States Geological
Survey, an authority on the ,Vestern Australian Permian, who was responsible
for making available the material upon which the above description was based.

Subfamily STROPITALOSlINilE Schuchert, 1913.

Genus ETHERIDGINA Oehlert emend. Prendergast, 1943.

1887-0ehlert, in Fischer's Man1J.el de Conchyliologie, p. 1728.

Type Species: Product1~s cmnplectens Etheridge fil., 1876, Q1~art. J. geol. Soc.
Lond:, 32,454, pIs. 24, 25.

Diagnosis (after Prendergast, 1943): Small strophalosiinids characterised
by an adnate attachment to other shells by cementation of a large portion of the
pedicle valve together with adherent or embracing spines. Shape concavo-convex
to pIano-convex dorso-ventrally, outline oval, often broader than long, with hinge
less than greatest width. A small triangular area is present on the pedicle valve,
with a narrow pseudodeltidium. A smaller area may also be present on the
brachial valve. There are small teeth and dental sockets. The muscle scars are
non-dendritic. On the brachial valve the ornamentation consists solely of con
centric undulatory wrinkles. On the pedicle valve the spines are coarse and
tenuous, present only on the upturned margins.

Remarks: Species of this genus occur in the Carboniferous of Scotland and
North America, and possibly in the Permian of Western Australia, being first
recorded there by Prendergast in 1943. The shell is always small, and although
varying in its mode of attachment, has a distinctive and characteristic appearance.
In Scotland crinoid stems are usually the host, the spines very elongated and
embracing the stern. More usually, they are cemented by most of the pedicle
valve to the flat surface of other shells (in Western Australia on the brachial
valves of Taeniothaerus miniliensis most commonly), the spines on the margins
being adherent to the host shell.

The presence of teeth and cardinal areas as characters of the type species
was not fully realized until Prendergast made a close study of the type specimens
(Prendergast, 1943, pp. 52-54). Earlier Dunbar and Condra (1932, pp. 260-262)
proposed a new genus, Leptalosia, which might be regarded as synonymous with
Etheridgina, since it possesses the same essential characteristics as given by
Prendergast in her emended diagnosis of Etheridgina.

Prendergast felt no doubt that the two genera were identical. Although
she had not examined the type species of Leptalosia her argument is convincing,
so that Leptalosia is regarded herein as tentatively synonymous with Etheridgina.

Etheridgina is considered to be related to th" Strophalosia-group. Oehlert,
the founder of Etheridgina, referred it to Product1J.S, under the mistaken impres
sion that it had no area or teeth, and that it was not attached by cementation,
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with accompanying distortion. In 1920 Gregor (p. 535) referred several North
American species of Strophalosia, all small and adnate, to this genus, but by
inference regarded it as a productinid. The presence of areas on both valves,
cardinal teeth, and non-dendritic muscle impressions are, however, features which
dear].y ::;ho\\' ib relationship toStrophalosia (s. l.) As its species are distinc!
and form a morphologically similar group, it is treated here as a full genus,
d€Spite the remote possibility that the main taxonomic feature, the adnate con
dition, might be an ecophenotypic one. This possibility is usually framed as the
proposition that Ethe1'idgina (or Leptalos'ia) is really the spats of Strophalos'ia
or Anlosteges or such forms with attached early growth stages. Only detailed
examination and comparison of Etheridgina and Leptalosia species can resolve
this proposition.

So far as the vVest Australian adnate specimens are concerned, some (but
not all) definitely do not represent the early growth stages of known species of
other genera. These, here described as E. (?) rn1uirwoodae Prendergast, are
attached by so large a part of the shell that detachment must certainly have
resulted in mortal injury. Also, the CUl'vature of the upturned margins is often
very marked and cannot be compared with the initial curvature of any known
local species. Again, the internal features are well developed and characteristic.
Finally, in no specimen of local species does the cicatrix of attachment lead one to
associate this feature with any of the specimens described here as E. (?)
1n1tirwoodae.

ETHERIDGINA (?) lVIUIRWOODAE Prendergast.

PI. 17, figs. 6-11.

1914-St1'ophalosia sp., Etheridge fil., Bull. geol. S1t1·V. W. .£1ust., 58, 34, pI. 5"
figs. 16-18.

1918--" Strophalosia cornplecte1ts ", Eth. fiL, P1·OC. S. Aust. Br. geogr. Soc.
Anst., 18, 253, pI. 40, figs. 11, 12.

1943-Etheridgina rnuinvoodae Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc. 1V. .fl1tst., 28, 54,
pI. 6, figs. 14, 15.

Syntypes: Aust. Mus. 1i'.16699, three specimens; figured by Etheridge
(1918) as Str'ophalosict complectens (pI. 40, fig. 12). Balmaningarra, Mt.
IVlarmion, West Kimberley District. Noonkanbah Formation.

Lectotype (here chosen): Entire specimen on Aust. Mus. P.16699, with
conjoined valves.

l'opotype: Aust. Mus. F.16812, one pedicle valve, figured by Etheridge
(1918) as St-roplwlosia complectens (pI. 40, fig. 11). Same locality and
formation as syntypes.

Other mater'ial includes: On U.\V.A. 27469, 27115a; north-east side of
syncline north of Minilya River, just west of Coolkilya Pool, vVandagee
Station, CarllHrvon Basin. Lower part of vVandagee Formation. On 27454;
west side of same syncline, same locality and horizon. On U.\V.A. 34446; east
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side of same syncline, same locality and horizon. On C.P.C. 1028; i mile east
of Calvary Gap "\Vell, 7 miles south-east of lVIooka Station Homestead,
Cal'llarVOn Basin.. Lo,yer part 'of \Vandagee Forlnation. 'I!

Diagnosis: Small adnate specics adherent by most of pedicle valve and by
many coarse marginal spines, with area on both valves, cardinal teeth and non
dendritic muscle impressions. Closely resembles E. c01npleetens (Etheridge
fil.), but with thicker shell, more developed areas and teeth.

Description: Dimensions of some of the specimens are:

- ]'.16812. F.16699. I U.W.A.27469. U.W.A.27454.

Length of hinge-line ., .. 7 8.5 4.5 5
Width .. ., .. 7.5 12 7.5 6.5
Length .. ., .. 6 9 6 6
Depth .. .. .. .. .. .. 2

Additional specimens obtained sjllC~e the original description-substantially
that given here-clearly belong to this species, but, as might be expected from
a wider range of material, necessitatc a few minor additions and alterations
to the original description. 'rhe specimens are all small, the greatcst dimension
rarely exceeding one centimetre, the shape sub-quadrangular to transversely
oval, widcr than long. They are most often thick-shelled. The hinge-line
varies in length from one-half to seven-eighths of the greatest width. The alar
angles may be squarish, but are usually rounded. 'l'he pcdicle valve is fixed
to the underlying host shell. In all r,pecimens obtained, this is another
brachiopod, usually a .specimen of 'l'aem:othaer1iS, Neospirifet·, or in the one
instance, the brachial valve of Chonetes cf. pratti Davidson. The whole of
the visceral disc is attached; in some instances the area affected may be over
Cl centimetre square. The lateral and anterior margins, however, are usually
sharply upturned and free of attachment. The attached portion follows closely
the underlying irregularities of ornamentation of the host shell. Thus it may
be corrugated, as seen on Neospirifer 'm(t1'co~ii (Waagen), or nodular if on a
spinose part of Cl productinid. The cardinal area is large, considering the
size of the specimens, flat, extending the full width of the hinge, the height
about one-fifth to one-eighth of the width; and, if well preserved, it may show
longitudinal striations of growth. It has a large triangular pscudodeltidium
hardly, if at all, raised above the surface of the area. Thc umbo is rarely
noticeable. If the attached portion inCludes the umbonal region the area is
perpendic:.:.lar· to the plane of attachment. If not included, the cardinal
margin is upturned, the area almost parallel to the plane of attachment.

'l'he ornamentation on the pedicle valve i<;, so far as is known, restricted
to spines. 'l'hese occur sparsely along the cardinal margin, nearly all the
spines being distributed around the lateral and anterior margins. The number
seems to vary: in one specimen there are more than twenty, fairly evenly
distributed from one alar extremity anteriorly to the other; in another specimen
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there are less than a dozen. This may not represent anything like the true
variation in this feature, because of varying preservation. In other specimens
there is a greater concentration of spines on the alar extremities, up to six
spines on each. The spines are coarse, adherent to the host shell, and may be
more than a centimetre in length.

'1'he cardinal teeth are strong, diverging, separated by a semi-ovaill ;;pace,
and slightly concave dorsa-laterally. Prendergast describes the muscle impres
sions as taking" a tetrahedral form, one apex of the tetrahedron towards the
umbo, and beneath the area. 'l'he muscular apophyses are slightly concave,
they appear smooth and divided into a greater and lesi>er part by a narrow
ridge parallel to and near their anterior margim. '1'he edge separating them
is a thickened ridge simulating a medium septum. The anterior face of the
tetrahedron is narrow, and has curved side edges, due to the concavity of the
apophyses. Any other markings on the inside of the shell have been
obliterated ".

Additional material shows that this description is essentially correct,
although in some specimens the muscle impressions are not so strikingly
developed as in the specimens upon which Prendergast's description was based.
In one of the new specimens the area in front of the impressions is covered
with numerous minute spikey pustules. Also, the teeth vary in size from minute
to nearly one millimetre long.

The structure of the brachial valve is lamellose. It may be flat to concave.
In some specimens the initial portion is convex, then recurves to become flat
or slightly concave over the visceral disc, and upturns marginally. '1'he area
on this valve is smaller than that of the pedicle valve, the height about one-half.
'1'he pseudochilidium is also triangular. Both areas lie in the one plane, the
line of division between them often being faint.

The surface of the brachial valve sho,vs concentric wrinkles, very numerous
and close-set, over the entire surface, which is undulatory, the wrinkles varying
in intensity. No spines are present on the visceral disc of the brachial valve.
Prenderga.<;t states that marginal spines were present because of numerous
marginal pustules. This mayor may not be ;,0. In one other specimen the
pllstules are there, but they are merely the external reflection of irregularities
in the pedicle valve, which closely follows the ;,pine-bases present on the host
shell.

The cardinal process is relatively large, inclined almost at right angles
to the area. It is trifid, blunt, the lobation not marked, the lateral lobes adher
ing closely to the central lobe. 'rhe teeth sockets lie each side of the base of
the process, and are each bounded to the anterior by a curved plate arising
from the side of the cardinal process, making an angle with it of about 45
degrees. 'rhe plate quickly dies out on the surface of the valve. A very short
median septum is present, separating the muscle impressions, which lie close
to the base of the proces.'i. They are non-dendritic and are not divided into
anterior and posterior elements. 'l'he brachial impres.'iiom; have not been seen.
Pitting is present over some of the internal snrface. De.'icription of these
internal features is after Prendergast (1943).
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Variation in the Species: Variation in the more important features is
described above. '1'his variation is what might be expected from an adherent
form, and is due to the precise manner of attachment. 'rhus the degree or
upturning of the margins is controlled directly by the size of the area of
attachment. Where this is large the margins may be only a little upturned,
if at all; where smaller, the margins will be steeply upturned so that the pedicle
valve is very highly convex.

Comparison with other Species: As Prendergast stated, it vvas with some
trepidation that she distinguished this form as a new species, mainly because
her principal specimens had alrf~ady been referred to E. romplectens (the type
of the genus) by the author of that species, Etheridge. It is agreed, however,
that the differences between the two species are sufficiently pronounced to
regard the local form as a new species.'l'he specimens are larger and thicker
shelled than those of E. complcctens; they possess relatively large and we11
developed cardinal areas, strong teeth and characteristic muscle impressions,
in these features b.eing distinct in degree from E. clomplectens.

Prendergast also considered it possible that this species is really the
adherent form of Str-ophalosi([ etheridgei Prendergast, the differences between
them being probable modifications due to the fixed habit of E. muirwoodae.
The main point of similarity (and really the only one) in support of this
possibility is the similarity externally of the brachial valve in the two species.
This is true, except that the concentric lines in the brachial valve of E. muir
woodae seem more evident than in the other species, but it does not seem
sufficient evidence for supposing them to be habitat forms of the one species.
The procedure of reconciling the radical differences between them by reference
to difference in habitat might just as well be applied to other small species, e.g.
S. prendC1'gastae, and in any case is hypothetica1. It seems best to regard
this form as a species distinct from other local species superficially similar.

Remar-ks: As Prendergast noted, and as contained in the above synonymy,
her specimens were headed S. complecte~[s in Etheridge's description (1918,
p. 253), but in the text and description of figures he gave S. complectens.
Almost certainly Prendergast was correct in assuming that the title name was
due to a typographical error.

Matej-ia'z: About twenty specimens, conjoined and separate valves.
Brachial valves very rare. In addition there are a great many examples showing
trace and fragmentary specimens.

Genus STROPHAIJOSIA King 1844.

1844-King, ~-1nn. JYJag. nat. Hist., 14, 313.

Type species: At present the valid type species cannot be designated; see
lVIaxwell (1954), and Bryant (1955).

Dcjimition: Shell productoid, small to medium-sized, with shell structure
essentially lamellose. Ooncavo-convex dorso-ventrally, the pedicle valve usuaUy
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rather evenly convex, the brachial valve with upturned margins.Well developed
areas are present on both valves, that of the pedicle valve being larger, pseudo
deltidium and pseudochilidiull1 being present. Umbo often deformed, with a
cicatrix of attachment, large or small.

Ornamentation of concentric lines of lamellae, with spines. On the pedicle
valve spines usually cover the whole valve. rrhey may be recumbent or erect,
coarse or fine, but fairly uniform for anyone species, the number varying from
species to species. The arrangement varies from irregular to snbquincnncial,
to a disposition in approximate concentric lines. Brachial valve often bears
spines similar in size, number and arrangement to those of pedicle valve.

In the pedicle valve teeth are present, fitting into sockets in the brachial
valve. Adductor muscle impressions are paired, elongate, often raised.
Diductor impressions are linearly striate.

In the brachial valve there is a median septum, nondendritic adductor
muscle impressions, usually raised, paired, each pair most often further sub
divided into posterior and anterior parts. Brachial impressions strophalosiinid

. not returning to muscle impressions. Cardinal process essentially trifid, well
developed, compact.

Remarks: Not all Strophalos'ia-spec ies bear spines Oll the brachial valve,
The subgenus H etel'alosia King 1938 has been erected to accommodate those
forms without spines on the brachial valve. 'rhe internal features described are
characteristic of the genus.

Several features show noteworthy variation from species to species within
the genus. Amongst these are the nature and position of the adductor muscle
impressions, the nature of the brachial impressions and the size of the cicatrix
of attachment, Variation in all three of these features is probably interknit
and traceable to shell-shape and to the duration and' mode of attachment of
members of the genus (see Prendergast, 1943, p. 38; and lVIaxwell, 1954).

S1Ibgenera: 'rhere have been at least six attempts at subdivision of the
genus. 'rhese subdivisions have been given. the names Bilotina Reed 1944,
Ethe1'iclg'ina Oehlert 1887, H eteralosia King, l~.H. 1938, Leptalosia Dunbar and
Condra 1982, Str'ophalosie/la l.Jicharew 193;), Pl-yncllwmia Booker 1929. Hete'l'a-'
losia is treate.l here as a subgenus of Sl'i·ophalosia. Ethen:clginct as a genus.
Wyndharnia was propm;ed as a subgenus of Str'ophalosia to contain forms with
the adductor muscle impressions undifferentiated into posterior and anterior
elements, and without a cicatrix of attachment. Both 1Vynclharnia and Br-anx
tonia Booker (1929), proposed as subgenera of "Pl'od1l.et1ls", are regarded by
lVIaxwell (1954) as synonyms of St-rophalosia.

Str-oplwlosieUa, a subgenlls, is described as a Stl'ophalosia with Linopr'o
cl11ctns ornamentation. It has areas on both valves and would be regarded as
well-founded were the internal features shown to be strophalosiinid. Bilotina,
erected as Cl subgenus, was not separately defined. Its definition depends on
the description of the type species. It is difficult to deeide just what are con
sidered to be the distingl1i::;hing ehanwtel's. 'rhe only direct mention is that
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the "cicatrix! of attachment of this valve suggests the genus Strophalosia JJ

(Reed, 1944, p. 110). It is not certain whether or not there are cardinal areas
and the internal features are unknown. 'l'he status of this subgenus is, then,
very doubtful. Strophalosiina, also proposed as a subgenus, has as its type
species Aulosteges tibeticus and is therefore a subgenus of Aulosteges. Lep
talosia is regarded here as probably sy110l'lymous with Ethe1'idgina (see also
Prendergast, 1943).

STROPHALOSIA MULTISPINIFERA Prendergast revised.

PI. 18, figs. 3-14.

1943-St1'ophalosia multispinifem Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc. W . .Aust. 28, 50,
pI. 5, figs. 6-8.

Holotype: U.W.A. 20458. Scarp 2 miles east of Christmas Creek Home
stead, West Kimberley District. Noonkanbah Formation.

Other mate1'ial: U.W.A. 20456; Hill C, south of road, Grant Range, West
Kimberley District. Noonkanbah l!""1ormation. 27454 a, b; north-east side of
syncline, north bank of Minilya River, just west of Coolkilya Pool, Wandagee
Station, Carnarvon Basin. I-lower part of ,Vandagee l!""1ormation. 34454, 34455,
34456, 34457; 8 miles south-west of Lyons River Homestead, 5 miles west of
shearing shed all east-west fence parallelling main tributary into Binthabooka
Creek, at intersection of that fence and minor tributary. Cundlego l~ormation.

Diagnosis: Sh·ophalosia-species. of large size, characterized by initial quin
cuncial arrangement of fine spines, followed by coarse spines tending to lie in
concentric lines, and by grouping of spines on alar extremities. Probably closest
to S. indica Waagen but larger than this species, and not of elongate outline.

Description: 'l'his is a large Strophalosia-sp'ecies, as can be seen from the
following table of dimensions. Depth could not be measured.

- 20458. 20456. 27454a. 34454. 34455.

Width of hinge .. ., .. .. 28 28 30 22 26
Width .. .. ., . . .. 42 43 46.2 35 44
Length .. .. .. .. . . 37 39 43 34 34
Curvilinear length .. ., .. .. 53 58 68 50 65

'l'he pedicle valve is moderately convex, almost hemispherical, evenly con
vex, except the lateral and anterior margins, which tend to be steep. A median
depression is present, not sufficiently marked to be termed a sinus.. The alar
extremities are flattened, not forming true ears, the alar angles a little more
than right-angles. The hinge-line is straight, two-thirds to three-quarters the
greatest width, which lies across thc middle. The outline varies from sub
circular to transversely oval, wider than long. 'l'he area extends along the
whole hinge, the height about onc-eighth the width; it is horizontally striated
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and shows a triangular pseudodeltidium, half as wide as high, hardly raised
above the surface of the area. The umbo is not prominent, blunt, the tip
absorbed bya small cicatrix of attachment.

The ornamentation consists of spines and occasional faint concentric lines
of growth lamellae. The spines are numerous (up to 25 on the middle portion
over an area of a centimetre square), at first rather fine, elongated, suberect
and arranged quincuncially. On the alar extremities they are more numerous,
elongated. Over the anterior third of the valve the spines become much more
coarse, up to a millimetre in diameter at the base, sparser, the bases often very
elongated to give almost a pseudocostate appearance. They tend also to be
arranged in concentric lines, each line separated by several millimetres. The
spines on the brachial valve are finer than those on the pedicle valve. The
arrangement seems to be similar.

The ornamentation as given here complements and differs from that given
by Prendergast in the original description. Prendergast's description was
incomplete because the only specimen showing anything of the ornamentation
(the holotype) was rather badly weathered. Over much of this specimen the
~;pine-bases were so worn that only the punctations of the spines were left,
the true size of the spine-bases not being apparent, nor their elongation. The
new material is well preserved.

In the pedicle valve the teeth are strong, separated by less than two milli
metres at their beginning, diverging', rOlmded, concave dorso-laterally. On
either side of the teeth a marginal ridge arises which is contiguous to, but
stepped-down from, the hinge. '1'his ridge persist,> only a few millimetres past
the alar extremities, but sufficient to make a platform of them, so that the
alar platforms of both valves fit tightly together. Internal casts tend then to
show a more rounded outline than is really the case. The adductor muscle
impressions nre elongate, non-dendritic, situated at about one-third the curvi
linear length of the valve from the umbo. '1'he longitudinally striated diductor
impressions lie either side of the adductor impressions, but extend further
anteriorly.

'1'he brachial valve is geniculate, the geniculated angle almost a right
angle. The visceral disc is flattish or slightly concave. '1'he alar extremities
are flat, the alar angle a little more than a right-angle. The area corresponds
to that of the pedicle valve, with a pseudochilidium, but is a little smaller.

The adductor muscle impressions are non-dendritic, together forming a
transverse rhombohedron, split by the median septum so that each is triangular
shaped. '1'he anterior margin of each impression is raised, the posterior margin
level with the general surface. Each impression consists of an anterior anll
posterior element, the anterior oval-shaped, the posterior tending to enveloJl
the anterior one. The brachial impressions arise at the lateral edges of the
posterior elements, run antero-laterally almost to the upturned edge, parallel
ling this to the anterior margin, where they curve in a posterior direction, each
forming a hook, and terminate level with the anterior end of the median
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septum, each termination having a mmor hook, directed towards the middle.
The cardinal process is blunt, extending up to five millimetres behind the hinge,
co-planar with the cardinal area, but inclined at only a small angle to the plane
of the visceral disc. It is essentially trilolied, the middle lobe ;~p1it by a
sulcus on the :ventral side, the lateral lobes not nearly ,;;0 prominent, nor
markedly separated from the middle one. It arises from the junction of the
median septum and a pair of marginal ridges. The latter run laterally at a
small angle to the hinge (about 25 degrees) leaving a platform each side of
the process immediately anterior to the hinge, and including also the alar
extremities. The ridges are flattened just anterior to the alar extremities, but
then become prominent once more and meet anteriorly, so encircling the
visceral disc. The surface of the valve embraced by the marginal ridges and
the brachial impressions is sometimes raised, leaving a perimetric ledge. The
median septum is thin, not much raised, extending over two-thirds of the visceral
disc. The rest of the surface is smooth.

Ya1'iation in the Species: The number of :-;pines ranges between 20 and 25
in a centimetre sqilare over the middle portion of the pedicle valve. The outline
varies in keeping with the variation of the hinge-line width. This i, most
9bvious for the brachial valve, in which the alar extremities may be obtusely
rounded, as is usual, Or tend to be squarish to give true ears. In the brachial
valve the marginal ridge around the visceral disc, lateral and anterior, may be
less prominent in some specimens than others, but is always discernible. The
lateral lobes of the cardinal process may sometimes be as strongly developed
as the central one. The indications are that the relative coarseness of the spines
towards the margins also varies, although the difference in size between these
and the"other spines covering the visceral portion is always marked.

Compa1'ison with other Species: Other species of the genus have similar
ornamentation to this one, particularly S. indica and S. ten'wispina, both
Waagen's species (Waagen, 1884, p. 648, pI. 65, figs. 1-4; and p. 654, pI. 64,
figs. 2-7). It differs from both these in its much larger size, from S. indica
in its oval outi"Tne and geniculated brachial valve, and from S. ten1l.ispina in
the greater convexity of ~t" pedicle valve, presence of spines on the brachial
valve and differences in the internal features.

lJia.ter·ial: Twenty-three specimens, mostly decorticated, showing some
internal features, nine showing both external and internal features.

STROPHALOSIA PRIDERI sp. novo

PI. 18, figs. 15, 16; pI. 19, figs. 1-19.

1943-St1'ophalosia jukesi Etheridge fil.; Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc.W. Aust.,
28, 47, pI. 5, figs. 18-20.

IIolotype: C.P.C. 1018; from right bank of Lyndol1 River, 9 miles east
of Mia Mia Homestead, Carnarvon Basin. Bulgadoo Shale, near bottom.
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PamiY1Jes: C.P.C. 1019, 1020, 1021, 1022, 102~), 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027;
O. W.A. 34458, 34459, 34460, 34461, 34462. All from same locality and horizon
as holotype.

Diagnosis: Large Strophalosia-speeies, ontline subtrigonal to oval, con
vexity accentuated towards margins, with pointed umbo and with numerous
medium to coarse spines on both valves. Similar to S. jnkesi Etheridge fil., but
with outline more trigonal, coarser ornam€ntation, and umbo more pointed and
projecting further posteriorly.

Description: Dimensions of certain of the type specimens are as follows
(measurement of depth approximate) ;-

- 1018.

I
1019.

I
1020. 1021. 1022. 1023.

I
Length of hinge .. .. · . 24

I

23 25 15 18 26
Width . , · . .. .. 49 46 47 30 39.5 44
Length .. .. .. · . 41.5 44 41.5 27 36 42
Curvilinear length · . .. · . 60

I

60 57 34 50 65
Depth .. · . . . .. 7 7 7 3 5 7

This is one of the largest of the Western Australian species of Strophalosia.
The outline is variable, mostly subtrigonal, sometimes oval, the greatest width
lying anterior to the middle. The hinge-line is straight, one-half the greatest
width. Despite the fact that nearly every specimen, although otherwise excel
lently preserved, has suffered some flattening, it is possible to give a fairly
precise estimate of the convexity of the longitudinal outline. The pedicle valve
is low to moderately convex, evenly so over the body of the valve, but with
accentuated convexity at both posterior and anterior margins. The transverse
curve is essentially similar, the lateral margins sloping steeply, almost vertically,
with a median flattening which occasionally results in a broad shallow sinus
over the anterior portion. The alar angles are often right-angles, the alar
extremities being recurved, convex from a ventral aspect, resulting in small
ears, which are not, however, sharply delimited from the rest of the valve. In
other specimens, of oval outline, the alar angles are obtuse and there are no
ears. The umbo is rath€r variable in shape. Mostly it is wedge-shaped, pointed,
with a small cicatrix of attachment, suberect, although in some specimens the
tip is bent over to become erect and even incurved. It never overhangs the
hinge. The area is triangular, extending the whole w-idth of the hinge, undis
torted except for those few specimens where the umbo is distorted and hori
zontally striated. The height varies. In young specimens it may be as
much as one-third the width. In mature specimens it is less, varying
between one-quarter and one-eighth the width, the average being about one
sixth. For the most part the area is flat, but in specimens vvith some incurvature
of the umbo it may be slightly concave, particularly at the apex. The pseudo
deltidil1ID is narrow, ridge-like, raised, snbtriangular in shape. It is rarely
more than a millimetre wide at the base.
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The brachial valve is moderately concave, curving 111 sharply just under
the hinge, "'ith smoothly upturned nwrgins. The area is sma11er than that of
the other valve, OD ly .half as high, with a pseudochilidium corresponding to
the psendodeltidium. ,Vhere present the ears are excavated concave, corres
ponding with the convex ventral aspect. In outline this valve follows that of
the pedicle valvc, the margins a little crimped and uneven.

The ornamentation consists of spines and concentric lines of lamellae,
reflecting' the lamellose structm'e of the shell wall. On the pedicle valve the
spines are not very numerous, between twelve and fifteen over a square centi
metre on the middle of the valve. They are suberect to erect, the latter more
common towards the anterior margins, On the alar extremities they are more
numerous and reclined. Over the initial parts of the valve they are of medium
size, about half a millimetre at the base, but becoming coarser towards the
margins, sometimes measuring up to a millimetre at the base. Initially they
are arranged irregularly or subquincunci,al1y, with growth tending to hecome
arranged in lines following successive growth lamellae.

'1'he ornamentation of the brachial valve follows that of the pedicle valve,
the spines on the whole tending to be finer.

In the pedicle valve the teeth are moderately large, diverging, and concave
from the dorsal aspect. The adductor muscle scars are situated on a raised
'platform, but themselves are a little depressed. '1'hey lie a little anterior to the
hinge, and are elongate-oval in shape, separated by a narrow ridge. ,Vhether
or not each impression is in turn divided is unknown. The diductor impressions
lie in depressions, one either side of the adductors and extending farther
forward than these.

In the brachial valve the cardinal process is inclined at a large angle, about
70 degrees to the plane of the visceral disc, the posterior surface continuing in
the same plane as the area. It is large and squat, as wide as high, the measure
ment being 4 mm. in the largest instance, and projecting well into the umbonal
cavity. It is essentially trilobed, the large centre lobe being split at the apex
to give two small, closely adjacent lobes, making in all a four-lobed process.
'1'he two lateral lobes are well separated from the central mass, inclined almost
at right angles to it. The posterior surface shows the' growth striations. The
base of the process results from the junction of the median septum and two
marginal ridges, each of which partially encloses a large tooth socket, then
swings laterally at a slight angle to the hinge, almost to the lateral margin,

.then curves anteriorly, soon dying out in the body of the valve. The median
septum extends over half to two-thirds of the length of the valve. The adductor
muscles are situated immediately in front of the base of the cardinal process.
Each is separated by the median septum, and consists of an anterior and
posterior portion. The anterior part is raised, deltoid in shape, while the
posterior is depressed, crescent-shaped, and partly envelops the anterior part.
The muscle impressions are non-dendritic. Each brachial impression arises at
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the lateral extremity of the posterior clement of the adductors, curves antero
laterally to the edge of the visceral dise, but a few millimetres in from it, then
curves in Cl. semi-circle so that it parallels the median septum, and finally termi
nates in a hook a few millimetres anteriorly removed from the base of the
septulll. Most of the anterior half of the valve is covered with minute papillae
which, over the upturned region of the valve, become elongated and spinose.

In young specimens the internals of the brachial valve are essentially
similar to those described; but less developed. This applies particularly to the
marginal ridge along the hinge and to the cardinal process, which is only a stub
hardly extending behind the hinge, and barely lobed.

VarwMon in the Species: The outline and the degree of incurvature of the
umbo are the two features which show most variation. Most specimens are
subtrigonal, the greatest width lying anterior to the middle and the hinge being
one-half the greatest width. In very few specimens is the hinge less than this.
Less than one-fifth of the total number .of specimens (150) tend to be trans
versely oval in outline. In these the hinge is proportionately wider, between
one-half and three-fifths of the greatest width.

One-fifth of the specimens have the umbo erect, and in all of these the
outline is nearly trigonal. Two-fifths of the total have the umbo suberect, and
in the remainder, many of which tend to be oval, it is straight, or the tip may
be just inclined dorsally. Variation in the size of the area has already been
mentioned. It does not seem to vary in harmony with the features just
described.

Not many specimens show the internals, which seem to be fairly stable.
The cardinal process does, however, vary in attitude to the plane of the brachial
valve. In most of the specimens available, it is inclined to about 60 degrees, but
in some it is at a very much smaller angle. In every case the dorsal surface of
the process is co-planar with the dorsal cardinal area.

Comparison with other Species: S. pr'icler'i may be rather closely compared
with the Eastern Australian form, S. jt/kes?: Etheridge fil., 1880, p. 45, pI. 13,
figs. 39-43, the definition of which is still somewhat obscure. It may be dis
tinguished from S. jukesi, as generally conceived, by the following features:
the outline consistently tends to be more trigonal than that of S. jukesij the
umbo is more pointed, the ornamentation of spines more coarse and sparse. The
cardinal process in S. jukesi is much more blunt and the lobation is not as
obvious as that of the process of S. pl'icleri.

Remarks: The material upon which this species has been described was
unknown to Prendergast, who, in 1943, referred several incomplete ferruginous
casts to S. jukesi Etheridge fil. These casts, although incomplete, show features
identifying them with S. pri,cleri rather than with S. j11kesi.

The specific name is given to honour Professor R. T. PrideI', head of the
Department of Geology, University of Western Australia.

Mater?'al: Over 150 specimens, many distorted, but all well preserved.
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Subgenus HETERAI"OSIA R. H. King.

1938-R. H. King, J. Faleont., 12, 278,

Type Species-Heteralosia slocorni R. H. King, J. Faleont., 12, 278, pI. 39,
figs. 15-18.

Diagnosis: Features essentially those of St1'ophalosia, but with smooth,
non-spinose brachial valve.

Rerncwks: The diagnostic feature distinguishing H eteralos?:a from Stropha
losia is the absence of spines on the brachial valve. It is difficult to assess the
significance of this as a taxonomic feature. From the practical point of view
it is easily recognizable and serves to reduce the large number of specie.<; other
wise assigned to Strophalosia. This number of species has become cumbersome
to handle as a single unit. The recognition of Heteralosia therefore serves a
useful purpose, since it reduces this number considerably.

It is difficult to decide whether or not there is any phylogenetic basis for
this recognition. The association of species with spinose brachial valves and
those without spines on this valve is a common one, both in a particular forma
tion and over wide regions. It cannot be said with certainty (since the overall
stratigraphical ranges of most species are not known definitely) whether the
H eteralosia-type came before or after the St1'ophalosia-type. rfhe bionomic sig
nificance of the non-spinose valve is also unknown. It would appear, however,
that this absence of spines is a superficial feature, since the changeover from
spinose to non-spinose brachial valve is unaccompanied by any other funda
mental changes in external or intE'rnal features. This opinion is based on study
of the local species, and of species in the literature.

With this in mind, then, it is possible that the species constituting H etera
Zosia would represent a polyphyletic group. '1'his being so, it seems best to
regard H etemlosia as a subgenus of Strophalosia. As a subgenus it can still
serve practical needs.

STROPHAI"OSIA (HETERAI"OSIA) E'L'HERlDGEI Prendergast.

PI. 19, figs. 20-32.

1943-Strophalosia ethen:dgei Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc. TV. A?tst., 28, 43-45,
pI. 5, figs. 5-11 (not fig. 12).

1943.-StrophaZos?:a sp. ind. A. Prendergast, Ib·id., 28, 51-52, pI. 6, figs. 10-12.

Lectotype (chosen here from original author's syntypes, G.S."\V.A.
1/5242 a): Prendergast (1943), pI. 5, figs. 6, 7;, creek t mile west of Cally
tharra Springs, Wooramel River, Carnarvon Basin. CaUytharra Formation.

Diagnosis: S. (Heteralosia) -species, very small, not distorted, oval to
circular outline, with ornamentation of sparse coarSe spines and prononnced con
centric laminae. Cardinal process bilobed, spike-like. Differs from S. (H.)
prendergastae sp. novo by fewer spines, lack of deformation, and more silk~r lustre
ilud lamellose shell structure.
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Description: This is after the orginal description by Prendergast, the new
material necessitating only minor alterations. Dimensions of typical specimens
are-

I

- U.W.A.2i157a. 2i157b. 2i157d. 271578.

Width of hinge · . · . 9 6 7 7.2
Width . . · . .. 11.5 9.5 10.5 10.5
Length .. .. · . 11 9 11 11
Curvilinear length .. .. 16.5 13 16 15
Height ., · . · . approx. 2.5 " .. . .

I

Members of this species are all rather tiny. The near-geniculated margin of
~he brachial valves of many specimens indicates their maturity, despite the small
size. The pedicle valve is moderately inflated, almost hemispherical, the convexity
being much the same over most of the valve, except towards the cardinal margin
where the slope is steep, and at the anterior margin where it tends to flatten
out. The hinge is less than the greatest width, which occurs across the middle.
The umbo is flattened, bearing a prominent cicatrix of attachment, and is
separated from the hinge by a narrow triangular area, about one-tenth as high
as wide, extending the whole width of the hinge. The pseudodeltidium is tri
angular, narrow, and slightly raised; in most specimens it has fallen away,
leaving a gap. 'fhe ears are flattened and tiny, and hardly differentiated from
the rest of the shell. The ornamentation consists of spines and concentric lines
of lamellae. The shell structure is lamellose and silky. The spines are coarse for
the size of the shell, not very numerous (about 25 on the holotype), and adhere
to the surface of the shell, except towards the alar portions, where there are a
few erect spines. In general the size of the spines increases towards the anterior
margin.

The brachial valve is flat or slightly concave over the visceral portion, rather
sharply upturned at the extreme margins. The surface is silky with concentric
lines of lamellae. When crushed, these lamellae move one against the other,
riffling out to follow the pedicle valve closely, so that the valve may appear to be
deeply concave. There are no spines. The area is smaller than that of the pedicle
valve, but with a pseudochilidium a little larger than the pseudodeltidium.

In the pedicle valve the adductor muscle impressions are set high up under
the umbo on a raised eminence. The diductor impressions are set one each side,
are depressed in fossae which die out anteriorly, and are longitudinally striate.
The teeth are small, excavated, and a little diverging. From their bases a ridge
runs out laterally either side, is most prominent at the alar angles, leaving a plat
form of the ears, and dies out midway along the lateral margin. In some
specimens it continues all round the anterior margin as a cincture.

In the brachial valve the cardinal process begins at the junction of the
median septum and a pair of slight ridges, a little removed from the hinge.
Overall the cardinal process is spike-like, extending posteriorly at a slight angle to
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the plane of the valve. At the hinge it is narrow but thence becomes. slightly
bulbous, the ventral surface appearing button-like, with a raised rim, divided
by a median indentation which reaches the tip, so giving it a bilobed appearance.
The termination inclines dorsalIy. From the dorsal aspect the process is bilobed
with strong growth striations and with a median indentation running along its
length to the hinge. '1'ho teeth sockets lie at the base of the process. The semi
marginal ridges which border the sockets anteriorl;)' die out just either side of
them. The adductor muscle impression.,,: are slightly raised, set in the angle of
the semi-marginal ridges and the median septum. No pairing of the adductors
could be seen. They are non-dendritic. The median septum is narrow, raised,
extending a little less than half-way across the visceral disc, the termination
being raised higher than the rest, and bulbous. Around the lateral and anterior
margins, ~t the point of upturning, the valve is thickened almost into a marginal
ridge. This fits into the cincture described for the pedicle valve. The rest of
the surface is covered with sparse papillae which, at the margins, are elongated
anteriorly to form blunt spikes. They are most numerous along the upturned
margin.

Variation within the Species: Members of this species are most stable in their
charaeteristics. Apart from minor variation in outline, sometimes longer than
wide by a millimetre, sometimes less wide than long, almost any individual might
be taken as representative. Even immature individuals closely resemble adult
specimens, except that the cicatrix of attachment is proportionately larger and
the brachial valve shows a slight concave indentation, corresponding to the
cicatrix on the other valve, which tends to disappear in the adult.

Comparison with other Species: Only one other local species can be at all
closely compared with this one-So (H.) prendergastae sp. novo It is distin
guished from the present one by possession of many more spines, by its deformed
appearance, by its lack of silky lustre and lamellose structure on the pedicle valve,
and by its larger size and consistently larger cicatrix of attachment.

A foreign shell meriting close comparison is that described as Strophalosia
sp. ind. No. 7, by Netschajew (1911, p. 148, pI. 7, fig. 5). This is a broken pedicle
valve which, from the illustrations, is identical with S. (H.) etheridgei.

Rema1'ks: As with S. (H.) prende1'gastae, the study of many growth series
of specimens shows that this species is not the immature form of some other
species.

Material: Over 30 specimens, mostly single pedicle valves, with a few
brachial valves and conjoined valves, all in excellent preservation.

STROPHALOSIA (HETERALOSIA) IRWINENSIS sp. novo

PI. 20, figs. 1-6.

1943-Strophalosia sp. cf. gerardi King; Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc. W. Aust., 28,
46, pI. 5, figs. 14, 15.·

Holotype: U.W.A. 23441a, Fossil Cliff, Irwin River, near Mingenew. Fossil
Cliff Formation.
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Pal'alypcs: U.W.A. 12399, 23441h, 34463, 34464, 34465, 34466, 344661'1.
Same locality and horizon as holotype. U.W.A. 34467, Fossil Ridge, Holmwood
Station, same general locality and horizon as holot'ype.

Diagnosis: Similar to S. gem-rdi King (1846), but more truly oval, evenly
convex, with less prominent umbo, with brachial valve less concave and definitely
without spines.

Descr'iption: The shape, sizc and ou~line of the shell are much the same as in
S. (H.) ger'ardi King. The convexity of the pedicle valve is rather even, the
greatest convexity occurring over the visceral region; a slight median sinus may
be present, which dies out before the anterior margin; the outline, particularly
of the pedicle valve, is transversely oval ; the umbo is not prominent, the area
very slightly concave, the height about one-eighth the width. In the local speci
mens with conjoined valves, the brachial valve follows the curve of the pedicle
valve closely, but this is due to preservational flattening. Undistorted hrachial
valves are not deeply concave, the visceral disc being flat to slightly concave, the
margins being upturned rather sharply. The alar extremities are rounded.

The ornamentation on the pedicle valve consists of subquincuncially
arranged spines, tending' to a concentric arrangement, and prominent growth
lamellae. rrhe size and number of spines varies on the local specimens. The
spines are rather fine (one-third of a mi.llimetre at the base) over the initial
growth stages, but along the cardinal margin and over the later growth stages
are more coarse. In one specimen thE' spines are up to one millimetre at the
base. rrhey may be reclined or suberect. The average number of spines over
a square centimetre of the median portion is about fifteen, the extremes being
ten and twenty-three over the same area. The cicatrix of attachment may
measure up to 4 mm. in greatest dimension.

The brachial valve has no spines, the ornamentation consisting of eon
centric lines from the growth lamellae, and also faint radial striae interspersed
bE't,veen successive lamellae.

In the pedicle valve the cardinal teeth are prominent, well separated, a
little diverging, and concave on the dorso-lateral sides. The non-dendritic
adductor mnscle impressions are sitnated 011 the floor of the valve immediately
below the teeth, well up in the umbonal cavity. The nature of the diductor
muscle impressions is unknown. In the brachial valve the adductor muscle
impressions are non-dendritic, in two pairs. The anterior pail' is most
prominent, slightly raised, together making a rhomb-shape divided by the
median septum. The posterior pair is hard to distinguish, but appears to be
laterally oval-shaped, a little depressed. In one specimen, the anterior pair
of adductors are linearly striated beneath the true exterior surface, which is
partly worn away. The median septum extends from the base of the cardinal
process over about two-thirds of the length of the valve. It is thin and raised.
The cardinal process is spike-like, co-planar with the cardinal area, thus being
inclined at an angle of about 60 degrees to the plane of the visceral disc. From
the dorsal aspect it is trilobed; the central lobe is by far the largest and extends
farther posteriorly than the laterals. li'rom the ventral aspect it may appear
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bilobed OIving to the prE'seJlc:e of a 'strong' s111ells ,vhie]) tends to ~,plit the mediall
lobe, and to the very minor development of the lateral lobes. The teeth sockets
are deep, one immediately each side of the base of the process. The brachial
impressions are not preserved. Minute papillae cover much of the rest of the
surface, tending to become spinose and forward-projecting over the upturned
portion, particularly at the anterior margin.

17ar£at£on £n the Spec£es: Variation in the nature of the spines and in the
cardinal process has already been mentioned. 'rhe exact nature of the variation
in these and other features cannot be determined, however, owing to the limited
number of specimens.

Compa1'ison with other Species: As indicated earlier this species has its
closest affinities with Strophalosia (Heteralosia) gerardi King. Although
Prendergast had only one specimen, she observed differences which led her
to refrain from identifying it with gerardi. Additional material has confirmed
and added to these differences, so that they justify considering the local form
as a new species.

The specific name is derived from the name of the river, the Irwin, upon
which the holotype locality is situated.

Material: li'iftoen specimens, isolated and conjoined valves, many distorted,
but with detail well preserved.

STROPHALOSIA (HETERALOSIA) KIMBERIJEYENSIS Prendergast.

PI. 20, figs. 7-19.

1890--Strophalos'ia clarkC1: Etheridge; Foord, Geol. Mag. dec. Ill. 7, 103, pl. 5,
figs. 7-8, text-fig. 6.

1903-Strophalosia sp. ind., Etheridge fil., Bull. geol. Surv. W. A~~st, 10, 20,
pl. 1, figs. 10-12.

1943-Strophalosia kimberleyensis Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc. W. A1~st., 28,
47-50, pI. 6, figs. 1-5.

Holotype: U.W.A. 20452, nortl1 of Hill C, south side of Grant Range, West
Kimberley District. Noonkanbah Formation, upper part.

Paratype: U.W.A. 20460, same locality and horizon as holotype. U.W.A.
20455, Noonkanbah Homestead, West Kimberley District. Noonkanbah
Formation.

Other Material: A hundred or more specimens including U.W.A. 27797.
27582, 27616, from syncline just west of CooJkilya Pool, Minilya River.
Wandagee Station, Carnarvon Basin. \Vandagee Formation.

Diagnos1:s: 8trophalosia (Heteralosia)-species, characterized by concentric
lamollose shell structure without spines on brachial valve or main part of
pedicle valve, but with row of spines along hinge of pedicle valve.

Description: This is substantially as written by Prendergast, new material
necessitating some revision and additioll8.
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Dimensions of tJ'pical specimens:

U.W.A.20452. 20460. 20455. 27797.

Length of hinge 22 23.7 24.5 23
Width 27.8 30 29.3 27
Length 28.2 19.2 24.3 27
Curvilinear length 52 31 43
Height 10.8 11
Trail 4 5

The pedicle valve varies in outline from subquac1rangular to ovate and
semi-circular, longitudinally moderately to strongly convex, almost hemispherical,
the umbonal region being depressed. Older specimens are usually more strongly
convex. '1'he hinge-line averages three-quarters of the greatest width, which
occurs across the middle. There are no true ears, the alar angles being slightly
obtuse and rounded. '1'he area extends the full length of the straight hinge, it:;
height is one-fifth its length, and it is bisected by a narrow closed delthyrium.
'1'he umbo is not prominent, not pointed, the apex set well back from the hinge,
sometimes showing a small cicatrix of attachment.

In this species the shell structure is so loosely lamellose that the outer
surface is particularly susceptible to damage, and the true ornamentation has
been difficult to ascertain. Of a large number of specimens only a few brachial
valves are considered to sho,v the exact external surface. Some, however, which
are only slightly weathered, show more of the ornamentation than do those
upon which the original description was based.

'1'he absence of spines was considered by Prendergast to be an important
characteristic of this species. It can now be isaid that the species is spinose:
there is a row of spines of medium size along the cardinal margin of the pedicle
valve, six or seven each side of the umbo. Under the microscope the traces of
the bases may be seen even on many imperfectly preserved specimens. The
rest of the shell seems to be non-spinose; there are certainly no spines on the
brachial valve. Over the remainder of the pedicle valve there are concentric
lines of lamellae, fairly widely spaced. A few specimens show fine, close-set
striae betw€en succes~"ive lines of lamellae.

Whether or not these striae are continuous over many inter-lamellar
spaces cannot be determined. On some specimens the surface of inner lamellae
shows numerous very tiny pits. These do not show on the surface of the outer
lamellae constituting the true outer surface. Sectioning has shown that they
persist through many of the lamellae making up the shell wall. It is almost
certain that this pnnctate appearance in section is due to the successive dimpling
of each lamella, the reflection of papillae on the internal surface.

'1'he brachial valve is flattish or slightly concave over the visceral di"c,
with evenly upturned margins, sometimes subgeniculate, internally usually
geniculate owing to thickening at the lateral and anterior margins. '1'he area
conespomls to that of the pedicle valve, but the height i;,; usuall.y less. The
ornamentation consist;,; of concentric lines from the lamellae, ane1 of very
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minute close-set dimples, very much elongated ~adial1y, and commonly terminat
ing anteriorly in a pit, corresponding to those on the pedicle valve. The
illterspaces might be termed striae, corresponding to those on pa,rt at least of
the pedicle vgJve, 'l.'here a,l'e. no spines on this. valve.

In the pedicle valve the teeth are strong, triangular and diverging from
one another. IJaterally they arise from 8 ridge which lies at a small angle
t.o the hinge and separates it and the alar extremities from the visceral cavity.
On either side, this ridge continues in front of the alar extremities, leaving
them platform-like, and so to the lateral margins. In front of each of the alar
platforms, behind the ridge, is a narrow groove, into which fits a ridge on the
inside of the brachial valve. The adductors are elongated and situated almost
under tll;: teeth. The diductors are large, longitudinally striate, extending
further anteriorly than the adductors, and separated by a median prominence,
hardly to be called a septum. The anterior surface is dimpled.

In the brachial valve, owing to thickening of the shell, the interior surface
is geniculate, a raised ridge separating the visceral disc from the trail. This
ridge extends laterally and posteriorly, almost to the hinge, leaving the alar
extremities thickened and platform-like. On the visceral disc the median
septum extends for two-thirds of the length, and continues posteriorly as a
prominent cardinal process, which extends well beyond the hinge, in the plane
of the visceral disc. It is basically trilobed, but in some specimens there is a
median depression on the main body of the process, which continues to the
posterior extremity to give four lobes, the inner lobes almost conjoined, the
extreme lateral ones well separated from these. At the base of the process, one
either side of it, are the two tooth sockets. 'rhe adductor muscles are set in a
depression anterior to the sockets, which decreases anteriorly and which is
bounded posteriorly by a slight ridge. The anterior adductors are shield-shaped,
elongated antero-posteriorly. 'rhe posterior pair are ovally elongated laterally,
and the brachial impressions arise from their lateral extremities. The brachial
impressions are very outstanding. 'rhey swing outwards almost to the lateral
border, follow the lateral and antero-lateral borders of the visceral disc, .and
turn posteriorly parallel to the median septum. They may terminate at a
point level with the end of the septum, or they may continue for a slight dis
tance of 1 or 2 mm. beyond it. The anterior part of the inside surface is
covered with numerous minute papillae, commonly elongated longitudinally.
They are especially prominent over the cincture and geniculated region.

'1'he most outstanding feature of the internals of both valves is that the
actual visceral cavity is much smaller than would be thought from an inspection
of the external appearance. This is due to the thickening of the posterior and
alar margins on the inside of both valves, and also to the thickening of the
lateral and anterior margins of the brachial valve.

Variation within the Species: Variation in outline and shape has already
been mentioned, the important point being that with age the specimen becomes
more highly convex. Other variable features, however, do not seem to vary in
harmony. The median septum may extend from one-half to two-thirds
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the length of the visceral disc. The cardinal process varies a little in shape
and prominence. In some specimens it is more spike-like than blunt, and if so
j<; usually trilobed. Where blunt and wide, it is usually quadrilobed.

Cornpa1'ison with other Species: S. (H.) kimberleyensis is distinguishable
from other species of the genus by the absence of spines over any other part of
the surface except for a single row along the cardinal margin of the pedicle
valve. Prendergast (1943) compares it with Strophalos·ia clarke'i (Etheridge)
and mentions that the external appearance of the two species is similar. The
original author of S. clarkei, however, described it as having numerous slender
spines. Externally, the two species could only be compared if the ornamenta
tion of specimens of S. clarkei had been removed in the course of preservation.
Even then, as Prendergast remarks, S. (H.) kirnberleyensis is distinguished by
the flattened umbonal region, longer hinge-line and more concave brachial valve.

Material: Several hundred specimens, well preserved, although most are
abraded and many are distorted.

STROPHALOSIA (HETERALOSIA) PRENDERGASTAE sp. novo

PI. 20, figs. 20-35.

1943-St1'ophalosia cf. St1'ophalosia beecheri Rowley; Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc.
W. Aust., 28, 41-42, pI. 5, figs. 1-3.

Holotype: U.W.A. 28444a; 350 yards west of the fence between Barabiddy
and WeeI' Paddocks, 2,220 yards south of gate in that fence, near Barabiddy
Creek, south of vVandagee Homestead, Carnarvon Basin. Cundlego Formation.

Paratypes: 28444b; same locality and horizon as holotype. U.W.A. 20449;
Waltharrie Pools, vVooramel River. Callytharra Formation. U.W.A. 34468,
34469, 34470, 34471, 34472, 34473; limestone at base of Mount Hardman, West
Kimberley District. Liveringa FOl'mation, Hardman Member. U.W.A. 34474;
Fossil Ridge, Holmwood Station, near Mingenew, Irwin River District. Fossil
Cliff Formation.

Diagnosis: H eteralosia-species with thin visceral cavity, distinguished in
particular by very numerous fine spines and by unusually large cicatrix of
attachment; these features distinguish it from S. (ll.) etheridgei Prendergast.

DesC1'iption: Representatives of this species are all small in size, with an
irregular outline due to attached mode of life in the early growth stages.

Dimensions of some of the type specimens are-

- 28444a. 28444b. 34468. 34469.

Length of hinge .. .. 7.5 7.5 7.5 6.8
Width .. · . .. 12.5 13.5 13 9.5
Length . . .. .. 11.5 15.7 12.5 9
Curvilinear length · . .. 20 n 18 [2
Height .. · . .. 4 5 .. 2.:3
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'rhe cicatrix of attachment is large, usually to one side of the umbo, so that
the umbonal region is most distorted, resulting in the hinge being at an angle
to the direction of growth. 'rhe resultant irregular outline is most obvious
from the dorsal aspect. In front of the cicatrix the pedicle valve is more or
less regularly, and rather strongly, convex. It may, however, show some flatten
ing over the visceral region. 'l'ransversely the flanks are steep, the middle
somewhat flattened but without a median sinus. There are no true ears; the
alar extremities sometimes show a slight recurvature but are not differentiated
from the body of the valve. The alar angles are obtuse. The hinge-line is
straight, one-half to two-thirds the greatest width, which lies across or slightly
in front of the middle. 'L'he umbonal region is not prominent, being flattened
by the cicatrix of attachment, and is separated from the hinge by a narro""
area, about one-eighth as high as wide, persisting over the entire width of the
hinge. In most specimens the area is equally developed either side of the low
narrow triangular pseudodeltidium and is not distorted. Except for the area
of attachment the surface of the valve is covered by numerous fine spine-bases,
rather elongated, giving off reclined, semi-erect and erect spines. The spines
vary in size from fine to very fine, none exceeding half a millimetre at the base.
The reclined spines are finest. Even allowing for the effects of decortication,
the number of spines seems to vary somewhat. On the pedicle valve of the
holotype there are about 80; on that of a partially decorticated paratype there
are 40. 'l'he limits of variation of this feature probably lie within these figures.
The arrangement of the spine-bases is irregular or ,subquincuncial, spines of
varying attitude and size occurring indiscriminately together. The lamellose
character of the shell, common to species of the genus, is not very noticeable
on this valve. On one partially decorticated specimen, a paratype 28444b, the
spines are nearly all removed and the exposed elongated roots of the bases give
an almost pseudocostate appearance to the surface. Growth wrinkles are not
prominent.

The brachial valve is moderately concave. Most specimens have this valve
crushed in, so that the concavity appears to be greater than it actually is. Over
the initial part the valve is flat, mirroring the cicatrix on the pedicle valve; then it
becomes smoothly concave, gradually flattening towards the anterior margin.
The lamellose structure of the shell is more apparent on this valve, resulting in
concentric lines of laminae. So far as can be judged, no spines are present.
'L'he area is similar to that of the pedicle valve, with a well developed pseudo
chilidium. 'L'he angle between the two areas is very obtuse.

In the pedicle valve the cardinal teeth are small, bluntly triangular, scarcely
diverging. At their lateral sides they are excavated, concave from a brachial
aspeCt.

In the brachial valve the cardinal process is large, and from the dorsal aspect
bulbous, bilobed, the lobation hardly discernible. It extends well into the umbonal
cavity, in the same plane as the area of the valve, and arises from the junction of
the median septum and a pair of slight marginal ridges, one either side of the
septum, which partially enclose the prominent tooth sockets.
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The above internal characters were described from specimens the identity of
which was undoubted. Other internal features can be drawn from a limonitic
internal cast, which is most probably a specimen of this species. This is not
absolutely certain, however, and so the description of this specimen is made
separately. The median septum extends over half the visceral disc. It is thin and
barely raised. Joining it to form the beginning of the cardinal process are
two marginal or semi-marginal ridges, separated from the hinge by about a
millimetre, and forming the anterior edge of the tooth sockets: in front of these,
on the flattened portion corresponding to the cicatrix on the other valve, are the
adductors. They seem to be in two pairs. The posterior are oval laterally, the
smaller anterior pair are on the curve at which the valve begins its concavity.
The rest of the surface is covered with minute papillae, finer on the anterior
portion.

In the pedicle valve only the position of the raised adductors can be seen.
They are placed on the anterior edge of the flattened area of attachment.

Variation within the Species: The size of the cicatrix of attachment and
resultant distortion of the shell are variable features in this species. In some
specimens the cicatrix is small, less than 10 sq. mm.; the largest is 15 sq. mm.
'rhe size is always such as to indicate that the specimen must have lived attached
for much of the early stages of growth.

In ornamentation the variation present is difficult to assess owing to the
particular degree of decortication and weathering suffered by many specimens.
As mentioned above, the spines vary in number, attitude, and size, diffBrences in
these partieulars apparently being haphazard. The average number is 50-60 on
the pedicle valve, erect spines being larger than those reclined, and more
numerous towards the anterior. 'rhe arrangement is irregularly subquincuncial
over the visceral disc, but tends to be quite irregular towards the margins.

Comparison with other Species: 'rhis species was compared to S. beecheri
Rowley (Weller, 1914, p. 146, pI. 19, figs. 37-38) by Prendergast (1943). It is
similar to Rowley's species, but it differs from it in that the local species is more
densely spinose, does not show concentric lines of lamellae to the same extent a.<;
S. beechen:, and possesses a larger cicatrix of attachment. Actually, comparison
between the two species is difficult, as the identity of the American species rests
solely on one pedicle valve from the Carboniferous Louisiana limestone of Illinois.
Besides the morphological differences there is also a great difference in the age
of occurrence of the two species, S. (H.) prendergastae being Middle Permian,
and S. beecher"i Carboniferous (Mississippian).

This species should not be confused with any other of the 'Western Australian
species.

It differs from the local species, S. (H.) ethel'idgei Prendergast, in its much
larger, more numerous spines, larger size, larger cicatrix of attachment, more
quadrate outline and consistent distortion; for the same reasons it also differs
from the shell described as Str"ophaZosia sp. incl. No. 7, by Netschajew (1911,
p. 148, pI. 7, fig. 5).
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Remarks: The specific name is given to honour K. L. Prendergast, who was
the first to make a systematic study of Western Australian Productacea.

Material: Twelve specimens showing both external and internal features,
variously preserved, most of them well preserved.

UNCERTAIN SPECIES.

The following two species have been recorded but are doubtfully present.
They are Strophalosia clarlcei Etheridge (PI. 18, figs. 1, 2 herein) from the
Carnarvon Basin, and S. (Heteralosia) tem{,ispina \¥aagen, from the Irwin
River District.

The first species has recently been revised by Maxwell (1954, pp. 546-547).
Hitherto its definition was most obscure. Prendergast (1943) referred two of
her specimens, both brachial valves (AUJSt. Mus. F36234, F36235), to S. cla~·kei.

These almost certainly belong to S. multispinifem Prendergast, herein revised.
The fact that this is Prendergast's own species has no bearing on this opinion, for
the original description of multispinifem was limited to pedicle valves.

S. (H.) tenuispina may conceivably be present in the West Australian
Permian.

STROPHAI,OSIA (HE'l'ERALOSIA) TENUISPINA \Vaagen.

PI. 20, figs. 36, 37.

1884--Strophalosia tenuispina Waagen, Palaeont. indica, Salt Range Fossils,
p. 654, pI. 64, figs. 2-7.

1943-Strophalosia tenuispina Waagen; Prendergast, J. Roy. Soc. W. Aust.,
28, 52, pI. 6, fig. 9.

1944-Strophalosia (Heteralosia) tenuispina vVaagen; Reed, Palaeont. indica,
N.S.,23 (2), 106.

Material: U.vV.A. 20451. One indifferently preserved pedicle valve. Fossil
Cliff, Irwin River, near Mingenew. Fossil Cliff Formation.

The diagnosis and description are taken directly from Prendergast (1943,
p. 52). The dimension of height given is synonymous with length as used in this
paper.

" D'iagnosis: Shell circular to oval in outline, hinge-line equal to maximum
width, pedicle valve but slightly inflated, dorsal valve concave. Surface orna
mentation finely lamellose with sparsely distributed oblique spines. Pedicle
valve non-sinuate, area high, with flat, narrow, linear pseudodeltidium. Small
scar of attachment.

"Brachial valve with small linear area, surface ornamentation not known.
" Description: This species is known by a single specimen of a pedicle valve

from the Irwin River.
" Dimensions of valve:

Height 17.8 nUll.

Maximum width 21.3 mm.
"The specimen is rather weathered, but shows the fine spines; these are

represented nOW onl.y as rather worn bases; tIle Sl)ines are tangential to the shell
surface and some of them adpressed. 'rhey al'{~ arranged more or less in
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concentric rows, each row separated from the previous one and that following
by lamellae. On the lateral margins larger spines are developed, and these show
a curious marking, almost a facet developed on the ventral surface of each spine.
vVhether this is the effect of weathering it is impossible to say. The spines, apart
from their concentric arrangement, also show a roughly quincuncial arrangement.

" The area of this species is very distinctive among Strophalosias, being flat
and in the plane of the commissure of the valves. It is interrupted by a very
narrow, parallel-sided pseudodeltidium."

For comparison with other species Prendergust refers to the account of
Strophalosia (i.e., Hetemlosia) ethericlgei in the same work. No mention of
S. ten1tispina is made there. If anything this species most closely resembles S.
(H.) ir·winensis of all other local Heteralosia-species. '1'he only apparent dif
ference is that the hinge-line is wider than in any of the specimens described as
8. (H.) irwinensis.

Remarks: '1'he record of this species was based solely on one pedicle valve
rather indifferently preserved. The state of the specimen is such that it could
be S. (H.) tenttiSl)ina, but equally as well belong to other species, in particular
the local species S. (H.) irwinens'is. It seems presumptuous to decide one way
or the other. Having noted the possibility of ll1isidentification in view of the
nature of the specimen, and since it is possible that the form is S. (H.) tenui
spina, it has been decided to record the species as described by Prendergast.

'It

ECOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS.

.t'l.. palaeoecological study of the \Vestern Australia productids, distributed
over wide areas and occurring throughout much of the Permian succession,
would require, first, investigation of the individual species, followed by Cl

synthesis of the resultant information to give the synecology of genera, and
groups of genera, over different areas at different times. ]'01' such a task both
material and data are grossly insufficient at the present time, particularly with
regard to the necessary field studies. '1'he discussion which follows is, then,
confined to general observations more or less connected together to give an
over-all picture.

Evidence for this discussion has been gathered from a study of the enclos
ing sediments; frOIlt studies of the associatecl faunas, of the morphological
features of the species and the bionomie interpretations thereof, of their associa
tions, species to species, as preserved in the rocks, and of their mode of preserva
tion; and from field studies in the Irwin River area.

THE ENCLOSING SEDIJYIENTS.

The matrix in which the vast majority of specimens are fonnd has been
either little altered beyond normal consolidation, or to some extent enriched in
Iron.

Where the enclosing sediment has not been much altered most ;:;pecimens
are contained in an essen~ially similar matrix. This is a very fine sandstone,
friable, micaceous, often with a high primary iron-content present as a coating
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On the grains, and ranging in colour from grey-green to brown and reddish
brown. It is generally calcareous; most of the calcite is composed of organic
fragments. With an increasing amount of iron, usually limonite, the sandston.~

becomes harder and less friable; the granular calcareous matter is gradually
leached away, and the sediment finally becomes a hard uniform limonitic mass,
the original characters of thc sediment being largely lost. In the less extrem'2
instances, however, the sediment appears to have been, before alteration, the
same very fine sandstone as that preserved unchanged. Moulds of specimens
f.ound in the intensely ferruginized material, of which, for example, the
Liveringa l<'ormation is largely composed, are often hollow, and on being broken
occasionally yield a fine loose sand, preserved from further alteration by the
hard casing of the mould. For many specimens this sand is probably almost
unchanged from the sediment originally enclosing the shell and the substratuDl
in which the animal lived.

Such an occurrence is unusual. Sedimentary analysis of the sand showed
it to be a very fine sand (Wentworth terminology), 70 per cent. by weight
falling into the size category ] 18th to 1/16th millimetres, and over 10 ]ler
cent. into the clay fraction. It ,vas composed of subangular grains showing
medium sorting, predominantly of quartz with occasional authigenic rims. 'rlJi.'
subsidiary minerals were altered potash felspar, biotite and muscovite. Heavy
nVinerals, including calcite, were rare. '1'he brownish colour of the "and was
due to iron-coating. There was no unaltered sediment outside the moulds, ;,0

whether or not the quartz authigenesis preceded the limonitization of the
sediment could not be determined.

It is probably significant that so many specimens should be consistently
f.ound in a sediment of the same general lithological type, at different strati
graphical levels and at different places. 'rhis applies particularly to the
succession above the Callytharra lj1ormation in the Carnarvon Basin. (It also
seems to apply in the sediments of another area with which I am familiar
the Carboniferous and Permian of the Hunter Valley in New South Wales.
More productids, both species and individuals, are found in the finer than
coarser sediment,;; the coarser is relatively richer in pelecypoda and gastropoda.)

'rh\'- emphasis so far has been on the most prevalent enclosing sediment.
Species of the Productacea, however, are not confined entirely to the one type
of matrix. In the Nura Nura member and Callytharra and Fossil Cliff l<'orllla
tions, they are also found in impure limestone bands. For the most part this
limestone is not massive, but appears to be made up very largely of the 8ame
very fine micaceous sand as mentioned, together with fragmentary organic
remains, the whole cemented by calcium carbonate.

An occasional matrix is a fine red silt, in colour and consistency like
jewellers' rouge. In most instances this silt occurs as blebs in the usual finc
sandy matrix of the Carnarvon Basin, sometimes infilling enclosed shells,more
or less as a secondary matrix. In several examples, however, specimens of
Linop't·ocl1/.et1/.s canCri?1iforl'n1's occur in slabs of the silt, packed haphazardly
together, anc1morphologically exactly the same as specimens of the same species
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which Occur most free[ nently in the other sediment. Occurrences such as these
may be due to post-mortem transport or to slumping. At least one species
occurs in numbers in coarse sandstones and grits. This is Taeniothaerus
teicherti, an extremely large and robust form, well equipped for near-strandline
conditions. The matrix is persistently gritty, with well rounded pebbles and
broken-up shell fragments.

THE ASSOCIATED FAUNA.

It is not possible just now to give a detailed and comprehensive account
of the faunal associations of the West Australian Productacea. Instead, only
those associations are discussed which are the most obvious and, more important,
which persistently occur.

Although productid specimens occur isolated amongst specimens of other
invertebrate gTOUpS, the specimens of anyone species are usually found packed
together in "fossil" communities, so reflecting the gregariousness typical of
brachiopods. These communities commonly are associated with communities
of other productids (nearly always of different genera), other brachiopods, and
other invertebrate groups, although occasionally the community may be so
densely packed that other animals are not found within an area of a few square
yards on the same bed. This sharing of the same general environment with a
rich and varied fauna indicates a lack of marked ecological preferences on the
part of most productid species.

The most intimate association is with bryozoa of both branching and
encrusted types. This is well exemplified in the }110ssil Oliff Formation, the
fauna of which might be described, in terms of individuals present, as a
brachiopod-bryozoan assemblage. In this instance there may have been some
re-working; nevertheless this close association of brachiopoda (including the
productids) and bryozoa is common in other formations of the general
succession.

Other brachiopoda are also frequently found with productid species. Most
commonly these are large forms, N eospirifer fasciger (Keyserling), N. byroen
sis (Glauert), N. rostalintts (Hosking), N. harclmanni (Eth. fil.), Streptorhyn
thus lt~lt~t:gt~i Hosking and Cle·iothyTiclina, f'oyssii penta. Prenclergast being
representative, particularly in the Wandagee Formation and Nalbia member
in the Oarnarvon Basin. Species of Chonetes and Dielasma are also commonly
associated.

Plates of the bizarre crinoid genus Calceolispongia are very often found
with productid species, large and small. Calceolispongia was an animal of
gregarious habit, living in communities of countless individuals (Teichert,
1949), so large and compact that other shelled animals could not inhabit the
same area. However, the persistent presence of the heavy basal plates, not so
easily transported as the other plates, suggests that the communities of both
groups lived close together. Small productids, such as the small Strophalosia
species, may have used the stems of Calceolospong·ia, or of the other rarely
found crinoids, as points of attachment during their early life (see also Stehli,
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1954, p. 287). '1'he cicatrix of attachment of a few of these Strophalos'ia speci
mens shows traces of crinoid stem markings. Oertainly, Calceolispongia and
small St1'op7wlosia-species are commonly associated in the sediments.

Simple corals are comparatively rare in the ,Vestern Australian Permian.
'rhey are occasionally fonud attached to large prodnctid shells. PtcrophyllwJn
austmle Hinde is very common in the ,Fossil Oliff Formation together with one
or two species of productids. Thamnopom immensa, the only coral to occur in
gTeat numbers above the Oallytharra F'oI'mation and its equivalent$, occurs asso
ciated with species of Linop1'oductus in the Nalbia Member. Specimens of
Taeniothaerus miniliensis, and the large Dictyoclost1ls-species, also acted as host
to the so-called parasitic worm Conchotl'ema (Teichert, 1945), to an orbiculoid
brachiopod, to adherent spats of St1'ophalosia-species and, possibly, Aulosteges
species, and to Etheridgina. Though some of these occurrences can be deter
mined as having taken place after the death of the host animal, others cannot.
Strophalos1:a, EthC1"idgina, and the orbiculoid probably fastened on to the shell
both during and after the life of the host. Specimens of these forms can be
found attached near the anterior margin of the brachial valve of the host
shell, with the spine-bascs of the host, beneath the area of attachment, being only
partially developed. '1'hese occurrences indicate an attachment probably com
mensal during the life of the host animal. On the other hand, a host shell may
have attached specimens over all parts of both valves, so that some of these
forms must have taken up their position after the death of the host.

A close association with abundant pelecypoda and gastropoda seems to have
been comparatively rare. The pectinids are the most commonly associated of
the pelecypoda, and the bellerophontids of the gastropoda, wherever such asso
ciation is found. Conularia warthi ,Vaagen (scyphopod n is commonly
associated with productids, particularly in the Oallytharra ]1'ormation and
Fossil Oliff Formation.

The faunal associations so far described are similar to those in the Permian
sediments of the Hunter Valley of New South ,Vales. In this area productids
are most closely associated with bryozoa, other brachiopods (particularly spiri
ferids), simple corals and occasional crinoids. Abund:mt association with
pelecypod and gastropod individuals is rare. The same mutual exclusion is
discussed by Stehli (1954).

INTER-RELATIONSHIPS OF PRODUCTID SPECIES.

A species of a genus is rarely found in isolation; usually it will be asso
ciated with species of other genera, although, as far as can be seen, there was
little commingling of closely similar species. The relative abundance of indi
viduals of the associated species, however, varies at different localities and over
different parts of the sequence. Thus Ta.eniothaerus miniliensis and Linopro
ductus cancriniformis are species often found together over much of the general
succession above the Oallytharra and its equivalents, but the former is especially
abundant in the ,Vandagee Formation and the latter in the Coolkilya
G-rerwacke.
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The commensal relationship between speeies 0.£ Ethel'idgina, Strophalosia
(and possibly A.nlosteges-species), and large-shelled species has been mentioned.
Common host species are Taeniothael'ns miniliensis, T. sp. cf. miniliensis, Dictyo
clostus callytharrensis, D. magmts. and large N eosp'irifer species, and, particu
larly, Waagenoconcha imperfecta. The attachment of Strophalosia to pro
ductinid shells has also taken place in other areas; Trechmann (1921) described
the attachment of specimens of S. lamellosa Geinitz to the long cardinal spines
of Horridonia horridus (Sowerby).

The bionomics of the group are treated in the discussion on morphology
(pp. 19-26). The most important ecological features mentioned there are the
functional value attributed to the ornamentation, and the living position adopted
by the living animal.

CONCLUSIONS.

The habitat of the group can only be described III general terms, for the
information on particular species is sparse. The procluctids were gregarious,
living in large communities. It is suggested that in the populations charac
terized by upturned margins (the majority) each individual rested almost
covered by the surrounding sediment, well camouflaged, so that there would not
be much evidence of the presence of the animal except for part. of the margins
and umbo of the shell and the slight slurry caused by the current of water set
up by the water-circulatory system.

If the population density was high, the areas occupied by such communi
ties, productinid or strophalosiinid, were largely free of other shelly benthos,
except perhaps bryozoa and smaller strophalosiinids; if the population density
was not high, a community cohabited to varying degrees with other forms.
Such forms, for the most part also gregarious, comprised in particular bryozoa,
large spiriferids, Calceolispongia-species, other brachiopoda such as Streptoryn
ch~£s- and Chonetes-species, and possibly small communities of simple corals or
of the tabulate genus Thamnopora.

The nature of the sediment, the associated fauna, and the particular mor
phology of the productid shell indicate a near-shore environment in the neritic,
possibly the infra-neritic, zone. Disturbance of the substratum by currents or
wave action is suggested by the evidence of slumping, the presence of frag
mental brOken-down remains, and the frequent separation of the two valves of
productid specimens, as well as the constituent parts of other organisms (e.g.
Calceolispongia). This action, with the fine-grained sediment, must have made
the surrounding water turbid at times. Productid species must have been
fairly tolerant of such conditions. The rich fauna associated with productid
species indicates environments favorable to benthonic life, although, as can be
judged from the distribution of productid species and of the other faunal
elements, such environments were not static but shifted laterally and in time.
Close comparisons and analogies can be made between the above picture and
that of Stehli (1954).
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PRODUOTINAE.

A ?llosteges baracoodensis X X x
A. reelinis X
A. fairbridge i X
A. ingens X x X X x X
A. lyndonensis x X
A. spinosus X X
A. sp. ind. A. X
Didyoclostus callytharrensis X X X x x x
D.magnus X X X
D. wadei X
K ratov-ia rnieraeanthu X
K. sentieosu X
K. spinulosa. x X X X
K. sp. ind. A X
Linoproduetu8 eancriniformis X X X X X X X X X
L. cara foordi X X X
L. Iyoni X X X x
M urginifera gratiodentalis X x X x x X X X
Taeniothuerus coolkiliensis .. X X
T. 'irwinen81:8 X x
']'. (?).f! p,teheri X
']'. rniniliens':s X
T. sp. aJI. minil-iensis X x
']'. cf. subquadratus
']'. teieherti X x

STROPHALOSIINAE.
Etheridgina rnuirwoodae X X X
Strophalosia rnultispin~fera x X X X
S. prideri X X x
S. (Heteralosiu) etheridgei X X X
S. (H). irwinensis X
S. (H.) kimberleyensis X X X x X
S. (H.) prendergastae X X X X X X
S. (H.) tenuispina X X

TABLE 1.

Stratigraphical distribution in the three areas of marine Permian sediments in Western Australia. The Irwin Basin is represented by the only
formation in which productinid and strophalosiinirl species occur. Positive occurrence is denoted by X, doubtful occurrance is denoted by x.
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Dictyoclos/us ca.llytharrensis X X x x x
Linoproductus cancriniformis X X X X X X X X
L. rora foordi X X
L.lyoni X X x
A ulostege8 baracoodensis X x
A. spinosus X
D. magnus X X
Krotovia micracantha X
K. senticosa X
K. spinulosa x X X X
K. sp. ind. A. X
Taeniothaerus irwinensis X x
T. miniUensis X x x x X x x X X x
Auloste.ges lyndonensis x X
A. ingcl1<'J X x X X x X
M arginifera gratiodentalis X x X x x X X X
Taeniothaerus coolkiliensis X
T. sp. aff. miniliensiJ X
T. tdcherti X x
Aulosteges sp. ind. A. X
D. wadei X
Waaqenoconcha imperfecta x X
A ulosteges reclinis X
A. fairbridgei X
T. (?) jletcheri X

8TROPHALOSIINAE.
-S. (Heteralosia) etheridgei X X
B. (H.) irwinensis X
S. (H.) prendergastae X x X X X X
-Strophalosia multispinifera x X X
S. prideri X
S. (H.) kimberleyensis X X X x X
Etheridgina muirwoodae .. X X X

TABLE 2.
Same as for Table 1, but. Irwin Basin omitted. Species arranged in order of first appearance in the Carnarvon Basin. Pogitive occurrence denoted by X.

·doubtful by x.
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PIWDUC'I'INAE. .
A. reclinil1*
A. fairbrirlgei*
A. ingen,
A. lynrlonensis x
A. spinosus X X
A. sp. incl. A.
Dictyoclostus wllytharrensi4 X X X
D. magnusj: X X
D. warlei*
Kroto'riet 'nicracanthet X
K. senticosa, X
Linoprorluctus com foordit .. X X X
L.lyonit X X X
Waetgenoconcha 'imperfecta ..
Taeniothaerus coolkiliensis .. X
T. (?) jletclteri
T. ·irwinensis:j: X X
T. sp. all'. miniliensil1
T. cf. 8ubquarlratu8
T. teicherti* X

STROPHALOSITNAE.
Ethen:rlgina muirwoodad ..
S. (Heteralosia) irwinensis* X X
S. (H.) kimberleyensist
Strophalosia m,'lltispinifemt
S prideri

X x
X

X

x

x
x

x
x x
X

X

x
x X

X
x

x x
X
X

• Species of particular stratigraphical value.
·bllBlns.

Stratig,raphically valuable species common to two basins. Stratigraphieally valuable species common to all three

TABLE 3.
Stratigraphical distribution of species with restricted ranges. X, positive occurrences. x, doubtful occurrences.



..
DISTRIBUTION AND FAUNAL RELATIONSHIPS.

DISTRIBUTION AND REGIONAL CORRELATION.

The stratigraphical distribution of the species is shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Further collecting is likely to extend the range of some species.

The general distribution charts show some species with short ranges: these
have been selected to make up Table 3. Not all the species can be considered
as of equal value for stratigraphical work. Those species which, by reason of
their widespread distribution, abundant preservation, and ease of recognition,
are considered to be of particular value, are distinguished by asterisks. Of
these, some ar€ common to bOUI Canning" and· Carnarvon Basins;
and one sp€cies is common to all three major areas, Dictyoclos!t~~s

rnagnus. Th€ species without asterisks have short ranges so far as is known
at present, but some of them have been only recently recognized, or are doubt
fully distinct, as is indicated by open nomenclature. Others have less limited
overall range, but vary in frequency of individuals from one formation to
another. Thus Taeniothaerus rniniliensis is particularly prominent in the
Wandagee and Noonkanbah :B-'ormations; Linoprocluctus cancrinifo1ynis in the
Coolkilya Greywacke; Marginifem gmtioclentalis in the Cundlego and Wan
dagee Formations (not found below the Cundlego) ; Dictyoclostus callytha1Ten
sis and S. (Hetemlos1:a) etheridgei are very abundant in the Callytharra
Formation.

Only five species are common to all three areas-Dictyoclostus callytharren
sis,· D. rnagnus,· Linop1'oductus cancriniforrnis,· S. (Heteralosia) prende1'gastae,·
and possibly, L1:noproductus lyoni. Those common to the Carnarvon Basin and
the Canning Basin are: A. ingens; D. callythan'ensis; D. rnagm~s; Linoproduc
tus cancriniforrnis; possibly L. lyoni; Taeniothaerus rniniliensis; S. (Hetera
losia) kirnberleyensis; S. (H.) prendergastae,· and Skophalosia rnultispinifera.
'l'welve species are common to the Irwin District and the Carnarvon Basin:
Aulosteges baracoodensis,· A. spinosus; Dictyoclorstus callytharreniSis; D.
magnus,· Linoproductus cancriniforrnis; L. com foordi; L. lyoni; Taeniothaerus
coolkiliensis; T. irwinensis; S. (Heteralosia) ethe1'idgei; S. (H.) i1'winensis; and
S. (H.) prendergastae.

Of the species common to the Carnarvon Basin and Irwin River District
five are common in, and restricted to, the Fossil Cliff and Callytharra Forma
tions, thus confirming the generally accepted correlation between these forma
tions. The inclusion of the Nura Nura member of the Poole Sandstone in the
Canning Basin in this correlation is supported by the presence of Dictyoclostus
magnus, restricted to the Callytharra and Fossil Cliff Formations and to the
Nura Nura member.

Above the Callytharra Formation and its equivalents, the detailed correla
tion .between formations of the Carnarvon and Desert Basins is not much
affected by the productid species. They certainly suggest. the general core
lation of the Byro Group (Coyrie Formation to Baker Sandstone) with the
Noonk:anbah Formation and possibly the Lightjack member of the Liveringa
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J<'orlllatiol1. '1'he \Vandagee "B'orlllation can be considered to have its closest
equivalent in the Noonkanbah Formation. The only evidence to suggest a
correlation of the Coolkilya Greywacke with the Lightjack member (apart from
the species with longer ranges common to both) is that many species, hitherto
commonly represented, are no longer present above these two formations.

By and large, then, the productid fauna confirms the already accepted
correlations for the marine Permian in vVestern Australia put forward by
'1'eichert (1941) and 'l'homas and Dickins (1954).

Apart from the aspect of correlation, the distribution of the species shows
other features. In the Irwill Basin, with a total sedimentary thickness of
nearly 4,000 feet, procluctid species are found only in the one richly fossili
ferous formation, the Fossil Cliff Formation, which contains fourteen species.
In the Carnarvon Basin productid species are found most abundantly in the
Callytharra Formation (as least fifteen species), the vVandagee Formation (at
least thirteen species), and the Coolkilya Greywacke (six species). Between
and above these are formations either very poor in productid species, or chiefly
.characterized by a molluscan fauna of pelecypoda, or generally poor in marine
fossils of any kind. In the Canning Basin the Nura Nura member contains
less than four productid species, the Poole Sandstone above this apparently none
at all, the Noonkanbah }1'ormation at least ten species, the Lightjack member
of the Liveringa Formation not more than six, and the Hardmanmernber
(removed from the Lightjack by approximately 2,000 feet of sediment) six
species. '1'he procluctid fauna of the Harclman member is conspicuously
different from the earlier fauna.

Finally, the formations most abundant in productid species and individuals
are also those with a rich invertebrate fauna; that is, the overall distribution
of the productids follows that of the remaining fauna, with the exception of
some molluscan species. Such distributional parallels are certain to be bound
up with the tectonic and sedimentary history of the Perrnian basins.

INTER-REGIONAL AFFINITIES AND CORRELATION.

Special Chamcteristics of the Local F'a~ma: Very many species in the
fauna-those belonging to the genera A~ilosteges, Taeniothaerus and Strophalosia
(s.l.)-possess a ventral cardinal area; the individuals of these species were
attached during at least part of their life. A second general characteristic
of the fauna is that many of the productinid species, and some of the stropha
losiinid species, have sharply upturned or geniculate margins. A third is the
preponderance of species with predominantly spinose ornamentation. A fourth
is the absence of the more bizarre productid genera, as for example those of
the families Lytt01L'idae and Richthofenidae, common in the Permian of other
regions~ Collectively these features give a highly individual character to the
\Vestern Australian Permian Productacea.

Cornparison w·ith Other F'aunas: So far the fauna has been referred to as
though it were a unit, and could be considered as such for the purpose of com
parison with other faunas. '1'his is not strictly true. The species found in the
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sequences below the Mungadan Sandstone III the Carnarvon Basin and the
middle part of the Liveringa Formation in the Canning Basin, and including
those of the .F'ossil Cliff l!"'ormation of the Irwin District, can be considered
as a single fauna for purposes of comparison. In the Canning' Basin, how
ever, the species found in the upper part of the Liveringa constitute quite a
new fauna, containing only species of Aulosteges, Waagenoconcha, and possibly
'1'aeniothaerus. The earlier fauna has affinities with the Permian Productidae
of Timor, India (particularly the Salt Range), Russia (Zechstein and the
Urals) , and eastern Australia, in that order of closest affinity. The evidence
for this lies in the close comparison that can be made between the local species
and species from these other regions. Included among the compared species
are a few identical with local species, some separated only by minor differences,
and some differentiated by open nomenclature. Estimates of affinity based on
such comparisons must be treated with care. But as the species compared are
many for anyone region, are part of a definite fauna, and have similar distribu
tional histories, they can be safely compared.

Of the 'rimor species four are identical with Western Australian species;
Anlostegcs 1:ngens, Dictyoclostus callytlwr1'ensis, Linoprod1lctns cora fl'Jordi, and
WaagenoGondw hnperfecta. A1llosfeges spinosus and Ma1'gini!era gratiodental1:s
have near counterparts in the Timor species. This is a considerable total in
view of the comparatively small productid fauna so far described from that
island, and is relatively higher than for any other region. The local fauna is
thus considered to have its closest affinities with that of Timor.

Local species identical with, or closely comparable to, Indian species (Salt
Range and Himalayan) are Aulosteges ingens, Dictyoclost1lS magnus, Linopro
ductus cancrinifonnis, Marginifera gratiodentalis, Taeniothaerus cf. subquad
?'atus, Waagenoconcha impM'[ecta, and Strophalosia (Heteralosia) irwinensis.

L. cancriniformis is also a Russian species. Aulosteges ingens and A.
fa'irbridgei are closely compared with Russian species. The smaller number of
species comparable with those of Russia is somewhat misleading. It is certainly
small, but nevertheless the broad outlines of a fauna such as is described by
Netschaje,v (1911) and, to a lesser extent, by Sarycheva and Sokolskaya (1952)
from Western .Russia have much in common with those of the Western
Australian fauna.

The similarity of the Permian faunas of western and eastern Australia
has been long argued, the more prevalent opinion being that the two are essen
tially dissimilar. Among the Productacea only one species is presumably
identical-Taeniothacrus subquadratus. Three other species are very closely
comparable. '1'he important single similarity is, of course, that species of
TaeniothaM'us occur in both areas. The eastern Australian productid faunas
have not yet been completely revised; but I have been able to study much of
the eastern Australian material, and am satisfied that the productid faunas
of the two regions are essentially dissimilar.
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The fauna of the upper part of the Liverlnga Formation also has its closest
affinities with Timor, India and Russia. The significance of the species
'Waagenoconcha'imperfecta, Aulosteges ingens, and A. reclinis has already been
mentioned. Another species, A1tlosteges fairbriclgei, is equally comparable with
Russian and Indian species. The number of species involved is not large
enough to decide just where the affinities of the fauna lie. There is certainly
no equivalent in eastern Australia. .

Inte1'-continental Cor1'elations: '1'he fauna, except for that of the upper
part of the Liveringa F'ormation, is essentially Artinskian in age. The earliest
appearing species include Dictyoclostus callytha1'rensis, D. magmts, Linopro
duCt1tS cancriniformis, L. C01'a foorch, Aulosteges spinosus, Taen'iothaents cf.
subquadratns, and S. (Hetemlosia) invinensis. The species com fOO1'di and caUy
tharrensis are identical with forms typical of the Bitaoeni Beds (Artinskian)
of Timor; the remainder are identical with or little removed from species
typical of the Indian Lower Productus Limestone or its equivalents. The Cally
tharra Formation and its equivalents and the uppermost part of the Lyons
Group in the Car11arvon Basin may be correlated therefore with the Lower
Productus Limestone. Some species even in the earliest fauna have, however,
affinities with those of the Middle Productus Limestone; and the number of
these increases higher in the succession. They include such species as Aulo
steges ingens, Krotovia spinulosa, Marginifem gratiodentalis (closely similar to
g1'atiosa vVaagen), and Waagenoconcha imperfecta. These species have their
closest equivalents in species typical of the Middle Productus Limestone or of
the Basleo Beds of Timor. Both these divisions are usually considered as
Artinskian with some post-Artinskian elements.

The later fauna, of the Hardman member of the Liveringa Formation,
includes the species A1llosteges fairb1'i,clge'i, A, reclinis, A. ingens, Taeniothaents
fietcheri, and Waagenoconcha impe1'fecta, at least two of which are represented
in the Basleo Beds of 'fimor, and which also have close affinities with species
in the Russian Kazanian. The post-Artinskian element has become altogether
preponderant in this fauna, and it may well be that it is indeed post-Artinskian.
The productids, however, do not furnish conclusive evidence that this is so.

'fhe Productacea, both in their affinities and the correlations they suggest,
largely complement conclusions on the general affinities of the Western Aus
tralian Permian faunas and their inter-regional correlation, established by
Teichert (1941; 1951) and Thomas and Dickins (1954).

EVOLUTIONARY ASPECTS,

Deficiencies in knowledge of the sedimentary record and of the detailed
stratigl'aphical distribution of the species have prevented the effective study of
the evolutionary changes that may have taken place at the species level. Never
theless it was expected that the long-ranging species would show overall evolu
tionary changes, and also that the faunas as a whole might have exhibited
features affecting currently held ideas on the phylogeny of the Productacea.
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Although not realized, such expectations were in keeping' with the size of the
collection and the great thickness of sediments from which it came, representing'
a significant part of Permian time and distributed over a large province.

A few examples of the apparent lack of evolutionary change exhibited by
the species will illustrate what is roughly characteristic of the whole fauna.
Taeniothaerus miniliensis, an exceedingly variable species, first appears in the
Callytharra Formation of the Carnarvon Basin and is found ill many of the
formations up to, and including, the Coolkilya Greywacke. It is particularly
prominent in the \Vandagee Formation and, to a lesser extent, in the Coolkilya
Greywacke. It is therefore one of the longer-ranging species, persisting through
a considerable part of the sediment laid down during Artinskian times. Its
range is at least equal to the overall range of Calceolispong1:a-species in the
same region, which, according to Teichert (1949, p. 46) extends over a period
of 6,000,000 years. During this time at least thirteen species of Calceolispongia
developed in ten different horizons ('reichert, 1949).

Taeniothaerus miniliensis during this period shows a trend towards an
increase in size, and predominance of individuals with larg'er umbones and
large ventral cardinal areas. These individuals represent one of the two prin
cipal modes of variation described for this species. The increase in overall
size and dimensions of the umbo and area might be described as representing
a time~trend in variation; it could conceivably be the result of a bias in collect
ing. Nevertheless such trends towards increase in size are common enough
in marine benthos which live in close-knit communities (see Newell, 1949;
Stenzel, 1949). Calceolispongia is, of course, an outstanding example of this
kind.

Linoproduct1.~scancrinif01·misis another species, present in great numbers
of individuals, which persists from the upper part of the Lyons Group of the
Carnarvon Basin, through the Callytharra Formation. the W ooramel Sand
stone, and the Wandagee FormatiOll, and finally is present in great numbers
in the Coolkilya Greywacke. Variation in the oldest and youngest representa
tivesof this species does not seem to show any significant change. The same
conclusions apply to K'l'otovia spimtlosa (a species very stable in its charac
teristics) which has an intermittent local range, probably from the Callytharra
to the Coolkilya Greywacke, certainly from the CuncUego Formation to the
Coolkilya Greywacke. It also applies to lYJarginifem gmtiodentalis, another
stable species, ranging from the Cundlego Formation to theCoolkilya Grey
wacke and absent only from the intervening Baker Formation. It applies
probably to Aulosteges ingens, which is very sparsely represented early in the
succession.

.Little can be said concerning more general trends in the Western Aus
tralian Productacea. Prendergast (1943) suggested that a general trend could
be observed in species of A1.~losteges and Taeniothaerus comparable to that shown
by species of Aulosteges of the Permian of the Texas Glass Mountains (King,
1930); in which there is a trend from species with low areas. spinose, with both
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radiate and concentric ornamentation, to species of which a high proportion
had high areas but with little or no radiate or costate ornamentation. This
transition takes place from the vVolfcamp to the vVord.

'fhe two species selected by Prendergast as illustrating this comparable
trend, rl1tlosteges bnracoodensis and 1'nem:othnents "subquadn~tus" (here
described as T.irwinensis sp. nov.), are both essentially spinose and show no
such ornamentary changes as the Glass Mountain species. ~t\.lthough the area of
A. bnracoodensis is higher than that of T. irwinensis both species are most
prolific at the same stratigraphical level.

With a far greater number of species now described, belonging to the
similar genera, A1tlosteges and Taeniothaer1ls, it is possible to re-examine this
suggestion of a trend similar to the Texan one-embracing only the increase in
height of the area, as the ornamentation of all the local species is essentially
spinose. The evidence is rather conflicting. A selected series such as A. barel
coodensis-A. lyndonensis-A. ingens-A. fnirbr"idgei-A. reclinis gives support
to the suggestion that such a trend is present. But the size of the area varies
within anyone species of this series. Specimens of A. ingens, for example, may
show an area proportionately no higher than selected specimens of A. lynclonen
sis, another species in which the height of the area varies. Nor is the series,
as given, arranged in strict order of first appearance. A. ingens probably
appears as early as A. baracoodens'is, although it is most prolific high in the
sequence. Finally, some of the species making up the series are found only in
particular areas. All that can be said is that, in a very general way, an increase
in height of the area is shown by species as they occur higher in the succession.

'rhe species of 1'neniothnerus offer no more convincing evidence, even
though they can be studied as found in the one basin, the Carnarvon Basin.
The first-appearing species all have low areas. 'rhey occur in the Callytharra
Formation. Of the three species persisting higher in the sequence, only one,
T. miniliensis, is represented in several successive formations. As mentioned
before, it does show an apparent increase in height of area. One of the remain
ing two species, T. coo17c'iliensis, has been found in the vVandagee ]'ormation of
the Carnarvon Basin (that is, fairly high in the sequence) and it possesses a
comparatively high area; but the other, T. teicherti, occurring in the Wandagee
Formation and overlying Norton Greywacke, has little or no area.

There is then no worthwhile evidence to suggest that a general trend
towards increase in height of area, from lower to higher in the sequence, took
place in species of these genera. Even if such a trend were more strongly
suggested, the evidence supporting it is of such a kind that it is difficult to
gauge its true significance. On present data it could be described only as a
morphological series, the details of which would have to be established on more
detailed stratigraphical knowledge and more comprehensive and systematic
collections than are now available. Except, perhaps, in T. miniliensis, it certainly
could not be considered as the expression of a plexus of descent, or of con
tinuous genetic relationship.
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None of the other genera exhibits featural changes which might bc intcl'
preted as a trend of any kind. Questions on the phylogeny of the group are
not affected by the Western Australian material. The outstanding faunal
characteristics of the group may be explained more readily by distributional
than by evolutionary factors, as may the faunal break which distinguishes the
species highest in the West Kimberley sequence from the species found in lower
beds in the general succession.
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PLATE l.
FIGs. 1, 3, 4, 6-Aulosteges bUTuoooden8is Etheridge fil. Page 3S

Figs. 1, 3-Ventral and dorsal views (x ~) of U.vV,A. 10496; Fossil Cliff, Irwin
River District. Fossil Cliff Formation.

Figs. 4, 6-Ventral and dorsal views (x n) of lectotype, Aust. Mus. F.36218; Wooramel
River, Carnarl'on Basin. Gallytharra FQlomation.

FIGS. 2, 5, 7, 8-IO-A. 1oeolinis sp. novo Page 38

Fig. 2-Upright longitudinal view of paratype U.IV.A. 29109; Windmill at Selection
Homestead, IVest Kimberley District. Liveringa Formation.

Figs. 5, 7, 8, IO-Longitudinal, posterior, dorsal and ventral views (x n) of holotype
U.vV.A. 31190; 4 mi. north Mt. James on boundary fence between Nerrima and
Kallaida Stations, West Kimberley District. Hardman Member of Liveringa
Formation.

Fig. 9-Upright longitudinal view of C.P.C. Ir.2I043; near base of Mt. Hardman, West
Kimberley District. Probably Hardman Member.
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PLATE 2,

FIGs. 1·4-Aulosteges reclims sp. novo Page 38

Figs. 1, 2-Ventral and posterior views of same specimen as Fig. 9, Plate l.
Fig. 3-Imprcssion of external surface from an internal aspect of brachial valve.

U.W.A. 2910Ga: same locality and horizon as for specimen Fig. 2, Plate 1.

Pi/!. 4-Yentral yiew of RamI' specimen shown in Fig. 2, Plate 1.

FIGS. 5·12-A. fait'bt"idgei sp. no\". .. Page 40

ngs. 5, G-Dorsal and Yentral Yiews of paratype U.W.A. 29438b showing deformed
umbo; locality, horizon as for ho10type, next figures.

Figs. i ·lO-Postcrior, el\rdinul arca, upright longitndinal and ventral views of holotype,
U.W.A. 29438f: Tutu Windmill, Xerrima Creek, Luluigui·Myrooda area, West
Kimberley. Hardman i\lembeJ".

l;ig•. 11, 12-Dor~al iutcl'ior and upright longitudinal \'iewb of A.us. i\lus. F.44781;
Ironstone ridge, l'ort Keats Native Mission, 154 air miles south·west of Darwin
Port Keats Group. Show, imllrc,oion. of median ocptllm and long ridges giving
rise to cardinal process.
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PLATE 3.
FIGs. 1-10-.1.ulosteges ingens HOl'king revised Page 43

Fig8. 1-4-Dorsal, Yf'ntral, posterior and upright longitudinal views (x ~. l of lectotypl'
n.S.W.A. ] /5000; bed in bank of \Vooramel Rh-er, 3 milcs above (Trig.?) R.20.
Carnan-on Basin. Above Callytharra Formation.

Fig-s. G, 8-Dorsal and ventral dews of paratype G.S.W.A. 1/4955, same locality a..
abm-e.

Figs. 5. 10-Dorsal view of internal mould, natural size, and external ventral surface,
much reduced, of Aus. 11u8. 44817, Pt. Keats Mission, 154 air mile south-west of
Darwin, Xorthern TCl'1'itory. Port Keats Group.

l"ig. i-Dorsal internal impression of Aus. Mus. F.44805, same locality as above.

Fig. 9-.BTachial ¥al:ve, U.W.A. 32027, latex cast (x il south flank of the ridge just
east of Mt. Cedric, We~t Kimberley District. Hardman Member of Liverin~a

Formation.
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PLATE ,.
FIGS. 1-10-.1rlostcges lylldouensi'i sp. no\. .. Page 4G

Fig~. 1, 2, 3-Dor,al, yeutral and upright longitudinal yicws of holotype, C.P.C. 1001
(Fig. :~ x H); north hank of Lyudon ni'-cr, north of Round Hill. i miles ca t of
Mia Mia llomestcad, Carnaryon Basin. Basc of Bulgadoo Shale.

Fig-~. 4, G, ,-Cardinal pI·()(:e,~ alll] adductur l1lu~clc imprc sions C.P.C. 1005, 1006,
JOO, rc~pccli\'elr. Samc localitr as ahove.

Fig. 5-Extrcmcly largc cardinal area of a parutype (broken spccimcn). Samc
locality as abovc.

Fig. S-))or~al yicw of paratypc, C.l'.C. 1002, showing distortcd arca. Samc locality
as ahO\·c.

Fip,. 0, 10-])or"[L! and '·cnb-al yicw~ of C.P.C. 1956 (x ~), 2,000 feet wcst of
Call~·tharra . l'ring. ,r"orauIlJ Hi,·cr, Carll'ltTOD Ba~iD. 120 fcct nboyc ha e of
Cnllythnrra FOl"lnation.
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PLATE 5.
FIGs. 1-9, 11, 12-.1ulostegcs SpillOSIIS Ho,kin~ Page 4f.)

Fi)!s. 1-3-DoI'sal impression, upright longitudinal and. ventral yiews of U:W.A. 344:.1:.1;
Glendel'on ITomeste,ld, 'I"oolaga Creek, Irwin nil-Cl' JJistl iet. FossH CUlf Formation.

1i igs. 4-fi-Yentral, dnrsal anL! Ilprig-lIt longitudinal views oE sediment-filled pedicle
nlhe..~us. ~Ius. 1'.:3,,10. \Yandagee ~talion.

Fig-,. ,,[l-\'enlraJ, dorsal aud upright longitudinal Yiews of holotype G.S.\\'.A.
l/4l1S7, a pedicle valve, 1"i,2'. n shows reflexerl canlinal margin. 80uth hank of
\\'oonllllel Hi"cr. llc!ow ('all~'tharra l'l'rin.'!s. Camal'l'on Basin. J>robahl.r Callytharra
Formation.

Fig,. 11. l2-Y"ntral and npri.dlt long-itudinaJ "iews of hroken pecimen sbo,,-ing
careliual pr<l('C". L-,\Y.A. 2'2SH. Wt-st side of s}-neline south of Minilya Hil'er, wcst
of C'oolkilya 1'001. Carnan-on 13a,in. LOII'er part Wandagee Formation.

FIGS. lO. 1:;-lt'o-'J'(fcl/iol/weI'l/s m;nilirl/si" ,-p. nOI'.-inl1l1,ltnre spccimcns 1'agc 91/

Fi,Qs. 10, 10, 1,-1.: prig-lit Itlng-itudinal, dor,al and I'cntral views of U.\Y.~L 344:38,
gil'en partir·nlarl.v to -llow (·ardinal jlrocess and spinosc brachi,tJ ",tJI'C; same localil~'

a1HI horizon as fl,r ,pccilllen figured 11, 12 abol'e.

Fi;':8. J:{-I.:;-L:pright IOIl;.;itudinal, dorsal, and "elltral viell's of lI'orn pecimen U.\V.A.
:34440; ,alllC locality allL! horizon as Jigs. 11,12.

Fig. IS-Dorsal "iell' of V.W.o\. 3H:H, with projel'ting ullIbo. Samc localit~· and
horizon as for 2,28 . fig•. 11, J 2.

FIGS. ID-21-Lllllosteges sp. ill(l. A. " Pagc 51

Dorsal, upright lougitudinal and. vcntral views of V.W.A. 2 1142; nine chains west
of red SRDflstone Cnlreolispon!Jia horiwn. south-west of Wandagee Hill, Carnar,on
lla~in. Coolkilya Urc-,I'lI'ackc, a!Jol'c Xalhia member.
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PLATE G.

FIO. 1-AulosteUeG reclinis Bp. lJO\'. .. Page 38
Dorsnl view of limouiLie eaot. V.\V.A. 320~,ja, ohowing impreosion of mediall beptull1

a 11(1 largc l"<,(·Jiued cnnliual process; outcrop ou soutb fiank of ridge JUBt cast of
::'1ft. Cedrie, West Kimberley District. Hardmau Member of Lheringa Formntioll.

Fw. 2-,1. 1f(1'I/!}cuheimi (\'crucllil) (Bce also Plate 21) Puo-e 35
1nt"rllal fl'att"'l'~ of ora("hial nd\'e of plaoter cast of 13.:\1. Bll 327D ('1'. Din1d'on

\'olleetion) from ~ft. Grcbetri, Ileal' Orenhur~. RIl ...... i".

FIGs. 3,14-1Jidyodol</l/" cull.'lllwrrel/si.x Prclldcrgast Page 54

Fi,!!~. 4-7-\'(,l1tral. )lo"ll'l'ior In"I-\('r...... <tor ... al all<1 upright IOIl~itlldinal "icws of
paratype. G.s.'Y,~\. 1/~!)(j7a; ~ mile we"t of Callytharra 8prin~s, 'Yooramcl Hi..-er,
t'arllnn'on llaoin. all~,tbarra Formntion,

Fig. R-l1eti(·lIlat<· "('Illplnring- on another pnratyl'c G.S.'Y.A, 1/~!)(l7a; snme locality
an<1 l!oriZtln no., paralyp". fig... , -1-7.

Fig'''' !I, lO-\'clllra! alld IIprit!ht longitndinal ,,;('ws of s~'nt.vI)c U.~,\\'._\. 1/49H7b,
"h'l\\'ing hit!hly n-f1e,,,d e'lr... : ...anlc I()('alit~, alld horiZOIl as paratypc, figs. 4-7.

Fi,!.!'s. 11, l:l-\'entrnl and dor... al "i,'w,. at' paratype G,R,\\',A, Ij.li07a: dorsal view
:-;lio\\'in,~ ginglylllll:O:: ~HlIl(l ]o('alit~" ns prcc·rdillg'.

Fi,~~. :1. 1~-lnlel'l1al f,-alure ... of hra('llial \':\In .... :\u ... t. :\1u". F. :),i.'OR. x ~ Barl'i1t!lloda
])001. Artblll' TIin'r; nnd l .'I.A. 20452a (latex cast), 1.4 miles south of gate in
fourth fCllce on road from ::'IJcrlinleigh to :lloogoorie Stations. Both specimens from
('all~,tha1Ta FonnatiolJ. Carnan'on Basin.

Fig. j ±--lnterual feaLures of broken pedicle yall-e, u. pllratypc G. '.'La. 1/4!)(j7a,
snme locality and horizon a~ holofJ'1le, fig~. 4-7.
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PLATE 7.
FIGS. I-G-Dictyoclostus magnus sp. novo .. Page 57

Fig. I-Postero-YClltral Yip,," of paratYl'e U.YV.A. 32021 (x,\); 4 mile" ,outh-,outh
..a,t of junction of "ulItb brandl and main :M:inilya River, YVilliambury Statioll.
Carnaryon Basin. Callytharra Formation.

Figs. 2, 3-Yentral and upright longitudinal views (x -!i) of holotype pedicle Yahe.
Ails. ~hl;;. F.3G5H, Wyndham Gap, Carnar,on Basin. Callytharra Formatioll.

l<'igs. 4, 5, G-Posterior upright. longitudinal views and posterior view more from
ventral aspect than ftg. 4 to show extent of trail (x i); paratype U:W.A. 32022,
just south of 'l'rig. KiJ2, Ilalf·way along road between ~1iddalya anll Willi'Lmbury
Stations. l'arnanon Basin. Callytharra l<'ormatioll.

FIGs. 7-IQ--n. 1cadei PrendergaA. revi"ed Page 5n
I";)!". 7. IO-\'entral and 11pright longitudillal Yie,,"s (x ~) of holot.'"pe pedicle yahe

L-.\Y.A. 2004ii3: ferrll;:iuous li,"pstone, 2 lIJiles IO del!rees south of :\[t. )[ich01son,
',"est Killlhcrle.'" District. ("'1I1uing Basin. :\oonkaubah Formation.

l?i,(!·. R-.-\ntcrior Yie,,- of illl'erted hroken pedicle va l,e (x ~), U'-W.A. 28GOGa; just
south of Trig. 24:1. "Yest 1\:il1lbl-rley District. Xoonkanlmh Formatiun.

Fig. O-Imprcssion of cxtl'rna 1 of l,rachial Y;l he (x ~), U.IV.A. 28606b; same locality
amI horizon as fig. S, 2SfinGa.

FIGS. 11-15-.K1·oto'via senlicosa (Hosking) Page G3

Figs. 11, 12-Dorml and \'entral \'ie,,'" (x ~) of leetotype G.S.W.A. 1j4970a; creek!
mile west of Callythana f'prings. \\'oo1"ant~1 Hiver, Carnarvon Basin. Callytharm
Formation.

Fig. 13-Dorsal vir\\' of anothl'l' type, G's.W.A. 1/4070a.

Fig-s. 14. l.;-l'eclielr vahe. I;roken and sllowi ng- interna I feat 11 res uf brachial Yah'e,
and upright longitudinal "il-\\, of same speeirllcn. ri~ht-hand side encrusted with
sedilllent, G.S:W.A. 1/4070a; Sall1l' locality as otller types.

FIGS. IG-18-K. miC1'acol1t!w (Hoskingl Page Gl

l<'igs. H;, 17-Dorsal and ventr,d dell'S of lcctotype, G.S.W.A. 1/4070b, same locality
aud formation a" for K ..~e"t-icosa abo\·e.

Fi~. IS-Dorsal view of other t~'Pe, G.S.W.A. 1/4070b; s<'\.me locality, horizon.

FIGS. 19-24-K. spinulosa (J. S'Jwerby). Page G5

Figs. 10-22-Dorsal, posterior, upright longitudinal and \'eutral yiews of ..:\us. )lus.
a844(;, IVandllgee Station, Millilya Hiver, Carnarvon naSill.

Fill. 23-Pediele Yllhe cut '1way to sl!.,w internal structures in brachial vahe (x 2) of
_-'-us. ~ns. F.37570, i mile \\·,,-t of ~halc outcrop, north bank of Minilya River (west
uf Coolkilya Pool!), f'arnarvoll Basin. YVancbgee Formation.

Fig'. 24.-\',,"tral view of .\ns. ~\rus. F.l.S44:l, sante lor'ality and fonJlation as fm
figs. 19-22.
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PLATE 8.
FIGs. 1·9-Lino/lrodnclns callcrilli[ormis (Tt'hernyschew) Page 69

FiN. l-\'entral view of limonitic ca~t, V.W.A. 27W5a, east of \\'andagce Hill, Xalhia
Paddock, Wandagee area, Carnarvon Ba in. Coolkilya Gre~·wacke.

Figs. 2·4-Dorsal, ventral and upright longitudinal views of V.W.A. 2il27, west side
of syneline south of Minil~a River, Carnarvon Basin. Wandagee Formation.

Figs. 5, 6-Longitudinal view of brachial val\'c showing large trail and plan "iew of
internal features including. tuhh.v cardinal process, specimen V.\V.A. 2931i4, same
locality and formation as a hove specimen 27127.

Fig. 7 .\ntero·vent raj "irw of "\us. ~Ius. F.:~8,1.3.3, ::\Iinilya River, prohahly lIear
locality of 27127 aboYe.

Figs. 8, !l-Yentral and dor~al yicws of ..:1us. ::\lw,. F.3S4.36, same locality as lo'.384J5
aho'c.

FIGS. 10,15-1J. com [oordi (Etheridge fil.) Page 74

Figs. 10, ll-Dorsal view showing depre,"ed brachial "ah-e, and ventral view of
V.W.A. a23!11, }'o,il Cliff, ]r\\'iu J{ivcr lIear }lingl'lIcw to\\·lIship. Fos il Clilf
Forlllatioll.

Fig. 12, l:l-\'('ntral and IOllgitudinal vicws of V."-.,,\. 32392, same locality and
forlllation as :J23!11 RhO' e.

Fig. H-\'iew of illtcrnal of pedicle valve, .\Y.•\. 2343 , same locality and formation
as 32391 abm·c.

Fig. l.i-Celltral vic\\' of 323!l2a, :;anll' locality and horizoll a 3239 l abm e.

Fros. Hj·22~h liJoni l'renderga_t revised. .. Pagc 7'.i

Figs. IQ· IS-Dorsal. upright IOllgitudinal and ventral view' of the cast V.W.A.
:32025, Ulendc' on H(llllc~tead. \roolag-a Creek area. near ~Iingenew township. FOR il
Cl ill' Formation.

:Fig. IU-\'entral "ic\\" of cast LJ.\\".A. 3202 . ,111Iwing eardinal spine<; same locality
and formation as 3202.; above.

Fi)!~. ~O. 21-ITol"tYl'e 'pee...\11'. ::\lll~. F.:lG.330 10 chains north·west of Gllarrea Pool
neal' Winnin~ tation. ClrnanOIl Basin. Lyon: Group (?upper part). FiN. 21,
IIpl"igllt longitudinal "il'w of lo\\"er left 'l'eeilllen, -ediment opaqued out. '"

rig-. ~2-Ilnpn'"i"n ~itlc lIf bra,·lIial valvc (If ('a,t 1'.\\"'..-\. 3202:; aho\"('.
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PLAT.E 9.

FIGs. 1-14-Margini{era gratiodentalis (Grabau) Page 79
l?igs. 1-3-Dorsal, vcntral, uprigLt longitudinal vicws of Aus. ~rlls. F.37569; i milc

east of ~hale outcrop, lJol'th ( ?) Minilya Ri"cr (west of Coolkilya Pool?), Carnarvon
Basin. Probably '''andagec Formation.

Fig-. 4-\-icw of internal features of brachial vah-e, U.W.A.. 28433b, 330 yards west of
place on fence between Barabiddy and Weer Paddocks, 2,200 yards south of gate in
that fence near BaralJiddy Creek, south of Wandagce Statit,n, Carnan-on Basin.
Cundlego Formation.

Figs, 5, C.-Upright longitudinal and plan view showing internal features of brachial
valve, U."'.A. 28453a: same locality, formation as 28453b above.

FigH. 7, 8, !l-Dorsal views of pedicle vah-cs showing cincture setting off platform of
c"rs, U.\V.A. 27185c, amI platform of adductor .muscle impressions against striate
lineal' diductor iruprcssiolls, U.W.A. 27185c, 27185<1; north-east side of syncline,
north bank Minilya Hi\"Cr, west of Coolkilya Pool, Camanon Basin. Cundlego
Formation.

Figs. 10, ll-Pm,tcrior and ,-cntnl-posterior ,-icws of e.\,".•>\. 2718:;e, localitJ- and
formation giYen abO\-c.

Fig. 12-]){ll'Hal "ie,,- of L-.\,""_\. 271831.: Hamc locality and forlllation as abovc for
27185c, d, c.

Figs. 1;), I~ -Posterior and "clltI'U-postcrior vicws of brachial ,-alve U.W.A. 2718;" to
show denl.ucation of ears; same locality, formation as 27185c, d, e.

:Fws. 15-19-Taeuiothae1"tls (?) fletchel'i sp. novo .. Page 91

Figs. l.;' 17-Dorsal and ventral views (x il) of paratype U.W.A. 29427b, Bell's
Home ·tead, ElIendale area, We t Kimberley District. Liveringa Formation.

Fig. lQ-Dor al view of U.'Y..A. 29427 showing long alar pines of pedicle valve
cm'dng out postpro-laterally (latex ca t).

Fig. I8-Ventral view of paratype U.\\.r.A. 34444, showing large elongatecl spine-base~

,,-ith small less clongated ones.

Fig. l!J-Rraehiul mhe C.P.C. ID5.i, ] 20 feet stmtigrapLicaIly below Mt. Hardman,
on south side; \Ve"t Kimberley District. LiYeringa Formatioll,

FIGS. 20, 21-Efotovia 1IIicracantha (Hosking) Page 61

Intcrnal and e..\:ternal views (x lA) of brachial vah-e C.P.C. 1954, 2,000 feet west
(If CaIlytharra Spring, 'iYoorameJ Rh-er, Carnarvon Basin. 120 feet abo"e base of
Callytharra l!'ol"lllation.

:FIOS. 22, 23-K1'0toJ:ia sp. iud. ~\. _. l'u'!"c "7

Dorsal and ventral views (x 1,\) of C.P.C. 1952, Pen's Range, Carnarvon Basin, 14t
Illiles north-east of Towrana Homestead, army map grid co-ordinates 33G,500 east
1.853,200 }Iortb. 118 feet above 1)9SC (If Cllllytharra Formation.
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PLATE 10.
FIGs. 1-7-Taen'iothae1'u8 (?) fie/chcri sp, nOL (cont,) Page 91

Figs. 1, 2-Dorsal and ventml views (x il) of holotype C.P.C. 1950, 120 feet
stratigraphically below top of Mt, Hardmall, on south side, West Kimberley District.
Hardman Member, Li\'ering-R Formation,

Fill', 3-Cunlinal process (latex cast) of U:W,A. 32024, probably T. (?) fi,etcheri;
Tlltu Windmill, Nerrima ere k, Noonkull'bah area, West Kimberly District. Hardman
)lelllher of Liveringa Formation,

Figs. 4-li-Veutral, posterior and upright longitudinal views of paratypc U.W.A. 29438;
same locality, forlllation as 32024 abovc.

Fig. i-Pedicle \'Rhc (paralypc) U.W.A. 2D440, showing ornamcntation of elongated
spines tending to form rows particularly over anterior part.

FIGs. 8-14-1Voogeuocollchn imperfecta Prcndcrgast 'Page i'2

Figs. 8, !J, 10-Upright longitudiuaJ, ventml and dorsal views of U.W.d. 3044 (holo
type), showing quincunciu lly arranged spines giving place to fine spines, inClined
nmbo, absencc of area; Lllluigni Statioll, West Kimberley District. Harclman
:;\1el11 bel'.

Fig. ll-Posterior \-iew of specimen U.VV.A, 32029; base of Mt. Hardman, West
Kimberley Di_~tricl. Hardman Member.

Itig. 12-Dol'sal view of limonitie cast., U.W.A. 2045a, shOWing impression of internal
features (x ~); north 11allk of ~ft. Ced rie, West Kimberley District. Hardman
:Member.

I-'i;!'. 13-Impres"iOJ) of external of brachial valve, one of original type specimens,
U.vV.A. 2775, Luluigui Station, \Vest Kimberley District. Hardman Member,

Fig. 14-Anterior view of inverted' pedicle valve, specimen U.W.A. 29016b, showing
banding and fine pits, remnants of spinc-bases; outcrop i mile west of Luluigui
Homcstead, West Kimberley District. Hardlllan Member.
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PLATE 11.
FIGs. I·G-1Vaag-ellooonoha imperfeota Prendergast (cou.) Page 82

Fig. I-Dorsal view of samc specimen as figure 14, of preceding plate.

Figs. 2-4-Upright longitudinal view of U.W.A. 29016a and plan and oblique views of
brachial valve (3, 4) of same specimen showing internal features, particularly
eardinal process curving into umbonal cavity (Fig. 4 x ~); same locality, formation
as 2!J016lJ above.

Figs. 5, ,,--Dorsal aud upright longitudinal views of specimen .W.A. 290161'; same
locality, formation as paratype 2fl016b abo'·c.

FIGS. 7-12-Taemothaerus ooolkiUe-nsis sp. novo Pa~(' II

Fig. 7-1o-Upright longitudinal, ventral, posterior and dorsal views of holotype
U.W.A. 27444 (x ~); north·east side of syncline north of Minilya River, we t of
Coolkilya Pool, Carnarvon Basin. Wandagee Formation.

Fig-s. 11, 12-Dorsal vicws of internal casts showing impressions of internal features,
U.W.A.32042 (x ~.), and 32043; Glende,"on Homestead, Woolaga Creek area, east of
~Iingcnc\, township. Fossil Cliff Formation.

FIGS. 13, 14-T. irwinensi-s sp. fiGV. •• Page 93

Cardinal processes of U.W.A. 1l!398 and paratype 12396; Fossil Cliff, Irwin River,
IIcar llIingenc,,· townqhip. Fo.,i1 CHIT Formation.
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PLATE 12.
:1<'IOB. 1-6-1'aeniothaeru.s iTlvinells-is sp. novo (cont.) Page 93

Figs. 1·3-Internal, upright longitudinal, external views of paratype brachial valve
U.W.A. 10932 (Figs 2, 3 x ~): Fossil Cliff, Irwin River, near Mingenew Township.
Fossil Cliff Formation.

Figs. 4, 5-\'enlral and upright lungitudinal "iews of holotype pedicle vah-e, U.W.A.
32044 (x ii), same locality, formation, as 10932 above.

Fig. 6-TransYerse vie'" of U.W.A. 2343i showing small area and incurved umbo;
Ba.me locality and formation as IO!J32 above.

FIGB. ,·11-1'. 111 il/'iliell_~i8 "1'". novo .. Page !16

Fig. i--\'cutml vie'" showing cardilla] process projecting through broken valve and
alar spines xii; paratype U.W.A. 2i545, west side of syncline, south bank of
Minilya River, we-t of Coolkilya Pool, Carnarvon Ba. in. Wandagee Formation.

Fie. Dorsal view of paralJ'pe U.1Y.A. 2i406, xii; north-east ide of ame syncline
as 27345 above, but north bank of ~linilJ'a Rh·er. Wandagee Formation.

Figs. 9-11-Dorsal. posterior and upright longitudinal views of holotype U.W.A. 34445
(Fig. !) x ~); ~aOle localil~', formation, as 27545 above.
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Page 9ti

views of paratype U.W.A. 27254a:

PLATE 13.

.All figures x H.
FIcs. 1·!)-7'acniotlwcl'l/s lIIiniliellSis Sp. novo (cont.) ..

:Figs J·3-'·entral, upright longitudinal and dorsal
8amc locality as 27545, preceding plate, fig. 7.

Fig. 4--D(}r~a view of paratype V.W.A. 27454; with attached Ethe1'idgina muirwoodac
l'rendergast: same locality, formation as 27406, preceding plate, fig. 8.

Figs. 5, G-Ll'right lon"itudinal and dorsal views of decorticated spec. V.nr.A. 27600,,:
'!flst ~ide of ~.'"nclin(' north bank of :Minilya River, west of Coolkilya Pool.
\Vandagec Formation.

l!'ig. 7-Brachial "ab'e showing internal features of paratype V.IV.A.. 27134; salllC
locality, formation aR 27406 figured preceding plate.

l!'igs. S, 9-VpriglIt longitudinal and internal features of 27254 (portion of pedicle
vlthe adhering to cardinal margin); same locality, formation, as 27545 figured
preceding plate.

li'J
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PLATE 14.

All figures except Fig. 8, x ~.

FIGS. 1·8-7'o/rlliollloe1·us miniliensis sp. novo (COllt.) .. Page 9li

Fig. I-Dorsal vicw of parntype U,W.A. 27:J5S; same locality, formation as 27545
figured plate l2.

]~ig'. 2-lTpright ]oll,!!itlldinal viI'\\' of parntype brachial "ah'e U.ViT.A. 271:J4 figured
preceding' plate.

Fig. :3- pright lOllgitudinal ,'ie\\, of pl.l.1'atype U.W.,A. 27116, with attached Ethe-I'idgina
1Ilui/'woouae Prendergabt; saIDe locality, formation, as 27406 figured plate 12.

l"ig. 4-l'o"terio1' ,'ie\\' of decorticatcd raratype U.W.,A. 22712, showing distorted umbo
and diductor mll~('le imprc,,,ion": from ""mc syncline as above specimens but exact
locality dOlibtill!'

Fill'. ,;-Dol'sal vicw of illlllll\tlll'C l'arat."l'e U.\V.,A. 27000; ,allle locality, formation, as
2i;)4.; fi;!ul'('d plate 12. bllt ea,t side of syDcline.

Fi;!. 6-1lllc1'lla I I'e"tlll'('-. mi,"" (·ltrd illal I'l'Ocess, of brachial "Rhe of paratype 27454
fig-ured plate l:J,

Fig. i-Dorsal view of U.\V.A. 27254c, with bigher area alld more distorted umbo than
is IIsual: same locality, formation, as 27545 figured plate 12.

I"i l!'. 8-Postcl'ior ,'iew of paratype F,W.A. 27400, fig1l1'cd plate 12, showi.ng cicatrix
of attachment. :\'at. size.

FIGS, 0·11-7'. sp. all'. milliliells,is sp. no". " PaUL' 101
Ventral and dorsal views of U.W.,A. 34446, from top of zone of Oalceoli8pongia

flb/mMI/ .• Teiche1't, east limb of ::\linilya syncline, Minilya River; and ventral view
of U.W.A. 21406e showing transition from coarse to fine spine-bases; same locality,
formation a~ 27406 figurcd plate 12. Both above Rpecimcns from Carnarvon Basis.
Wandagee Formation.
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PLATE 15.

I);l~t· s;
"\\'ellingtllll and

A11 fignres .'- "
1-,--'/'(/('II;IIIIIa('/,u8 8111"II/(Id1'll1U8 (:\[orri-I

Fig,. 1-2-\·(·utr;1I :\11([ ul'ri.!!ht 10llgitudillal "ie\\'~ of ll.:\l.!Jll ,1. :.\It.
~H. J)rolllcdary. Ta,lIIa u ia. l'crtllia ", 1J0"ibly Ca'('adc- ~tagc.

1'i.2'.:1 Cm-hed. pn~·tinll:, :1e('....rtip:lt.-'-<I -pceimeu. Fniy. of Quec'I1-LlUd }'.llO:;O. Grallt,m
Quart',\'. lwar ~IL Drol1ledary. Ta-lIIallia. nranton ,uh,tage of Ca-eade_ sta!!c.
Lower :.\Iarinc crit'~ of 'fa. lIl>wia. ::;ho\\'~ truct' of ellnlil1:11 process and Ioui!' 'pine~.

Fig~. 4-fi-\"eulrHl, uJlri~ld IOIl;.:itlldinal all<l dor,al "ic\\, of :'\[c[hourllc Ul1in·r,it~·

SpC(·;llIell. ]!l!J4, raiber l1c('ortieatccl lJllt ,ho\\ ill;': r"III1l:\nl- of -pinc-l'a,c'. Frolll
lim""tolH' ahollt Upper Ch'norchy rl'_ervoir. Glcllorcll~', 'J',u;llIalli,L. Granton snlo"iai!"',
Ca:-wHdl':-' :--ta~t', Lu\\"('r )Iarill(' ~('ril'='" of 'TH:-'lIH1nia.

}';;.:. ,-\','ntnll ";l'\\ of partly erll,h,'<I _p,·(·illlcn, '(juiver,ity of fo'ydncy, 11.',,1, ('011;11-
yul" (}uarry, lIear [Jo\)arL T'hlllllllia. ::ltratigraphiea[ position prolmbl.1' as for two
pn.'t'(·tlillg" ~Il(\(·illl('ns.

Pap-c 102

l""t"riol' "i('\\~ of 1::.\17.--\. ~-1-1:;1: G1cndcYOI
ea-t of ~Iingcne\\- to\\'n'llip. li'o;;;;i1 (,[ifl'

,-]2-'/'. d. S(ll''llwdral(lS plon;_)

Fig" ~. ll-l;pri;.:ht IOllgitll<lill.l1 '"1<1
]]onwsh'acl, Ileal' \roolaga ('rc('k,
Y01'lllfltion. ]ni,'rna.l ca,t.

Fig',. !I, 10, 12-\·clliral. upright lOIl.!.:itu<linll.J find po~terior

S""11' lor·fllii..'·, fOrJl1Hi.ion '" :l~~.)1 al",,·(,. Internal ('a-L

FIGS.
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PLATE 16.
All figure x ;;.

FIGS. 1- '-1'aeuiothacrItS teicherti sp. nOL .. Page 104

Fig .1-3-Dorsal, posterior and upright longitudinal views of holotype C.P.C. 100 ;
~ mile east of Calmry pring, 7 miles outh-east of Mooka. Station Homestead,
CaI·nan-on Basin. Lower part \\andagce Formation.

Figs. 4, 5, 8-upright longitudinal, internal and external views of paratype C.p .C.
1012: same locality. fnrmation as holot.,·pe abm·e.

Fig. (j-Illternal yjew of paratypc C.p.C. 1014; ame locality, formation u holotype
abm-e.

Fj~. 7-uprighL longitudinal ,-i ,,,- of para Lypc, C.P.C. 10L>, howing marginal flange;
HlIIIC 100·alit~·. fOrlllution a~ i111lotYj>c abo' c.
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PLATE 17.

FIGs. l-~'l'aeniotltae'l'1IS teiehel'ti ~p. no\'. x ~ (ront.) Page 104

Fig. I-Dorsal view of paratype C.1'.C. 1011; sallle locality, formation, as holotypc
1008, figured preceding- plate.

Fig. 2-Dorsal view of paratype C.P.C, 10lD; locality, formation ItS for holotype.
fig-ured preceding platc.

Fig. 3-Same of para typc C.l'.C. 1013.

Fi;.:s. 4, .;-Uprigbi lungitudinal and internal \"ic\\"s of brachial yah"e p~lratype C.P.C.
1016: locality. formation as abo\'('.

FIGs. G-ll-Jo:tlteridgilla 11111 ir/cooc/ac Prl'1ll1cr;.(a~L Page IO!l

Fig. G-l'cdicle nlhe on 1'aeu iot hael'us minil iCllsis sp. nOI'. howing cardinal teeth;
C\\·.,\. 27-1GU. north-east side of syncline north of Minilya River, west of Coolkilva
Pool, l'arnal'l"ou Basin. Lower part \Yandagee Formatiun. .

Fi;.(. i-ViclI' to sholl' eardin,,1 areas ou both valves (top left) of lectoiYJ.le, one of three
type., all attached to vall'e of i\'cospit·ifet· sp. Aus. Mus. F.16'099, Balmaningarra, Mt.
~Iann ion, \1'est Ki mberley District.

Fig. D-l'lan lH'jJN'L of same t.l·pes sho\\"iug teetb aul! rais,,<l ,uldllctor muscle platform"

Fig-. 8-TlYu specimcns attached to distorted l,il1opl'oduetus cf. eanerinifol'll1is Tschel'D.;
Aus. ~JIlS. F.16812 (topotyjJe), saIDe locality as Jectotype abo\·e.

li'ig. ID-Specimcn on L'Y.C. 1028 showing adhercnt spines and reilcction of ~pinc·

base' from underlying host ~hcll x 2; same locality, formation. as for holotype of
'1', teichc1·ti figuJ'l'd plate 1U,

Fig. ll-Posterior yie\\' of specimen, together with bryozoun, on trail of pedicle yalve
of r,',Oo\' 2711 R. fignrcd platl' 14, fig, 3. x 3.

l~O
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PLATE 18.

FIGS. 1. 2-8t1'opltalosw, clarkei (Etherid~,,).

Intcrnal views of two specimens, B.M.ll. 5885, Capertce, N.S.IV. (figured Etheridge fil.,
1880) . Shows depl'essions either side of median septum. Pla-ster casts. x fr.

Fw/:;. ;;·I~-"{ 1JI/(f1isflillifcro Prelldergast (re,-ised) .. Page ll-t

Figs. 3, 4-\'entral and nprigllt lungitudinal "iews of sediment-filled worn pedicle valve,
holutypc D.IV.A. 2045f'1; scarp 2 m ill'S cast of Christmas Creck Homestead, IVest
Kimberley District. Noonkanbah Formation.

Fig'. ,j-lntClnal Y;e,,' of U.\\7.A. 27-t;3-th: lotHlity, f0nnHtion as f"r 27-t.34. ligurcd pl"tp
l:l, fig. 4.

]figs. (i, 7-upright longitudinal anu internal ,'iell' of L .W.A. 3·1,,1'311; 8 miles south-west
of L)'ons Hiver Homcste,ul--detailed loealit)- in text. WHndagee Formation.

Fig-s. 8, D, J O---Ll priglt t longitudinal, wntml and dorsal views of pedicle vu Ive, D .'V.A.
27454a x ll/lO; loc'ality, formation as for 27454, figured plHte 13, fig. 4.

Ifigs. 11, 12, l4-\'cntral "ic,," of pedicle mh'e D.I"V.A. ;14454, and "cntral ami dorsal
views of D."'..!. ;~445G. Locality as for 3445G abovc.

Fig. 13-lnternal features of pediclc ""In, (limonitic east) V.W.A. 2!!057; Ellendale
Station, l·~ miles nurth-west uf Boal Bore, West Kimberlcy District. Po sibly
Liveringa Group.

FlU/:;. 15, H;-S. p1'icleri sp. nol'. .. l'age I III
Dorsal and ventral views of holotype, C.P.C. 1018; right bank Lyndon River, 9 miles

east of lIia :Mia llolllestead, Carnarvon Basin. Base of Bulgadoo Shale.
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PLATE 19.
FIGs. I-lD-Strophalosio prideri 1'. novo (cont.) l'age IlIi

Fig. I-Upright longitudinal yiew of lJOlotype (preceding plate, fig. 15, 16) pedicle
valve crushed.

Fig. 2, 3-Dorsal and ventral views of paratype C.P.C. 1019; locality, formation as
holotype.

Fig. 4, !J--Upright longitudinal and internal view of brachial valve C.P.C. 1024;
holotype locality.

Fig. ;J-ll1tcrnal dew of Lraehial mhe parat)·pc U. \V.A. :344.38; l.olotype locality.

Fig-. (j-Dor.al view of parat."!,e t'.I'.C. 1020: holotyp.. localit~·.

Fig-s. 7, ll-\'cntral and upright longitudinal views of paratype C.P.C. 1023; holotype
locality.

Fig. 10·1:1 Gnwth serics, dorsal ,iews of paratypes C.P.C. 1025, 1026, 1021, 1022;
holot)'pe locality.

Fig. IJ, I.3--Upright.lon,dtudinal and internal views of pl\ratype C.P.C. 1027; 11OIotype
locality.

}'ig. I(j-l'edicle "all'e ~howinJ! adductor mu de inl[lrc,sion" paratype U.W.A. 34459;
holotype locality.

J'i;l's. 1 , l!l, 17-Growth ,.crie,., internal view of brachial valves (fig. li broken pec.)
puratype" (·.\LA. :l.j.j(jO, 34461, 34462; holotype locality.

FIGS. 20-:12-8. (1Jeferalosia) efhl'rUgei l'renderg-a.t, , J'age l:!U

Fig. 2 lnterual view of pedicle valve U.W.A. 27157e with umbo broken away.
showillg raised adductor muscle impression, x 2; type locality, creek! mile west
or Call.\'tharl'a 'prjng., Wooralllel HiveI', CaruarvoD Basin. Callytharra Formation.

Figs, 21, 22. 2!l-Uprig-ht lon:ritlldinl\1 and Ycntral views of same specimen, figs. 21,
22 natural iz('. fig. 2D X- It.

:Figs. 23. 32-Yenlral and dorsal (x 2) dew oi U.\"· ..!. 27157e abo'·c.

Figs. 24, 2.3, 26-Growth scries, internal views of brachial valves (x 2) V.W.A.
271.37L;.!, h: locality, formalion a,. "bo\,('. :!7157e.

lo'i~s. 27, 2 -Interual (. H) 'howing oDe of the cardinal teeth, aDd ventral .... iews of
.W.A. 20448; Fn~sil CIiII', Irwin IH"er, Dear l\fingenew town hip. Fossil Cliff

Formation.
Figs. 30, 31-\'cnlral views of imlllature specimens, U.W.A. 27157k and 27157b;

]o('ality, formation as above, 27157e.
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I'LATE 20.

FIGs. I-U-S. (Heteralosia) irwillCII>;is bp. no\·. Page 122

Figs. 1, 2-Internal and ventral vic\\', uf lIolotype V.W.A. 23341a; Fossil Cliff, Irwin
Rive,', near Ming('new town hip. Fossil Cliff Formation.

Figs. 3, 4-Internal and ventral views of paratype V.W.A. 12399; amI' locality,
formation as 23341a above.

:Fig. ,i-Dorsal de\v of completc specimen, paratype V.W.A. 23341b; locality, formation
as 2334Ia above.

Fi):(. U-Internal view of paratype brllchial valve, V.W.A. 34463 (x 2); same locality,
formation as 23341 above.

FIGS. 7-ID-S. (flet.) kimbel'leyensis Prel1ucrgast .. .Page 124

Figs. i, 8-Dorsal and posterior "ie',"s of crushed specimen, V.W.A. 27582a, showing
bases of cardinal spines: east side of s)'ncline, south of Minilya River, west of
l'oolkilyll 1'001, Cal'llarvOn Basin. 'Vandagee Formation, lower part.

Figs. D. lO, II-Intcrnal. upright longitudinal and dorsal views of V:W.A. 27797;
);'albia Paddock, Wanciagec area, general locality, formation as 27582a above.

Figs. 12, 1:1, 1i-Same vie\\'s of parat.ype U.\\'.A. 20455; );oonkanbah Homestead, Wes\,
Kilnterlcy District. Koonkanball F"rmation.

Fig. 14-Dorsal dc\\' of V."-._-\. 2/797b; locality, forUJation as for 2/7!J7 above.

Fig. IU-Iuternal "ic\\' of l'aratypc U.W.A. 20460, showing canlinal teeth, raised
adductor ilUpl'es"ions, dcprc""ed diduct.or imprcs ious; nurth of llill C, south side
of Grant. Hangc, "'c"t Kimhcrley Didsion. Li\ eringa Formatiun.

Fig:s. I.:;, IS, J!J-\·cnt.ral, l'u~tl'ricr allll dO!',al \i,·\\, of hulo(yl'c D.\\· .. \. :W.J.:;~; ,am.
locality, formation ag 20.J.60 above.

FIGS. 20-<1.:;-&. (Llel.) ]Jrelldel'!lu>;fac sp. mH·. l'ag'l' I ~i

Fi;..:". 20-24-])or~al (x 2i, dor""l (nat.ural <izc), upright longit.udinal, \'('lItral (x I~J

and ventral (natural size) dews of holot)'pe U:W.A. 28444a; flattening of the umbo
due to cicatrix of attachment. 350 yards west of place on fence between Barabiddy
and \Icer Paddocks, 2,200 yards south of gate in that fence, near Barabiddy
Creck, south of Wandagee Homestead, Carnarvon Basin. Cundlego Formation.

l'ig•. 25-28-J)orsal, upright longitudinal, dorsal (x 2), and ventral (x n) views of
paratype D.'V..A. 2044!l; ,Yalthanie Pools, \\Tooralllcl ]~i\'cr, C'arnun'on Basin.
Callytharra Formation.

:Fi):(s. 2!J·:ll-Ventml (x 1 ~). v('ntral and upright longitUdinal views of paratype
.'."'.•-\. 3446S: lilllcgtone at basc of )It. Hardman, We t 'Kimberley District.

Li\'eriJlga Formation.

Fi"'. 32-Internal vicw of l.Jmchial vah-c, right side of cardinal process broken off,
paratype V.IV.A. 34470; same locality, formation as 34468 above.

Figs. 33-35-Dorsal (x 2), ventral, and venhal (x It) views of immaLllre paratype
U.W.A. 34469, showing large cicatrix of attachment (figs. :l4, 35) and pseudo
deltidium (fig. 33). Same locality, formation as for 34468 above.

FIGS. 3'j, 37-S. (Het.) tenuispil1U Waagen ..

Upright 10ngitudiJlal and vcutl'al views of V.W.A. 20451, pedicle
Irwin Hi\'er, ncar )Jing-enc\\' to\\'n hip. Fossil Cliff Formation.

11'\6
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PLATE 21.
FIGB. 1, 2, D·11-Taeniothaerus miniliensis sp. novo

Fig. I-Dorsal view of largest specimen found (x il, cardinal area small, V.W.A.
27116; figured with locality, formation, plate 14, fig. 3.

l~i!!. 2-Dorsal view of U. W.A. 2nSO (x i';), ~howing rhynchoncllid and coral, A. m plc.)'/!. ;
p., attached to alar ext"emities; same locality, formation as 27406, figured plate 12,

fig. 8.

Figs. Doll-Polished sections of shell of Taeniothaerus mi,l-iliensis specimens, showing
roots of pine ba. es, shell lam inae, and anterior inclination of internal spikey
pustules. :Fig. \) portion of hrachial "al,e anterior to trail; Figs. 10, 11 include
geniculated region and part of trail, and show the shell thickening over the
geniculated region. In all fig-ure the spines point anteriorly, the external surfacc
is uppenuo t. x 5.

FIG. 7-7'aeniolhacrus inci·/!ell.~is ~p. 110". .P.C. 1!J53, 2,000 feet west uf Callytharra
pring, W'oorarnel Hi"er, (amarvon Basin; Callytharra Formation. Internal view

of brachial "a],e showing cal'(linal proce and perfectly prcsened dendritic IUU cle
impre sion .

FIG. 12-A cOllllllonl.r pre"cned a,sociatioll ,hown by a brachial valve of a 7'aeniothaerus
with fragmentary remain of bryozoa.

FIGB. 3·6, 8--.-lulosteg('s 1'u"iabilis Helmersen I 47.
Bt'pl'oductiou 0" :--O}JIf- (If 11l'luJI'r"'l'II\; ()rh:riJl:l1 fi~ure.., vi A. "a1~iubilt:)

1~al1gel11teiflli Yernpuil.

J:y AlIlIlI,rily: A..1.•\ICIIIUR, COIIIH.ullwcalth Governlllcnt Printer, Canhtlrra.
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